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NEWS

Studio Quality Products for the Full-time
Graphics Professional and the Dedicated

Enthusiast

Top-Model 2, TopModcl the 3D editing package from Sincronia of Italy
has been rewritten to include many new features including an easy to use
interface and the fantastic GEMINI graphics engine.This package is
particularly suited to artists and designers, because for the first time it is
possible to model objects in a single 3D view. New features include texture,
chrome and bump mapping, lens flare, up to 1024 light sources, fog & haze
and many many more! This exciting package was used to produce this
month'sfront cover! £152.75 (£130.00 ex VAT)

rIOTODESK (V.2) is the package which defines studio quality
image editing and artwork on RISC OS machines. It is easy to use but has
many powerful features, including a sophisticated colour management system
(CMS) for the full-time graphics professional. Most of the extensive
programming effort invested in this project has been concentrated upon
ensuring a predictable user interface with an integrated design and most
importantly, all operations have been engineered to the highest quality
possible. £269.50 (£229.36 ex VAT)
PHOTODESK LIGHT, an economic alternative to PHOTODESK2 retains
most of its creative features apart from the CMS and the possibility to add
LAYERS. £134.75 (£114.68 ex VAT).
Plug-in Effects Packs are available for both packages. A pack containing
10 special effects, or 5 extra loader/savers is £19.95 (£16.98 ex VAT)

NEW! PhotoLink is an Acorn multi-driver for the most popular makes of digital camera.
Cameras currently supported are the Olympus 400, 400L, 410L & 800L, the Sanyo
Image PC and the Epson PhotoPC 500. Other cameras are in the pipeline. PhotoLink
has many features including some not available from the camera itself. The camera may be
"hot-linked" directly to your favourite application. PhotoLink is available on its own at
£69.00 or bundled FREE with a camera. Example prices (inc VAT):
Olympus 400 £299.00 Olympus 400L £499.00 (including VAT)

New! PhotoReal is the long awaited Acorn driver extension for the Canon BJC4200
and the Canon BJC4550 printers with photo-realistic capability. PhotoReal makes use of
the same advanced techniques for producing high-quality four colour separations as
Photodesk and comes ready calibrated for the special dye-based inks used for photo-realistic
printing. Acalibration application is also supplied to allow you to make changes.
Driver only £69.00 Inc.VAT. BJC4200 A4 printer+driver £269.00 BJC4550 A3
printer+driver £499.00

SCANNER PACKAGES PRICE CUT!
reduced the prices of our scanner packages, e.g Epson GT85()0+Twain only £399 ex VAT, or
£499 including Photodesk Light. GT9500 only £499 or £699 including Pholodesk 2. Other
Bundles available with a large saving over previously advertised prices. Please ask for list.

we have drastically

You'll b| mazed by what you can do with Spacetech Studio Quality Graphics!
Spacetech Ltd

21 West Wools, Portland, Dorset, DT5 2EA, U.K.

Telephone: +44 (0) 1305 822753 Fax: +44 (0) 1305 860483
Email: sales@spacetech.co.uk Web : http://www.spacetech.co.uk
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Acorn unveil Samsung licensing deal
This month sees a slew of important announcements from Acorn.
The first comes from Korea's largest electronics company, Samsung,
who have signed a licensing agreement for Acorn TVCentric tech
nology, including the use of RISC, OS. Acorn's press release predicts
that hundreds of thousands of Samsung products will use Acorn's
technology, bringing low-cost, state-of-the-art devices to thousands
of homes around the world.

The idea is that Samsung's consumer appliances will be RISC OS-
enabled and you will be able to use an ordinary television set to
monitor them. Acorn's TVCentric technology is designed to make
the most of a conventional standard resolution TV for displaying
computer information, graphics and full motion video. System soft
ware including graphics libraries, font and graphical user interface
technology is included in the agreement.

Daniel Oh, manager of the Samsung Next Generation Platform
Group explained, 'We need to work with flexible people who can
offer us the technology we need at the right time. Acorn TVCentric
technologies are ideally suited to consumer devices which use TV-

based displays.' He added that a key advantage Acorn had was their
ability to bring products to fruition very quickly as much of the
technology was reality and not theoretical.

Technologies provided by Acorn as part of the deal include anti-
aliased scalable fonts for high-definition text, anti-twitter software
for stable text, images and video, software programmable video
resolution, colour depth and scan rates, plus graphics overlay
support including semi-transparencies.

Mark Phillips, technologies marketing manager for Acorn, added,
'This agreement is further evidence of Acorn's success in providing
technology to the global consumer electronics market. It shows
once again that Acorn's operating systems and applications soft
ware are ideally suited lor consumer devices being produced by
major corporations. Acorn are again successfully licensing their
technology to a major player. Samsung have a history of only
choosing the best technologies to incorporate into their products
and this has contributed to their dominant position in the Korean
electronics market and we are pleased to be part of their portfolio.'

Acorn launch LanW in New York
As we went to press, Acorn announced their
new LanTV package in New York. LanTV, a
registered trademark, provides full-screen
MPEG2 and/or MPEG1 digital video across
Local Area Networks (LANs). This latest Acorn
digital TV technology is aimed primarily at
corporate intranets, localised entertainment
systems (hotels, cruise ships etc.) and educa
tional applications where interactive access to
a digital resource library is valuable.

LanTV packages Acorn's established hard
ware and software technologies which
maximises the abilityof low-cost displays, like
domestic TV sets, to display computer infor
mation and multimedia. Support is provided

for Ethernet (lOBase-T) and ATM Tomm LANs,
as well as European PAL and North American
NTSC TV standards.

Kevin Coleman, head of communications at

Acorn, commented: 'LanTV is especially
designed for people who want high-quality,
interactive video and graphics across their
local area networks. It will be very useful for
high-quality video conferencing, interactive
company training sessions and will allow large
corporates to give their people easy access to
video resources within digital libraries.'

The first LanTV client device is, unsurpris
ingly, Acorn's very own STB22 set-top box.
Acorn are promising that future LanTV clients

BT trial Acorn NCs
Acorn's relationship with BT has probably not
been as dose as they would have liked. Tor
example, ITT were largely faithful to Apple-
produced set-top boxes for their interactive TV
trials, much to the frustration of Acorn's now-
defunct Online Media division. However, Acorn
could be on the verge of a new and prosperous
relationship with them after all, with the news
that ITT are to use Acorn Network Computers
(NCs) as part of a consumer trial for network
computing. The trial uses BT's telecommunica
tions network and Acorn NCs and is centred

around BT Laboratories (HIT.) at Martlesham

Heath in Suffolk.

Chris Wheddon, director of BT systems engi
neering, said, 'This project will be testing one of
the most talked-about ideas in the IT industry
over the past year - the Network Computer. Our
aim with this trial is to prove the technology
and services over a six month period, ending in
March 1998, with a base of 500 users.'

Acorn's managing director, David Lee,
commented, 'This is a significant development
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in the lifeof the network computer. BT are one
of the world's leading telecommunications
organisations with a rapidly growing market
place and product portfolio. At Acorn we are
already seeing that televisionischanging from a
reactive entertainment forum into a fully inter
active way of accessing information and, with
the network computer, we are meeting the chal
lenge of providing it at a low cost. With BT's
experience in developing consumer-oriented
content and our technology, this trial is
destined for success. Network computers are so
easyto useand this trial willhelpconsumers get
some hands-on experienceof what they can do.'

Services available to trial users will be aimed

at both personal and small business customers.
These services will be split into a number of
specific areas including information services,
communications sen-ices, access to the Internet

and software distribution. Local community
interests will feature strongly, covering topics
like clubs, association and guilds, business
process/service support and local news and

will feature StrongARM power and could be
built into TV sets.

LanTV is based around a core software

component which is HTML 3.2 (Web) based
and called the LanTV Baseline pack. This
consists of server-mounted software which

enables the client to boot and also to work

correctly with the video server. In other words,
MPEG video can now be played back in a
frameor windowon a Webpage.

There was no mention of partner companies
in the LanTV initiative, though time was too
short to investigate the news more fully. If
there is any more to report, we will bring it to
you next month.

information services. Phase one of the trial will

involve 40 users. By the end of the year 500
users will be hooked up to the trial in the
Colchester and Ipswich areas.

The BT trial will involve a network distrib

uted over conventional phone lines. One major
weakness of the potential for consumer success
of Network Computing is that even the fastest
modems are unlikely to deliver information at a
fast enough rate to satisfy users. Both BT and
Acorn have experience in the field of digital
interactive 'IV and it will be interesting to see if
technologies related to this will find their way
into the BTNCtrial. These technologies include
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) to
squeeze data down ordinary phone lines at 20-
30 times the rate of a fast conventional modem.

This would enable lightning quick World Wide
Web access plus broadcast-quality video and
CD-quality audio playback and maybe even
video-conferencing services as well. Whatever
happens, it's heartening to see Acorn and BT
working so closely at last.



Acorn partner heavyweights in infotainment push
Acorn are to partner IT industry
heavyweights Digital, Ericsson
and Oracle in a bid to sell high-
bandwidth video and

Internet/intranet access for tele

phone companies, cable TV
operators and Internet service
providers.

The four players are offering a
tailored package including
Acorn set-top boxes and Oracle
server software. It features ATM

(asynchronous transfer mode)
technology for networking
multimedia-rich services which

the four hope will generate
attractive revenues from users.

Part of the appeal will be the
combination of Web access with

mass market TV distribution.

Subscribers will be able to

search, select and view interac

tively a range of "infotainment"
services including news, movies,
information and educational

programs using Internet tech
nology. For the first time,
services will include full-motion

MPEG-2 video delivered over

ATM. MPEG2 is a second-genera
tion digital movie standard
which delivers audio and

picture quality which can
exceed that of VHS video.

Acorn STB 22 set-top boxes,
connected to customers' televi

sion sets, will be used by
customers to browse the

Internet. They will also be able
to search content, including
video material, from dynami
cally created Web-based menus.
Acorn's STBs will be fed by
Digital AlphaServer hardware
which will be used to run Oracle

Video Server software through
an multi-node ATM Ericsson

network infrastructure.

What's interesting about this
particular announcement is the
combined effort. Few of the

packaged ingredients are brand
new, but the high-octane value
of the partners making up the
offering will surely make
prospective buyers of the tech
nology sit up and take notice.

Psion unveil ARM-powered Series 5 pocket computer
That Psion's successor to the hugely successful
Series 3 and Series 3a/3c, plus the directly
related Acorn Pocket Book, would be ARM
processor powered was an open secret for many
months. However, we now know all the infor
mation to illuminate the more closely guarded
secrets of the Psion Series 5.

Fora start, Psion have skipped the Psion Series
4 generation because the number 4 is considered
unlucky in some cultures. The Series 5 is a evolu
tionary development of the concepts which
created the Series 3 family. Series 3 users will
most likely feel very much at home with a Series
5, but that assump
tion fails to give
justice to the more
revolutionary
i mpro vemcnts
inherent in the

Series 5 over its

illustrious prede
cessor.

The Series 3's old

8MHz 16-bit proc
essor gives way to
an 18MHz ARM

7100 integrated
processor and
multi-function

chip, manufactured by Cirrus Logic, which is
arguably 20 times faster than its predecessor.
The operating system is now Psion's EPOC32 32-
bit platform and while it's not directly
compatible with old Series 3 OPL programs,
these can be recompiled with minor changes to
the source code in order to work on the new

Series 5.

A touch-sensitive back-lit screen with a 640

pixel width is now employed in the Series 5
compared to the Series 3a and 3c's 480 pixel
screen. Although you can operate the face-lifted
windows-style graphical user interface using the
pen interface, there is no handwriting recognition

facility. Psion had been singing the praises of
voice recognition over handwriting recognition,
but on this model at least you will have to use
the keyboard for input. Luckily, the keyboard is
now about as good as it is going to get on a
palmtop computer, with practically full-sized
keys which have a generous travel and
commendably little wobble.

Other notable features include another award-

deserving clam-shell case which slides the screen
and keyboard into a balanced position to enable
secure use of the keyboard and pen operation.
Then there are external digital voice recorder

controls enabling
you to use it for
dictation while the

case is closed. The

recording system is
much more effi

cient than before,

requiring just 1Mb
per four minutes of
recording. The top
model has 8Mb of

main memory and
an external flash

memory cartridge
can store 10Mb of

data or around 40

minutes of audio. The serial port and the infra
red port now operate at 115.2K bits per second.

Having spent half an hour playing with a pre-
production prototype, it's not difficult to be
enthusiastic about the Series 5. Even the price
looks reasonable at £440 for the 4Mb version

and £500 for the 8Mb alternative, both prices
including VAT. There are a few niggles - lots of
interesting software for the Series 5, like Internet
mail and Web browsing, is not yet ready, but at
least PC synchronisation utilities are now stan
dard items. Will the Series 5 end up badged
'Pocket Book' with an Xemplar or Acorn logo on
it? Who knows? Let's hope so!
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Acorn adjust their
name

Acorn Computer Group pic have

changed their name to the Acorn

Group pic. An Acorn statement

explained the change is in recogni

tion of the company's new

business focus. A large part of

Acorn's effort now goes into tech

nology licensing. The name of

Acorn Computers Limited remains

unchanged for the time being.

New version of slide

show program

Jochen Lueg has released version

1.75 of Showpic, a slide show

program. Features include a user-

programmable display time and

blend time, which can be saved for

later re-use. Showpic can display

any image filetype supported by

ChangeFSI as well as Kodak Photo

CDs.There is also a caption editing

feature. You can e-mail Jochen at

tudor@argonet.co.uk or

lim.colIege@argonet.co.ukor

download Showpic from the Web

at: http://www.argonet.co.uk/users

/tudor or http://www.argonet.

co.uk/users/lim.college

Free joystick offer
Stuart Tyrrell Developments are

offering a free joystick with their

Solo joystick interface. The Solo

interface allows the use of a single

'Atari-style' joystick with Acorn

machines. The freebie joystick is a

Cheetah 125+ worth £6.95. STD say

the offer is limited and will last as

long as stocks last.

The Solo interface itself is priced

£14.95 inc p&p. Contact Stuart

Tyrrell Developments: PO Box183,

Oldham, OL2 8FB, e-mail:

info@stdevel.demon.co.uk
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Acorn World '97 Web site
This year's AW show now has an offi

cialWeb site at: http://www. argonet.

co.uk/acornworld97/ It lists booked

exhibitors and adds links to their Web

sites where applicable— exhibitors

canalso set up their own page on the

site. Look out for an advance tickets

competition due to be announced

soon. Formore info,contact Barry

Ricketts, e-mail: acornworld97

©argonet.co.uk, or write to Shared

Vision, ChalkpitLane,Monxton,

Andover, Hampshire,SP11 8AR.

Disc examiner utility
John Kortink has released version 1.27

of his freeware utilitycalledDisclnfo
replacing the recentlyreleased,but

faulty, version 1.25. The utility

provides extensive info on discs that

resideunder a FileCore based filing

system. Aswell as a numerical dump of

discdata a graphical data map view

canbe selected. Theutility isaimed at

experienced programmers who will

need to refer to Acorn technical manu

als to make sense of the data.

Download it from www.inter.nl.net/

users/J.Kortink

ZeriLink goes freeware
ZeriLink 2.41,formerly shareware, the

Acorn/PC parallel port file transfer util

ity,capableof data rates of up to 800K

per second, has been made freeware

byauthor John Kortink because hardly
anyone registered it. One feature not

present in this free version is a WIMP

interfaceand Kortink says he won't be

developing the softwareanyfurther.

The only requirement for ZeriLink is

that both machines need to have a

parallel port that supports either ECP

(Extended Capabilities Port)or PS/2

('bi-directional') modes of operation.

Available at: www.inter.nl.net/users/

J.Kortink

Dr Wimp 3 released
Andrew Ayres has released version

3.00of DrWimp, a freeware BBC Basic-

based desktop application generator.

Download it fromhttp://whirligig.ecs.

soton.ac.uk/- aij295/groover Thefile is

just under 800K insizeand includesa

filecontaining 90 pages of documenta

tion. Improvements include the

additionof printing,more example

applications and a new version of a

feature called Func'n'Proc.
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ARM yourself with a software modem
ARM Ltd have unveiled ARM SoftModettlS, a range
of software technology which reduces the cost
and complexity of modem solutions by enabling
an ARM-based CPU to perform all data and fax
modem functions. ARM say that the SoftModems
idea targets a variety of embedded modem appli
cations including smart phones, set-top boxes,
network computers, screen telephones, digital
cameras and pocket computers or PDAs (personal
digital assistants). Psion have confirmed that
their engineers are exploring SoftModem technol
ogy for their new ARM-powered Series 5 palmtop
computer (see other story).

ARM SoftModem software removes the need for

an additional microprocessor and DSP (digital
signal processor) for the modem functions,
providing power consumption and design size
advantages. By shifting the modem functionality

from the hardware to the software, the ARM

SoftModems also simplify upgrades to new
modem standards, for example from 28.8K
bits/sec to 33.6K and up to 56K - all you need is a
new software driver.

'As designers of the ARM architecture, our
expertise with ARM-based silicon has allowed us
to optimise the ARM SoftModems for perfor
mance, power consumption and system cost,' said
Dave Walsh, business manager of ARM Software
Systems. 'Our software, when combined with the
unique advantages of an ARM-based CPU,
provides embedded systems designers with a flex
ible, high-performance, small-footprint modem
solution.' ARM Softmodems support both the
ARM RISC architecture - ARM7, ARM8,
StrongARM, etc. - and ARM'S Piccolo DSP co
processor and the software is available now.

ARM-based education from a new viewpoint
More than half the primary
and secondary schools in the
land have ARM-powered Acorn
computers of one sort or
another, but Acorn have never

really succeeded in cracking
the tertiary sector, except in the
niche areas of scientific and

workstation applications.
ARM Ltd may be well on the

way to correcting this vacuum
through their newly
announced prog ram me to
encourage universities to adopt
the ARM processor architecture
as the preferred platform for
teaching microprocessor princi
ples.

ARM processors are ideal for
teaching low-level program

ming and the platform is at last
endowed with a generous set of
high-level language develop
ment tools as well. It can be

used to illustrate real-life exam

ples including interrupt
handling and task switching. It
also has some interesting
features such as fully condi
tional instructions and a barrel

shifter on one input to the
arithmetic logic unit (ALU).

Universities would effec

tively be spreading ARM'S word
for them, so the ARM is making
the university software toolkit
available free of charge, down
loadable from the Internet. The

toolkit includes a C compiler,
assembler, linker, simulator

Get connected

and debugger. This can be used
for practical sessions which
demonstrate compiling and
debugging of high-level code,
performance analysis and code
optimisation. Host platforms
include Windows 95, NT and
Sun OS 4.1.3.

To complement the free soft
ware, universities can also

purchase a selection of ARM-
based development cards or
indeed commercial develop
ment kits comprising both
cards and software tools.

For further information,
check out the University
Program Download Area on the
ARM Ltd Web site at

http://www.armltd.co.uk

How about splashingout and surfing with the new NetStation? Argo Interactiveare a recommended ISP
for the new Acorn NetStation and as well as providing connectivity and services for network computers,
theyalsosupply the NetStation with built-in modem, infrared controller, and with Zip drives with 100Mb
cartridges for offline use.

Argo have also launched a "GetConnected to ArgoNet" pack. As well as the easy-to-use Internet access
software, Voyager, there is a fast external 33.6K
voice/fax/data modem and three months online

with ArgoNet.The entire pack only costs £99 inc
VAT and comes with three months unlimited

ArgoNet access at local UK telephone call rates,
freephone technical support, voicemail software
and a headphone/microphone set.

ArgoNet access at the end of the first three
months costs from only £10 ex VAT per month
for unlimited usage, with 5Mb Web space and
up to 5 e-mail addresses.

for more information, contact Argo on 01243
815815, e-mail enquiries ('"argonet.co.uk,
WWW: http://www.argonet. co.uk
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New Acorn A7000+
A7000*8MbHD1.2Gb 1056.33 £899
A700UI l)MbHpi.2Gb6xCD 11-15 63 £975

Acorn Network Computer
Corporate NC (Eihornel lObascT) 457.0SE389
Home NC (Modem 28.8 kbps) 457.08E389

A-Link lor Pocke! Book Acom 59.93 £51
Flash Disc 512K Acom 88.13 £75
Flash Disc 1 Mb Acom 118.68E101
MamsAdaptor Acom 18.80 £16
Parallel Link lor Pocket Book Horn 31.73 £27
Pockot Book II256K Acom238.53£203
Pocket Book II 1MB ,ta<i304.33£259
-.---t^-.-v. —-- — ---—;

IDE cd kits
eed Kit (or A3000 Series ICS233.83 £ 199

8-spood KitlorArchimedes ICS243.23 £207
8-spocd KitforRise PC ics 155.10£132

eed Kit • HDFS lor A3000 Series
ICS246.75 £210

8-spced Kit+ HDFS tor Rise PCrcsl68.03£143
8-speed Upgrade forA3000 Series
with ICS IDE ICS 19S.58E169

IDE hd kits A3000
170 Mo Kil for A3000 Series ICS 151 58E129
170 Mb Kit. User Port ics 157.45E134
•100 Mb Kit lor A3000 Series ICS 182.13£155
5-40 Mb Kit lor A3000 Series ics 198.58£169

"lDE"hd-Ted kitT "A3000"
170 Mb + 8-spocd
•100 Mb 18-speed
540 Mb t 8-speed

ICS 351.33 £299
ICS381.88 £325
iCS40l.85£342

IDE hd kits Archimedes
1.2 Gb Kit for Archimedes rcs252.63£215
1.6 GbKft lor Archimedes ICS264.38 £225
2.0Gb KillorArchimedes ics2S0.g3£239

IDE bare hard discs / eds
IDE 2ft" Hard Disc. 170 Mb
IDE 2H" Hard Disc, 400 Mb
IDE 214" Hard Disc, 540 Mb
IDE 3»" Hard Disc. 1.2 Gb
IDE 3h" Hard Disc. 1.6 Gb
IDE 3'.-" Hard Disc. 2.0 Gb
IDE CD Drive 8-speed

ICS 88.13 £75
ICS 116.33 £99
ICS 139.83 £119
ICSIS6.83E159
ICS198.58E169
ICS217.38 £185
ics 104.58 £89

IDE interfaces etc
IDE31•' Removable Hard Disc Cartridge
SQ327.270Mb SfCuttt 42.30 £36
Removable Hard Disc Fitting Kit
lor Rise PC 514" bay ICS 23.50 £20
IDE CD Interlace lor A3000 Series

/CS 83.43 £71
IDE CD Interface lor Archimodos rcs68. (5 £58
IDE CD Interface lor Rise PC ics 64.63 £55
IDE CD t HD Interface for Rise PC

ICS 77.55 £66
IDE HD Interface for A3000 Series/CS 88. I3E75
IDE HD Inlerface for Archimedesics 64.63 £55
IDE HD Interface for Rise PC ics 64.63 £55
IDE HD Interface * User Port
lor A3000 Series

CD External Case with PSU
Second Hard Disc FittingKit
forA5000

Printers
BJ-30 Bubble Jet Printer
(Black/While)' Cmonl63.33£ 139
BJ-230 Bubble Jot Printer c.ww POA POA
BJC-70 Colour Bubble Jet Printer
(Black/White) • Cenpii 193.88£165

BJC-150 Colour Bubble Jet Canon 170.30£145
BJC-240 Colour Bubble Jet canon163.33E139
BJC-620 CclourBubble Jet Cffl>on252.63£215
B.IC-4200 Colour Bubble Jet Canon I99.75E170
BJC-4550 Colour Bubble Jel c»ta.359.55£306
BJC-5500 Colour Bubble Jet Canqn645.03£549
DeskJet 340 . WP205.63E175
DeskJet 690C. ^239.70£204
DeskJet 870Cxr >r»>386.58£329
EP-LToner CartridgeforLBP-4o*>™69.33 £59
EP-S IIToner Cartridge lor LBP-8

mi.70.73 £67
LasorJet6L HP38IM£32H
Stylus200 fpjor.r39.fl.') £119
Stylus Color 20ft. (pson 158.63 £135
Stylus Color 400 Epson 193.88E165
Stylus Color 600 Eosen270.48£2S7
:•-—•••—••.• —— — —.••

Memory
A305/3ia'440 1 - 4 Mb IFEL 104 58 £89
A3000 1 • 4 Mb ire. 81.08 £69
A3010 1 • 2 Mb IFEL 43.48 £37
A3010 4Mb ifel 92.83 £79
A3020/A40002-4Mb IFEL 76.38 £65
A50002-4Mb IFEL 76.38 £65

Other hardware
A3000 Case lor Expansion Card,
specialoiler vtatiord 14.10 £12
Access Pack 2 (14,4k modem) Argo 148.05£126
Access Pack 3 (33.6k modem,
upgradable) /vwl98.58E169

CanoScan 300iSCSD c.ino,i3M.90£268
CanoScan 600 (SCSI) Caner.646.2S£550
Casio Camera QV-10A
with Connection Kit Acorn363.08£309
Casio Camera QV-100
with Connection Kit Acom499.38£425

Casio QV-10A/100 Connection Kit
Acom 115.15 £98

DoskTV EntryCard r«a»»sK»i»2r7.38£185
DeskTV Standard Card
(withTuner) Veeoinrc™ 257.33£219
o/llyer230 MbRemovable Hard Drive
(ParallelPort) Currana POAPOA
GTx-5000 PC Parallel A4
Colour Flatbed Scanner Epson269.08 £229
Midi Max CC 81.08 £69
Mouse lor Acom CPC 19.98 E17
MovieMagic|H« PContfl CC209.15 £178
Mozart DigitalAudio vaswwooo 69.33 £59
PholoView. offer Acom 34.08 £29
PowerWAVE SOXG Auox>297.28 £253
QuickCam Colour Ongan 10358E169
RISC OS 3.1 Rom Pack. 3 set**™ 8695 £74
RISC OS 3.1 Software Upgrade without
documentation Acom 45.83 £39
Rise TV M.im260.83 £239
ScanLight 256 CC150.40E128
ScanUght 256 for
A3000'3010/3020/A4000 CC 162.15E138
ScanLightVideo256
A310/-iOO/5000/Risc PC CCr85.fl5E158

rCS 92.83 £79
res 85.78 £73

ICS 17.63 £15

Sound Byte Recorder vri 48.18 £41
Sportster FLASH external
(Iree upgrade) USRobotics 198.58 £169

Sportster Voice 33.6 kbs external
(upgradable) us nooot.es148.
TV tuner with Teletext, oiler cc.111.
Vision Master Colour Monitor 17"

»y%„„5l5.
Vision Master Colour Monitor 17" Pro

...•.M.5-19.

Zip Disc 100 Mb vn 15
Zip Disc 100 Mb, pack ol 6\ vn 88
Zip Pack(drive * disc) I
(needs nointerlace)

are

BitfolioGold MOt 115.15 £98
Hutchinson Encyclopedia
1996 CD lor PC. oiler 3 4totvi 29.38 £25

Windows 95CD Release hvroj 92.83 £79

CD rom software
AddressIT (annual subscription)**,* 97.53 £83
AllAbout Handwriting.
and All About Planes,ksi :i rooky 39.95 £34
AncientLands (MS) IMS-43.48 £37
ArtWorks CD cc 88.13 £75
Bitlolio7 i Robert Duncan SuperPack

ugl 81.08 £69
Billolio7CD UBL 48.18 £41
Bodywise CD, ago9 1G SntrOon 47.00 £40
Breakaway Maths. ,igc. 7-i2 rim 57.58 £49
Britain Since 1930 (Anglia), KS2.3
(nooas Keynolo/Koy Plus) Angtia 28.20 £24
British Birds, ago7-ic YITM 91.65 £78
British Isles Irom the Air, KS2-) Aftgaa 43.48 £37
Cars - Maths in Motion CD, ngoB.

CmbtSM 45.83 £39
Clip-Art CD 1 cc 19.98 £17
Clip-Art CD 2 CC 19.98 £17
Cromwellthe Fire Fighter, ago5-12

ComosSorr 44.65 £38

05 £126

63 £95

90£468
28 £13

13 £75

Dinosaurs (MS)
DTP-1 Clip Art CD
DTP-2 Clip Art CD
DTP-3 Clip Art CD
Dune II CD
Font Emporium

His 4348 £37
APOL 17.63 £15
APDL 17.63 £15
APDL 17.63 £15

Ec*M 39.95 £34
Zenia 28.20 £24

Frontier 2000 CD rom, KS2-4CimtaSon 56.40E48
Garden Wildlife, KS2 AngUa 43.48 £37
Global French, oiler SIR 17.63 £15
Granny's Garden CD. ksi,? AMtSon 31.73 £27
Guardians of the Groenwood, KS2.3

-iMitoi 50.53 £43
Hutchinson Multimedia Encyclopedia
(shrink-wrapped) Attica 19.98 £17

Inventors and Inventions, agoguwrAiirs 15E98
KidPix2CD,KSi.2 LOA 49.35 £42
KingfisherChildren's Micropcdia, ksi-3

LOA 64.63 £55

Kiyekoand the Lost Night IMS 30 55 £26
Mission: Control - Crystal Ram Forest 2 CD.
ago7-11 Simsion 50.53 £43
Musical Instruments (MS) his -13.48 £37
MyFirst Incredible.
Amazing Dictionary(DK) IMS 35.25 £30
Naughty Stories Volumes 1and 2
(set 0112) CD, ago5-7 Srmsrori 69.33 £59

Oxford Talking Infant AliasCD
offer, KS1 Slmston 17.63 £15
P.8. Bear's BirthdayParty (DK)IMS 35.25 £30
PD-1 CD (Utilities) apdl 12.93 £11
PD-2 CD (Games, Novelties) apdl 12.93 £11
PDCD-1 ftiar*. 18.80 £16
PDCD-2 Oalal*. 18.80 £16
POCD-3 D.n.Me 18.80 £16
PDCD-4 OtUOt 24.68 £21
Pholobase Decades: Britain Since
the 1930s /The Victorians Longman 52.88 £45
Pholobase Decades:
The 1960s longm.ofife.88 £45
Photobase Decades:
TheVictorians, blfet Loogmaj,} 45.83 £39
Pholobase: Science, oiler Longman 45.83 £39
PublishArt Release 3 CD AimI&TB £33
Robert Duncan Cartoon Kit UOL 40:18 £41
Rusty Dreamer. KS2 stwrsion 56.-JO. £48
Simon the Sorcerer CD, olfera.<n»iv35.'25, £30,
Tizzy's Toybox CD.ago 4-6 Stasron 45.83*1239.
Typography Font CD iSV 43.48 £37
UltimateHuman Body (DK) rus 43.48 £37
Understanding Energy, kss Angt-j ,45.83 £39
Understandingthe Body,ks3.ja-i<;*.. 135.43 £31
WayThingsWork(DK) MtUBM £37
WorldWar II- On the Home Front, I '•
KS2.3 moods Koynclo.Key Plus) Ang;ia^28t20 £24

Other software
10 out of 10, various tillcs Mio 11.75 £10
AccessPack1 (software only)aioo 58.75 £50
Advance Acom 115.15 £98
Advantage. KS2.3 Longman 51.70 £44
AdventurePlayground,agosa srom. 19.98 £17
Almanac Saton 86.95 £74
Alone in the Dark, ollor KrtraU 17.63 £15

Aries GamosW 25.85 £22
Around Iho Worldin 80 Days, age8-12

Snersion 43.48 £37
ArlWorks FD
ArtWorks Mado Easy
Audio Mixer
Axis, offor
Aztecs, offer. m»b-ii s,
Badger Trails. KS2 a
Ballocns.KBi 1
BBC Basic flclorcnce Manua

an i

Birds ofWar (not Rise PC)
Birds ol War lor Rise PC
Black Angel
Blinds
Bodywise FD, ago9-16
Break 147 8 Superpool
(not Rise PC)
3rcak 147 & Superpool
forRisePQj
BudgetDTP
Burn 'Ouf'bllor
C Version 3
Calabash Pirates, ago 7-11
CardShop
Carnage Inc. (not.
Can
c/c'
CDlracker, olfer
Celebration, olfor
Chameleon, ago 7

cc 88.13 £75
Dabs 7.00 vt£7

Yetcmuno 34.08 £29
TOA 14.10 £12

Snatdon 29.38 £25
SAKfon 42.30 £36
Tpfoog 19.98 £17

22.0O-':£22
14.10 £12

Hbtn 23.50 £20
*f&an 23.50 £20

' 25.85 £22
E21

-•• -: ~ J4'08 C.'"'

Fourth 23.50

ffuiut 23.50 £20
llaoa 7.00 '"£7
llgan 17.63 £15
J D^fs 7.00 v:£7
•'fcona 24.68 £21
C%?>i?r.r5 £18
fooVjRai £16
-. • 18.60 ?1b
.too.229. rsw^a i

Wtrewot 5.88 £5
Cares 22.33 £19

JUaaon 38 78 £33
Champions Compilation,offer
:nolRisePC| Knsa/is 10.58 £9

Chocks Away Compendium Fouoh 23.50 £20
Christmas Allsorls,oiler, ago6. Shsrston 10.58 £9
Classcardz lor Resultz, oiler Cotton 10.58 £9
Classcardz lor Wordz, olfer coaon 14.10 £12
Cobalt Seed TBA 19.98 £17
Complete Animator lota 92.83 £79
Composition(RuePConly) Clams 69.33 £59
Compression CC 30.55 £26
Craltshop I, ollor. ogo7. -unr.cn 5.88 E5
CraftShop2. Offer, ago7. JMairon 5.88 £5
Crystal Maze FD, age7. ShersOn 17.63
CrystalRainForosl FD,KS2 Stasia. 42.30 £3
CyberApe 7S-i 16.45 £
Cyber Chess Fourth 23.50 £2
Darkwood Eclipse 21.15 E
Darryl the Dragon, KS1.2 JAt.au. 21.15
DalaGraph. oiler, KS1.2 ropotog 19.98 £
DalaPower iota 104.58 £
DalaPower2 to/,>r85.65£i
DoskEdit 4, oiler Boobug 22.33 E
Desktop Folio,ollor, ksi-i loa 29.38 £:
DesktopThosaurus Beebug 21.15 £,
Digital Symphony, olfer Oregan 45.83 £39
Disc Rescue look 43.48 £37
DrawWorks2 (SV 18.80 Effi
Drifter Fount, 29.38 E3£
Dune II FD Eooso 29.38 £2{5
Dungeon(not Rise PC) Founn 28.20 £%1
Dungeon lor Rise PC Fount. 28.20 £3.4
Earthwarp, offor, KS2 Longman 22.33 £(p
EasyC.t Benbug 101.05 EU6
EasyClip Fabts 30.55 C
EasyFonlProlossionnl Fabis 52.88 &
EidOSCOpO. OtlOr (00! SlrcogARM) CC 94.00 £;
E-Typo 2 (not RisePC) FeunVi 23.50 Z
E-Type 2 for Rise PC Fo.mli 23.50 £20
E-Typo Compendium Fowr/i ffl.80 £16
Eureka 3, KS2.3 Longman 92.83 £79
Eye forSpelling, olfer,ksi,2 loa 22.33 £1
Find II!, oiler
Fire & Ice. olfor
Fireworkz Pro
Firsl Logo, KSt.2
First Pago, KS2 1
FistLore
FlightPalh. ago9.
Flossy the Frog, ksi
Fonlasy
Font Dosigftcrpfroolkil
Font Directory S*™""1
FontFX
Font Pack 277
Font Pack 298
Font Pack 312
Formula Two Thousand
Formulix
FreJWy'sAdveniure. ksi
FreddyTeddy. *si
Fronliei 2000 i:D,. 1
Fun School2/3/4;KS2
(not ASOOO or RiscrC)
Giant Killer, oiler. KS2.3
Giant KillerSupport Disc, offer,KS2.3

Topotoo 8 23 £7
Granny'sGardenFD.ksi,z jmkot 24.60 £21
Graphics Loaders CC 32.90 £28
Graphic, on l'i.< ARM Machines Dabs 7.00 w£7
HaruD 1 Companion 2. offer Boebug38.78 £33
Hatchback,.i,. '. station 34.08 £29
Haunted House Fount, 18.80 £16
Hearsay II OooDoo 69.33 £59
Heimdall. offor Krisats 14.10 £12
IHelp3. offer,ago13. Shersten 4.70 £4

Apoian 29.38 £25
Reooga* 14.10 £12

Co.1o.r53.93E131
Longman 24.68 £21
Longman 52.88 £45

Mystery 21.15 £18
Storm 28.20 £24

4Maton 25.85 £22
res 17.63 £15
isv 28.20 £24

'-•--HOOK 41.13 £35
-osrrs/o.o 10.58 £9

iSV 23.50 £20
iSV 23.50 £20
iSV 23.50 £20

TBA 17.63 £15
CC 56.40 £48

Topdog 16.45 £14
Topohg 16.45 £14

CamosSoB 32.90 £28

9.40 £8

17.63 £15

pression (Dabs) Dabs 7.00 l £7
Impression Publisher CC116.33 £99
Impression Publisher Plus CC267.90E228
Impression Style CC 72.85 £62
lnlerTnlkV2 ,ta>m 91.65 £78
InlorTalk, offer • Acom 57.58 £49
Jamos Pond 2 + (notRisePC) &*i>.to 19.98 £17
lames Pond - Underwater Agonl /
jBu'rmiug Water, ksi-4 sut>w 30.55 £26
TOlOfcFWPoinl. KS1.2 Longman 30.55 £26
Junior ^bvfattlaJS&life* Statin 49.35 £42
Keyslroiie. ,„. .1 Ooaoium 32.90 £28
Kid Pix 2 FD. KS1.2 LDA 39.95 £34
Landmarks - Columbus. KS2.3 Lorgm.,n27.03 £23
Landmarks - Egypt. KS2.3 longnun 27.03 £23
Landmarks - Elizabeth I. oiler. KS2.3

Longman 7.05 £6
[ldmarks- The Aztecs, oiler, KS2.3

_J*^-. longmin 22.33 £19
l.indniiiiks - The Civil War, oiler, k:;;:<

Longrnv, 17.63 £15
Logic Mania, olfer Fount, 22.33 £19
LongmanPrimarybundle:Advantage +Junior
Pin'Point +PenDown Longman 104.58 £89

Longman Secondary bundle: Euroka3 +
PenDown + PinPoinl2 Longman 198.58E169

Look! Hear! Talktog'.Topics

Ma
MacFS Light
MathMania. KS2-S
Malhs Circus, ksi-3
Morp/Mirror Image
MIDI Synthesiser 8
MIDISynthesiser Plus
(lOI RitePCwilt. 16-bil sound)
MIDISynthesiser
|Iot Rue PC will. 16-bil sound)
Mission: Conlrol - Crystal
Rain Forest 2 FD, ago 7-11 Sheision 41.13 £35

MrClippy ISV 18.80 £1"
Multimedia Textease SMImm 94.00 £80
Music Box, ksi.2 roporcv 34.08 £29
NaughtyStories Volume1
(set 0! 6) FD, ago5-7
Naughty Stories Volume2
(selof6)FD,a.3e5-7
Notate,KS2-4. .*
Number Tiles, offer, ksi 2
NumbertiniQ.blfer. ksi
Oh No! Mors: Lemmings
(requires Lemmings),offer Knsa/,s 4,70 £j

OmniClienl? Acorn 86.95 £7.
Ovation Pro Boofc,9l6'3.33£l39
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 More
Talking Stories A, age5-7 Slnnton 39.95 £34

Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 Talking
Stories FD. olfer. agoS-7 Stasia. 29.38 £25

Oxlord Talking Infant Atlas FD.
Oiler, KSI J) Stasron 17.63 E1
PCPro Aleph 42.30 £3g
PCSound Pjrofessional A-c.-ny.Mi 27.03 £2$
PenDown DTFS Longrrun 58.75 £50
PenDown EtCifes, KS3.1 Loneman 57.58 £49
PenDown Plus, K'S2-t Longman 82.25 £70
Personal Accounts V3 *mw 34.08 £29
Photodosk v2 ^V_V»Spa™ra.7.233.83E199
Pholortesk v2 Light ~--^. SparmoUr.11633 £99

Sfwrsron 59.93 £51
CC 88.13 £75
CC 49.35 £42

topoog 25.85 £22
JMatm 27.03 £23

TBA 19.98 £17
ESP 44.65 £38

ESP 56.40 £48

ESP 44.65 £38

Shone 44.65 -£38

Snvcslon 44.65 £38
Longman 61.10 £52

I I64.1-E14
;,,„.,,;„ :•:•:<:< £19

PholoLirik ' s(9mr««- 66.90sl
PhotoReal(Canon) Spawuch 66.98 £57
PhotoTouch, olfer Oragm 64.63 £55
PinPoinI 2. KS3..1 Longman 92.83 £79
Planlwise FD. offer, ago9-u Stasron 3-1.08 £29
Playdays, ago3-8 swaiv 22.33 £19
Playground,ksi ropowg 18.80 £16
PrimaryTeachers ClipArtStarter Sol

DEC dAlA 15.28 £13
PrimoMover, offer, ksz-4 Mama 22.33 £19
ProAr1isan24lRiscPCoply) Coros 98.70 £84
Prophet 3
ProSound
PublishArt Release 2,
Artworks format, offer
PubllshAtl Release 3 HD
Puddle, ksi

»139.83£119
Ongan116.33 £99

Quest lor Gold, olfer
Real McCoy 4
Real McCoy 5
Replay Starter Kit
Report Generator
Report Writer. ksi-4
Resultz
Revelation ImagePro 24 bit.
limitedoffer. KS2-4 to^mm 45.83 £39
Revelation, Offer(nolRsc PC) Knsala 4.70 E4
Revolver Psycoro 14.10 £12
Rhapsody 3 c;.,.« 83.43 £71
Rhythm-Bed C/«r«s 44.65 £38
Rick Dangerous tumon 12.93 £11
Ridiculous Rhymes FD,agor.snmton 32.90 £28
RISC OS 3 Programmer's
Reference Manual vol 1-4 Acom 104.00m£104

RISC OS 3.1 Documenlalion Atom 25.0O*£2S
RISC OS 3.6 Programmer's
Roloronco Manual vol 5a Acom 3S.00':Z'3&
Rosie and Jim: Jim Gels the Sneezes.
ago3 6 Stasron 5.88 £5

Sourl 22.33 £19
Sourr 38.78 £33

Toporog 19.98 £17
Knsntis 5.88 £5
Fcunti 23.50 £20
fourtn 23.50 £20
Acorn 38.78 £33

.sv 18.80 £16
CVmM* 44.65 £38

Coton 84.60 £72

Cheques payable lo Ian Copestake Limited please.
Carriage: please add E2.50 per order for lightweightitems
or £7.00 lor heavier itoms. Overseas carriage willbe
charged at cost.
Credit cards (Access. MasterCard. Visa) and debit cards
(Delta, Switch) aro welcome. We need your addross as
known to the card issuer, the card number and expiry date,
and the valid from dale and issue number if any. Wo reserve
the right to charge an extra 2% for credit (not debit) card
purchases of certain itoms including printers and computers.
Answering machine orders: please include your telephone
number, your card details as above, and the total you expect
to pay.
Official orders aro wolcome from UK educational and

government institutions (invoices are due lor payment within

14 days and are subject lo carriage at cosl and late paymenl
charges).
Prices including VATare shown in italics, followed by the
price excluding VAT: og "11.75 £10". Zero-rated items aro
marked VO. Please pay the amount including VATunloss
you are a VAT-registorod EC customer outside the UK, in
which case please quote your international VAT number.
Ours is GB 595 7258 84.

Allproducts, prices and specilications are ottered in good
faith and are subject to availabilityand change without
notice. Special oilers apply only while stocks last. Goods aro
guaranteed but we do nol supply them on approval. Roturns
(in original packaging) and cancellations can only be
accepted by prior agreement and there may be a chargo lo
cover the costs involved.

Tel: 0151-625 1006 Fax:0151-625 1007 sales@ianco.co.uk http://www.ianco.co.uk
ICS, Dept U706,1 Kington road, WIRRAL, Merseyside, England, L48 5ET

Authorised Acorn Dealer and Developer caoci

Amazing Malhs, ksi-4 CamoaSo/t 22.33 £19
Ancestry II Minima 86.95 £74
ANT Internet Suite Release II Ant 104.58 £89
Apollonius PDT. ollor Oak111.63 £95
ArcFax. age 11. PJ-oj 31.73 £27
ArcFS2 VTI 21.15 £18
Arcturus. offer Oregan 18.80 £16
Arcvenlure I...
The Romans, ago 10-12 Shantton 37.60 £32

Arcvenlure II...
The Egyptians, aga8-11 Station 37.60 £32
Arcventure III...
The Vikings,KS2 fflwrsran 37.60 £32
Arcventuro JV...
The Anglo Saxons, aaoB-ii Shc-mton 37.60 £32

HcroQuC5t. ollor Knsnlrs 10.58
HighRise Racingfor Riic OS 3.1

Modus 15.23

High Rise Racing for RrScOS <3.1
Modus 15 28

Holed Out Compondim
Home Accounts, oiler
HTMLEdit v3
HTML reader / writer
Illusionist, ollor
ImageFS 2
ImageMasler, «o« n

R-Como 47.00

Suitcase 39.95
Cares 31.73

AltamativB 39.95
PAng 25.85

ImageMaster, boughtwithTwain,ago in
PWng 14.10

Imago Oullinor lota 51.70

Rosio and Jim Talking At

RTF and WordPerfect
Loaders and Savers

Sally and Wally
SnlormCars Deluxe, offe.
S-B»se2.I
S-Base 2 Personal
ScroenTurllo, ksi-3
Sea Rescue, ago 7-9
Sercnndo
ShapeFX
Sliuggy
Sibelius 6. KS3.4
Sibelius 7

CC 29.38
•19.98 £1
19.98 £17

99.88 £85
52.88 £45

Topolog 37.60 £32
Simsion 29.38 £25

Claras 88.13 £75
DataStem 10.58 £9

Wwmvoir 22.33 £19
S.W„s(63.33£139
•;-i„,'.i,-.898.88£765

Lcngnttn

Sim City 2000 for A5000, olfer rfr&its19.98 £17
Simon the Sorcerer FD OamasW 30.55 £26
Sleuth 2
smArl, ago 7.
smArt Faces: English
smArt Fanlasy
smArt Fashion
smArt Homos: English
Smudge the Scientist, ago4.

Bevbug 99.88 £85
tUaaxi 36.43 £31
maOon 16.45 £14
•IMation 16.45 £14
4Matton 16.45 £14
•Ulafon 16.45 £14

S(o/m 41.13 £35
Smudge the Spaniel, ago4. stem 19.98 £17
SolidsRENDER. Offor Silxea 41.13 £35
Space City, ago7-9 Sncrsten 29.38 £25
SparkFS, ago7. Pttng 19.98 £17
Speedball II, 0f1er|noiS1t0ngARM)Knsate10.58 £9
Spex* Home version, olfer Aspex 28.20 £24
Splosh
Spobbleoid Fanlasy
Spooler (Clares), offer
(nol SlrongARM)
Star Fighter 3000
Slereoworld
Slig ol the Dump, KS2.3
(no! Rise PC)

SlrongGuard
Studio24 I Sludio24Pro
Stunt Racer 2000 (nol Rise PC)fo.i«r. 23.50 £20
Stunt Racer 2000 lor Rise PC room 23 50 £20
Stunt Racer 2000 Extra Tracks Fount,18.80 £16
TableMate Designer Oatmda 58.75 £50
TalkingAnimated Alphabet, ago36

Stasan 31.73 £27

TalkingClocks. KSI-3 Topolog 34.08 £29
TalkingRhymes Pack 1. ksi.2 T,^.Jeg25.B5 £22
Talking Toxloase.'*
Tanks, offer j&r
TBAFS fj
Termite Internals oiler
TexleaseVersjon 2
ThinkSheot.'btle'r.
Time Traveller- Tudor and Sluarl Times
Resource Pack, olfer, KS2 lda 14.10 £12

Time Detectives ... The Victorians, KS2
'^^TN^orsrc 49.35 £42

Time Machine
Titter, offer
Tizzy'sToyboxFD,ago 4-o Shmton ^JSfcfi^PSJ
TopModel 2 ft. Spa
Topcgraphe' ''
Touch Type
TurboDriver
TurboDriver EL—
TurboDriver HP-^X
Tv/ain Canon IX irtcl.Scnn-Ligh!

-. Professional, ago 11 < '«"!' 18.80 .-£16
Twain CanoScan, ago 11. rAn 18 80 £16
Tv/ainEpson GT,agon. Pang 18.60 £16
Twain HP Scanjet, ago11
Undelete
Vector, ago 9. *Milk
Viewpoints, offer, KS2 snersiL
VirtualGoll - Augusta Course fi
Virtual Golf
Virtualise (ft« PConly)

Kuct-an 50.53 £43
Fount, 23.50 £20

euros 9.40 £8
FedNel 23.50 £20
Founn 25.85 £22

Stasron 25.85 £22
ARMClub 23.50 £20
Pineapple 129.25 £110

1880 £16
17.63 £15
68.15 £58
34.03 £29
14.10 £12

Fount, 23.50 £20
Oa.es 23.50 £20

Voyage ol Discovery,ageB-13 Stas»-.36.43 £31
Wardrobe, ksi Topotag 19.98 £17
Web Designer's Toolkil RCoo-j. 27.03 £23
WebMaster IMS 99.88 £85
WebSpider Datnada 38.78 £3
Xenon 2, special olfor &tpso 7.05 £6
Zig Zag - The Anglo-Saxons.
Offor,KS2.3 Longman 29.38 £25

Zig Zag - The Romans
offer, KS2.3 loosmun 29.38 £25

ZOO. KSI roaotog 19.9S £17

Acorn StrongARM Rise PC
4Mb 1.2Gb SA 14" Monitor 1350.08E1149
4Mb 1.2Gb SA 17" Monitor 1702.58E1449
4Mb 1.2Gb 8xCD SA 14" Monitorl439.38£1225
4Mb 1.2Gb 8xCD SA 1T Monitor (791.88£1525
10Mb 1.2Gb SA 14" Monitor 164383E1399
10Mb 1.2Gb SA 17" Monitor r996.33£1699
10Mb 1.2Gb 8x CD SA 14" Monitor

1714.33E1459

10Mb 1.2Gb 8x CD SA 17" Monitor
2085.63E1775

Choose one of the following
when you buy a new
StrongARMRise PC:

OPTION 1 - FREE SOFTWARE
Either loi business:

DalaPower-t EasiWrilor Professional +Eureka3
or forfamily:

Artworks + Multimedia Textease +
The UllimaleHuman Body

OPTION 2-FREE MONITOR UPGRADE
P:\y the l'f"-(irfco but receive .1

Fine Gram 17" SVGA Milltfsoin Monitor (AKF93I

OPTION 3 - FREE PRINTER
BJC-4100 Colour Bubble Jel Printer

OPTION 4 - FREE DIGITAL CAMERA
NCasio Camera QV-10A with Connection Kit

I Mb VRAM
1 - 2 Mb VRAM
2 Mb VRAM
Ethernet Interface
for Rise PC/A7000 Acom 139.83 £119
16 Bit Minnie Audio Card esp 52.88 £45
Ergo Keyboard lor Rise PC Casta 44.65 £38
igpwer-tec SCSIIICardlor RiseP.

Rise PCDX-'-lOOCnic! Acom350.15E298
Rise PC (Series B and above)
Single Slice Upgrade Acom 88.13 £75

SIMM 4 Mb 32 bil 23.50 £20
SIMM 8 Mb 32 bit 39.95 £34
SIMM 16 Mb 32 bil 69.33 £59
SIMM 32 Mb 32 bit 13983E119
SlrongARM Processor upgrade

Acom254.98 £217

AionmKie 68.15 £58
Alomaido 75.20 £64
/tamviooir5.15 £98



news

Irlam update Plus generic digital camera driver
Irlam Instruments have updated their generic digital camera driver,Snapshot*. This
latestversion nowsupports most populardigital camera models produced by Epson,
Olympus and Sanyo. Irlam report that the new driver now boasts a true filer-like
display, integrated image processing tools, expanded file format support and
caching to minimise camera download times.

The most enthusiasm for Snapshot* has been reserved for a new facility for
replaying time lapse sequences as Replay movies independently of the camera.
Included in the price of Snapshot* is the imaginatively named 'Album' application
which can be used for cataloguing digital photos as well as clip art.

Snapshot* is priced £49+VAT or you can get it free by buying a digital camera
from Irlam Instruments directly. Irlam Instruments can be contacted at tel/fax:
01895 811401, e-mail sales@irlam.co.uk

Apple spin off Newton subsidiary
Apple Computer, the troubled makers of
the Macintosh family of personal comput
ers, have announced that their Newton

subsidiary, which niakes ARM-powered
intelligent computer appliances, will
become a fully independent company. The
Newton division has been the home of

some tremendously innovative and daring
technology since its formation some six
years ago, but it has also performed well
below expectations at a commercial level.

The strategy forced upon the Newton
team will mean they must survive or die - it
is unlikely that Apple will bail them out
should the new company encounter further
financial difficulties. The signs are too bad

for Newton technology - the new
StrongARM-powered MessagePad 2000 has
reportedly exceeded sales targets in the UK,
and Apple is so committed to the newly
launched eMate 300 Newton for schools

that it retains exclusive rights to that partic
ular Newton product.

Apple created the Newton division with
the vision of delivering compact and versa
tile computer devices which could react
intelligently to the habits of their users. The
philosophy also depended heavily on non-
keyboard input, namely handwriting
recognition. However, the first Newton
MessagePad model was brought to market
far too early and handwriting recognition

performance, combined with software unre
liability, dented the Newton's reputation
early on.

Purists maintain that the Newton is the

sole guardian of the true PDA or personal
digital assistant ethos, but fans are desper
ate for the company to produce a smaller
and cheaper device with which they can
evangelise a cynical world. This prospect
may be dimmed by Apple's announcement
that the, as yet, unnamed new company
will concentrate on corporate mobile solu
tions. Newton products have otherwise
fared better in vertical market applications,
including on-the-scene police information
gathering and similar mobile applications.

Xemplar launch the eMate 300
Coinciding with news that Apple are distancing themselves from
the Newton subsidiary, Xemplar have confirmed that the
Newton eMate 300, previewed at the end of last year, will go on
sale in the UK shortly. The eMate 300
is a relatively affordable, portable
Newton which was designed specifi
cally for classroom use and beyond.

At approximately £500, depending
on introductory offers and class-pack
discounts, you get a lot of computer
for your money. The eMate 300 can
accept both pen input with handwrit
ing recognition as well as more
conventional input via its built-in
keyboard. As the eMate 300 docs not
need a hard disc drive and has very
power-frugal ARM-based circuitry, it
can operate for tens of hours off one
battery recharge.

The eMate 300 is slightly larger
than a conventional PC notebook

portable, but has a built-in carry
handle and a clever rounded case design making it resistant to
impact damage. Henry Howarth, Xemplar's product marketing

person in charge of the eMate 300, demonstrated the its robust
ness by deliberately dropping his personal example onto a
carpeted floor from about chest height - it survived the experi

ence admirably.
Xemplar don't think there is a ques

tion mark over the Pocket Book now

that the eMate 300 is on sale. Both are

relatively inexpensive portable solu
tions aimed at schools with the

ultimate goal of providing one
computer per student, but Xemplar
think some schools will prefer one solu
tion to the other and vice-versa.

The eMate 300 has file synchronisa
tion utilities for Windows PC and Apple
Mac desktop PC connectivity, but not
yet for Acorn RISC computers. Brendan
O'SuIIivan, Xemplar's managing direc
tor, felt unable to promise that the
necessary investment required to
develop an Acorn to eMate 300 link
package was guaranteed. Instead,

Xemplar would see if Acorn schools had enough Rise PCs with
PC Cards running Windows to satisfy file transfer needs.

Contacting me
You cancontact the newspagebywriting to meIan Burley at the usual Acorn User address or bye-mail: aunews@idg.co.uk
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Buy with confidence from ^^

New StrongARM
Rise PC's

Clan Special Offers
Includes BEEBUG Special Offer of

Free RISC User Magazine
Subscription & Free Ovation DTP

PIUS 0% Finance (Phone for details)

Purchase a StrongARM Rise PC and you
can choose one option per machine.

Clan Membership £15.
Offer valid from

1st June - 29th August 1997

©5^3®^ ii
Family Software Pack:

DK Ultimate Human Body
Multimedia Text Ease

Artworks

®PW®Gi] 2
17" SVGA Multiscan Monitor

(AKF93)
For the price of a 14" SVGA
Multiscan Monitor (AKF60)

©PflOSSfl §
Free BJ-4100 Canon Bubblejet

Colour Printer

®PiJQ®K] <3
Free QV10A Casio Digital

Camera including serial link,
Photo QV Software and

Application Guide

Acorn Network
Computers
ONLY
£468

StrongARM 200MHz
Rise PC
Options and upgrades available at excellent prices.
Please phone for our full listing. All hardware
upgrades fitted free of charge. Have your Rise PC
system tailor-made to meet your requirements. All
systems supplied with 1 year warranty including 1
year free technical support.

Rise PC 4Mb HD1.2Gb/AKF60 £1415.32
Rise PC 4Mb HD1.2Gb X8CD/AKF60 £1465.33
Rise PC 10Mb HDlGb/AKF60 £1715.32
Rise PC 10Mb HDlGb X8CD/AKF60 £1765.32

NEW Acorn A7000+
This is the first production Acorn computer
with an integrated Floating Point Accelerator.
The combination of a fast 7500FE
processor and high-speed EDO DRAM give a
dramatic improvement in desktop
performance, but with no increase in price!
The A7000+ offers: 8Mb EDO RAM, 1.2Gb
IDE hard drive, RISC OS 3.71, Floating Point
Accelerator, Integrated 16-bit digital stereo
sound, 1.6Mb floppy drive, VGA, SVGA, and other resolutions

A7000+ 8Mb HD1.2Gb £1099.00
A7000+ 8Mb HD1.2Gb 8xCD £1199.00

Internet Service
We have initiated a complete set upservice. Send or bring your computer to us and we will return
it all set upready to access the Internet, send emails, and surf the Web.
What you'll get:

• An account with Demon Internet

• USR 33,600 external modem
• Internetaccessing software
• Email accounts for up to 9 users
• Up to 5Mb of Home Page space available
• Your own Home Page created
• One years unlimited access to the Internet, Email, WWW
• Your computer completely configured ready for use
• Internet Survival Guide
• Free 'get you started' help line for 10 days

Subject todemand we will return your computer to you within 3 working days (from our receipt of
your computer), at £15 for 24 hour insured courier delivery.

All weneed from you are somebasic details and Home Page textand layout. Please telephone us
for further details and an Internet Service Order Form.

We canconfigure any Acorn computer that meets thefollowing specification: 4Mb RAM, Hard Disc with 10Mb free,
RISC OS 3.1 or later,working serial port.

Code INTAg Internet Service £525.00 inc VAT pc lnternet Servlce also avallable

Internet Survival Guide

! [ii

BEEBUG Ltd., 117 Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts ALl 4JS
Tel: 01727 840303 Fax: 01727 860263 Email: sales@beebug.co.uk

Chargeable Support Hotline 0897 596 000
All prices inc VAT Courier delivery £11.75
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news

New products / upgrades
Product New features/Product details Price Contact

Schedule+ version"!.0 * Personal organiser * Includes £12.99 until August X Developments
Todo list * Alarm system then £16.99 Tel: 01978-264929

launches apps * Convenient
notepad " Supplied with
OfficeBar (program launcher/
AudioCD player)

The Robert Duncan * Interactive guide to cartooning £29.78 + VAT Logotron
Cartoon Kit on CD-ROM * Fun way to learn

basics of word and picture
combination *Over 500 images
with 100- captions

Tel: 01223-425558

Photodesk 2 - * New manual * Set of German Existing registered Orcom Systemhaus Wolfen
German Edition language resources users of English Leipziger Str 70

version can purchase 06766 Wolfem

manual & resources Tel: 03494 695-0

direct from Orcom

PDCD2 "Nearly 900 indexed £15 or £10 to members The ARM Club

freeware/PD/shareware/comm of The ARM Club FREEPOST ND6573

ercial demo applications (cheques payable to London N12 0BR

* Includes very recent software The ARM Club)

A7000+ review amendments
It appears that the A7000+ we reviewed last issue had items of software
present which are not actually on the standard A7000+.

Dave Walker from Acorn sets the record straight, 'Principally, a stan
dard A7000+ does not ship with the following - Nested Wimp, Replay 3
or Java. However RISC OS 3.71 is the standard production ROM build
for these machines- 3.71 is effectively 3.70 with the code from the soft-
loadable 3.70 ROM patches built-in, and with 750OFE awareness added.'

Dave goes on to explain about !X and Windows, 'The version of !X
which was running on the system was completely out-of-the-box and
unmodified other than its configuration to recognise our network envi
ronment (as per standard !X instructions).

There exist a number of third-party bolt-ons for WindowsNT such
that Windows API calls relating to screen display, keyboard and mouse

input are translated into the equivalent X API calls; thus a WindowsNT
box equipped with such a bolt-on can export all its applications as
xclients to the network at large, and a standard X server can interact
with theseapplications using the standard Xprotocol set.

'This is what was being done when the AU reviewer was testing; !X
remains conformant solely to X11R4 with R5 font extensions, and at
Wakefield there was a WindowsNT portable equipped with one of these
bolt-ons hidden inside one of the stand modules.

'An Intel-based WindowsNT box doing this kind of application serv
ing isn't up to doing fileserving too; if people want to go for this, they
would need a dedicated server — although the bolt-on software isn't
cheap.'

The priceof the A7000+ should have read:starts at £807.66 (exVAT).

The entries below in the Green Pages last month should read as follows:

UTILITIES

Crow Associates 01600 772532

Author and supplier of MenuBar, Tiger and
other popular products. MenuBar provides
bars of pull-down menus, and Tiger offers a
window in which you can enter extended
descriptions of files. They each cost £15 (no
VAT) and demo versions are available.

E35EaZZE3Bm3MZiMl
Mijas Software 01962 774352

LJ Duplex is the utility for double-sided print
ing on Hewlett Packard Duplex printers -
standard and professional versions are avail
able. BTC Print enables multiple-copy
background printing to any Inkjet. ArcSimp is
a flexible mechanical I mathematical I
analogue I digital system simulator for educa
tional or professional use from £55.

Acorn User August 1997

Werewolf Software 0181-467 1138

E-mail: info@werewlf.demon.co.uk
WWW: http://www.werewlf.demon.co.ukl

The following ad should have appeared in the
Networking section:

NETWORKING

Atomwide 01689 814500

We offer expert guidance to all Acorn users
wishing to access the Internet. Offering every
thing from the award winning ANT Internet
Suite and US Robotics modems for Acorn

computers, to fully-featured Internet/intranet
server-based solutions using ISDN or leased-
line connection for mixed platform networks,
Atomwide invariably has the answer.

Apologies for any inconvenience caused.
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NEW! - Epson Digital Camera
High resolution, 24 bit colour digital camera

High quality colour digital camera - as easy to use as
a conventional 35mm compact.

24 bit colour sensor providing 16.7 million colours.

Optical resolution of 640 x 480 pixels - twice that of
many other comparably priced digital cameras.

Connects to RS232 port - no interface to fit.

Built-in four way flash - automatic, always, never,
and red-eye reduction modes.

Self-timer, erase last/every picture functions.

37mm thread accepts camcorder lenses and filters.

Standard 2Mb memory stores up to 60 standard
resolution (320 x 240) pictures, or 30 high resolution
(640 x 480) pictures, or any combination.

Optional 2Mb and 4Mb memory upgrades, which
allow up to 200 pictures to be stored.

Tripod mounting boss.

24il6 Multimedia Card
Combined 24 bit digitiser and 16 bit sampler

Advanced 24 bit video digitiser
with stereo 16 bit sound sampler.

Captures brilliant still images
from any S-VHS or composite
video source, plus superb Replay
movies, and hi-fi audio.

• 1Mb framestore captures still
images at full PAL resolution, 768 pixels x 576 lines.

• Replay movies (including sound) can be recorded,
image size and frame rate are fully adjustable and
are limited only by hard disc and system bandwidth.

• Sound sampler records at sample rates up to 48kHz.

• Hardware video scaling and anti-aliasing, plus real
time control of brightness, contrast & saturation.

Package price £472.94, including carriage and VAT.
Includes expansion card, all necessary software, and
comprehensive manual.

For the Complete Picture...

Package includes our Snapshot application software,
allowing you to quickly download pictures and view
them as thumbnails. Selected pictures can then be
easily saved as either Sprite or JPEG files.

Introductory price £499, including carriage and
VAT. Includes camera, a set of batteries, serial lead,
all necessary software, and manual.

ColourMobile
Motorised 24 bit colour hand scanner

• 24 bit colour scan head providing **'
16.7 million colours.

• Resolutions from 100 to 400 dpi
(interpolated).

• Connects directly to bidirectional
parallel port - no interface to fit.

• Works with printers, dongles,
and parallel CD-ROM drives.

"Intuitive and remarkably easy to use... scans are
outstandingly sharp with excellent colour accuracy...
What more can I say?" - Archimedes World.

"Operation is extremely easy... the results were
excellent..." - Acorn Publisher.

"The detail is impressive... this is a good scanner for
schools and home DTP users." - Acorn User.

Special price £199, including carriage and VAT.
Includes scanner, interface, all necessary software,
and manual.

Access

Irlam Instruments Ltd, Brunei Institute for Bioengineering, Brunei University,
Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PH. Tel/Fax 01895 81 1401. Email: sales@irlam.co.uk

Please note: All products require RISC OS 3.1 or later, a hard disc, 2Mb RAM minimum (4Mb recommended).
Check suitability foryour computer before ordering. All hardware products come with a full 1years
guarantee. E & OE.

VISA



PHONE ORDERS:
01728 621222

JBi
-

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

FAX ORDERS (24HR)
01728 621179

From

£199

SCANFLAT II
SCSI Flatbed scanner

plus SCSI II Interface

HARD DRIVES
from 100Mb

":.;-.

CD-ROM
drives

£39

COMBO
CASE

FOR SCSI DEVICES

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY
01728 621222

The single pass high quality Scanflat II range of A4
flatbed scanners is a new and improved version of the
highly successful Scanflat series. With a new compact
footprint to save space, improved scanning speeds and
quiet operation, the Scanflat II provides both quality
and ease of use for the busy officeor classroom.
Available now in 600dpi and 800dpi versions.
♦ New versions with 400x290mm footprint
♦ High resolution Scanflat 1200still available
♦ Line art, grey or 24-bit colour modes
♦ Pre-scan colour/brightness control
♦ Free ImageMaster Software &TWAIN driver
♦ PC SCSI interface & software kit £45 extra
♦ 25 way SCSI cable included
♦ Full I year guarantee

Price in brocket!

includes VAT
Scanner

Price
Trans.

Adaptor

Scanflat II 600 (600dpi) £199
(£233.83)

£149
(£175.08)

Scanflat II 800 (800dpi) £299

(£351,33)
£149

(£175.08)

Scanflat 1200 (1200dpi) £349
(£410.08)

£199
(£233.83)

Usethe Scanflat to scan greatphotos like this!

a""B^ 4^J-
1 SCSI INTERFACE 1
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Scanflat
1200

Scanflat II

with
Transparency

adaptor

Internal drives are suitable

for A300/A400/A540/R140/

A5000/RiscPC/A7000

External drives are suitable

for all Acorns except A4

♦ Fast access times

♦ Easy to fit
♦ Full I year guarantee
♦AV drives also available
♦Larger drives available - please call
♦All drives formatted and soak tested

face] Cr
d \«*

SCSI INTERFACE
required

COMBO

I COMPLIANT
Installation

FREE In the
Combo Box

FITTING KITS AVAILABLE.
Please specify computer

when ordering.
I 00Mb

ex VAT inc VAT
500Mb

ex VAT inc VAT

IGb
ex VAT inc VAT

2Gb
ex VAT inc VAT

Internal £39

External (Combo Case) £99

Castle Technology's range of
CD ROM drives are chosen for
their reliability, ease of use and
robustness. All are suitable for

multimedia applications.
• Fast access times
• Free headphones
• Driver software included
• Full I year warranty

Compatibility: CD-ROM Mo
Movie, CD-DA, CD-i,Video CD,CD-ROM XA mode 2 j

kk-1
The unique expandability
of SCSI makes it so easy to
install extra SCSI hardware,
and Castle Technology is delighte
to be able to make this product
available to the Acorn user.The Combo

Case's two standard 5.25" size bays and robust
construction provide a flexible and long-lasting
carrier for your SCSI peripherals.

£4583 £99 £11633 £179 £21033 £329 £386.58

£11633 £159 £18683 £239 £28G&> £389 £457.08

2-speed* 4-speed* 8-speed* 12-speed*
Access time 320ms 170ms 145ms 100ms
Data transfer rate 306kb/s 600kb/s I200kb/s 1800kb/s
Data Buffer 256k 256k 256k 128k

Prices:
Bare / RiscPC £39 £69 £129 £199

(incVAT) (£45.83) (£81.08) (£151.58) (£233.83;
Combo cased £99 £129 £189 £259

(incVAT) (£116.33) (£151.58) (£222.08) (£304.33)
typical specifications

de I, Photo CD, MPEG

BBMaStwg'

COMBO

COMPLIANT
Installation

FREE In the

Combo Box

FREE!
HEADPHONES

w
Combo Case £60 (70.50inc VAT)

Slot I

Slot 2

SI terminator

25/50 way SCSI cable

Own internal PSU

SCSI in & expansion

SCSI ID selectors

Daisychain power

Whisper-quiet fan

Phono output (tohi-fi etc)
FACE 1SCSI INTERFACE

required

Suitable SCSI devices indude:hard drives. CD-

ROM, MaxIT SyQuest, Panasonic PD, Zip etc
is

Delivery£10 (£11.75 Inc vvn perorder.
VAT inclusive pricesare in red

Cheques (allow 5 working days loclear), debit cards (Switch &Delia).
credit cards (2% charge may apply), and educational orders accepted.
All trademarks acknowledged. li&OIv

Illustration shows Combo Case with CD-ROM

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY
Ore Trading Estate Woodbridgc Road

Framllngham Suffolk IP13 9LI,
e-mail: saies@castle-lechnology.co.uk

Web: http://ww.castfe-technology.co.uk:

A305 A310 A440 A4I0/I RI40 A540 R260 A3000 A5000 A30I0 A3020 A4000 A4 RiscPC600 RiscPC700 A7000



Acorn DTP developments
It has been an interesting cou

ple of months on the DTP
front with many letters, new
releases and DTP of the month

submissions. Of particular inter
est was a letter from Dave Watts,

a Lithographic artist from
Wiltshire Newspaper and
Magazine Printers. Titles as well
known as Autoloader are among
the many weekly newspaper
and magazine publications
Wiltshire produce each week,
and sat right in the middle of
their ethemet system is an
Acorn Rise PC talking to all the
imagesetting devices, Dave
Watts behind the wheel.

Dave, a pioneer of colour
scanning before the computer
age, is a lithographic artist and
Acorn advocate who wrote

regarding the 'colour separation,

CMYK or Hexachrome' debate

in March's graphics page. The
article ended with the words 'we

may be worse off waiting for a
system that is years ahead of its
time' referring to the demands
of some Acorn users to push
through six, seven and even
eight colour separation facilities
for Acorn DTP programs.

Dave explained how litho
graphic printing today, which
commonly uses four colour
Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and
Black inks to compose 'full
colour' prints, is actually an evo
lution of traditional stone litho

graphy and litho printing which
used anything from eight to six
teen colour separations back in
the '60's. Due to the demands of

volume, speed and cost, the
standard number of colours has

been forced down to four.

Current computer and film
recording technology has no
problem with producing accu
rate, high line-screen separa
tions but litho printers have not
matched these advances.

It is a clear example of how
micro-electronics have evolved

more rapidly that mechanical
machinery. The cost and time
needed for six colour

Hexachrome printing is
presently prohibitive for most
people. Four colour printing is
at the cutting edge for quality
per pound, but it should be
remembered that if standard,
affordable litho printing ever
becomes a six, eight or even six
teen colour process it will be less
of an advance than a return to

its 'stone age' roots.

Font fiasco
Another current area of debate is the font

fiasco. Thousands of converted public
domain fonts are being flogged off by many
Acorn third parties for pennies. Pennies that are
not justifiably chargeable as these fonts are essen
tially public domain. Companies that create their
own fonts, like Look Systems and the Electronic
Font Foundry (EFF) suffer because of the higher
costs they must charge for designing and design
ing fonts from scratch.

EFF responded to this by releasing a Public
Domain Font CD of their own. They have con
verted and tweaked a massive 4000 public
domain fonts only charging the £2.35 they are
legally allowed to. This makes EFF's solution eas

ily the best value public domain font library for
the Acorn, indeed for any platform legitimate or
not. It also puts to shame other companies that
have been charging much more for seemingly
good value collections.

EFF have also released the Professional

Typography CD containing 500 masterfully
crafted, hand-tinted fonts all of which are com
pletely original. These will yield superior results
on screen and on printing and at just £70 inc
VAT including a poster of all the 1200 fonts EFF
have designed over the last 13 years, this repre
sents remarkable value for money. I'm sure the
conflict will continue and wait with anticipation
for the reaction

The pic of the month that took 4 years to draw
The story of this brilliant ArtWorks graphic-

begins way back in the '50's when the Manx
Norton motorbike was born. Kevin

Warrington, a graphics teacher in
Peterborough, began to reproduce
the acclaimed design on a 2Mb
A5000 in 1993. The graphic became
so complex that by the end of the
year a 4Mb upgrade was required
and now the bike demands 16Mb

and saving every few minutes
because of its complexity crashing
the software, though only upgrades
and maintenance work is carried

out on this particular machine
these clays.

Various parts of the bike can be
replaced and removed with the set
of 'racing' components that have

also been designed. Clearly a labour of love, and
most deserving of publication in Acom User.

DTP of the month

Thank you for all the schools,

businesses and individuals who

have sent in their publishing to

the graphics page. The response

has been excellent proving that

there is still a great deal of

innovation and technical

excellence coming from Acorn

users at all levels. Please

remember to indicate which

package you have used and

includeyour name and address in

a text file with your submissions.

Ovation Pro goes
CMYK

Beebug is now shipping their

long-awaited colour supplement

for Ovation Pro.The facility

allows Postscriptoutput and

control for printing on image

setting devicesat a standard

required for professionalprinting.

Accurate Postscript output and

CMYK colour conversion is

augmented by powerful image

processingtools ported from the

tried and tested ImageMaster

software. The supplement is free

for those who purchased Ovation

before May97 but is under £60

inc. VAT for new buyers.

The supplement has been

released with a new version with

new features like error

highlighting and improved,

customisable front end. Ovation is

now, on spec, the best DTP

packageavailable on the Acorn

and looks set to improve.

Beebug

Tel:(01727) 840303

Contacting me

You can contact the graphics

and DTP page bywriting to
me, Jack Kreindler, at Acorn

User, Media House, Adlington

Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP,

or by e-mail to

augrafix@idg.co.uk.
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id Showroom open Mon-Sat 10-18.00 hrs (All prices INCLUDE VAT) Carriage not included

CD-ROM Drives
Mulli-Session, PholoCD, CO-DA. While &
Green Book compatible. SCSI drives requi
SCSI card wilhCDFS>2.20
Carriage: n=£2. b=£6, c=£8

Internal CD-ROM Drives
Panasonic 8xCD ATAPI £75c
ATAPI Cable & Fitting Kit £5a
Above drives ate compatible with HiscPC/A7000 only.

Sony 2x CD SCSI 275ms £80c
Pioneer 12x CD SCSI nom-A,., £200c
External CD-ROM Drives Z^
Panasonic 8xCD ATAPI "tl80c
- suitable for Simtec IDE interface
Sony 2x CD SCSI 275ms £135c
Pioneer 12x CD SCSI 130ms £280c

StrongARM Card
Limited Offer

£250 (Carr.£6)

Hard Discs
Carr.: a=£2. b=£6. c=£8

NEW!! Simtec IDE Interface £69
New High performance IDE/ATAPIinterface lor all RiscOS
Computers from A3000 to RiscPC (specify when ordering).
Supports up lo 4 IDE/ATAPI devices includingATAPICD-
ROM's.

31/2" Hard Drives
IBM 540Mb
Quantum 1Gb
Quantum 2.1Gb
Quantum 4Gb

IDE SCSI

- £150b

£150b
£175b £260b

£245b ECall b
Syquest Removable SCSI Drives
105Mb Inl Drive £90b 1105Mb Cartridge £29a
EZ230 Ext Drive C2<!2c E2230Mb Cartr. E2la
EZ135MbCartr. C20a1270Mb Cartridge E40a
Hard Disc Interfaces/Accessories
IDE interlace £69b
Morley Uncaclied £113b
Morley Cached CI65b
Cumana SCSI II £175b

External case/psu £90c
2nd IDE Drive Kil C15a

50-50CSCSICbleei2a
25D-50C SCSI Cbl£12a
SCSI2-50C Cable £18n
SCSI2-25D cable El8a
50IDC 4-way SCSIE12a
50C Terminator E12a
50HPCTerminalorE15a

RiscOS Computer Systems
lyr warranty.Carriage included on computers. Allmachines are single slice &a backplane is titled to 10MRiscPC only.
Get 1 of the following free when you purchase a StrongARM RiscPC.
Option 1a - Family Pack (DK Human Body CD, Textease, ArtWorks.
Option 1a - Business Pack (Textease, Eureka3, Datapower).
Option 2-17" AKF93 Monitor instead of 14" AKF60 Monitor.
Option 3 - Canon BJC-4100 Colour Bubblejet Printer.
Option 4 - QV10a Casio Digitial Camera with Acom link and software
Computer Model with 14"(AKF60) 17"(AKF91) No Monitor
NetStation (28k modem OR 10baseT Ether) £715 £1090 £450
NEW A7000+with 48MHz ARM7500FE, 32MHz memory bus, EDO RAM.
A7000+8MHD1.2GbNEW!
A7000+ 8MHD1.2Gb+8xCD NEW!
RiscPC StrongARM 4MHD1.2Gb
RiscPC StrongARM 4MHD1.2Gb+8xCD
RiscPC StrongARM 10MHD1Gb
RiscPC StrongARM 10MHD1Gb+8xCD
Deduct £125 for iiyama MF-8617E or £95 for MT-9017E off 17" prices.
20/20 Finance on Acorn computers - -20%deposit &20 interest
free monthly payments. Loans from £700(min) - £3000. Subject to status.

£1070 £1475 £830
£1140 £1540 £900

£1390 £1765 £1125
£1440 £1815 £1175
£1690 £2065 £1425

£1740 £2115 £1475

zip/jaz
• zip & jaz Drives work just like hard
drives except they are removcablo.
giving you instant access to files.
• zip drives use 100Mb capacity
discs &jaz drives use 1Gb discs
allowing unlimited capacity.
• The drives are fast. Data transfer speeds up
to 1Mb/s for zip drives & >5.5Mb/s for jaz drives
- ideal to backup your hard drive.
• Each drive comes with 1 year warranty and a
starter disc.
• These drives require a SCSI card that is
suitable for removeable devices.

Internal zip drive (5%") £120c
External zip drive £120c
Single 100Mb zip Cartridge £14a
Pack of 6 zip Cartridges £65b
Internal 1Gb jaz drive (31/2") £300c
External 1Gb jaz drive £365c
Single 1Gb jaz cartridge £76a

QuickLynk (vi 04) £24a
With Local Cable 5m - £36a,
10m-£38a, 20m - £44a
QuickLynk allows you to
access another remote
RiscOS computer using
the serial port via
modems or locally using
a cable to connect the 2
computers. Each
computer can be configured to allow access
to any atlached filingsystem device eg ADFS.
IDE, SCSI. CDFS, etc. Once connected, files
can be transferred to/from the remote
computer. Other features include password
access, auto dialler with phone book and chat
mode to send messages to remote computer/
user. Transfer rates up to 1.9 kbyles/s can be
achieved with older computers, eg. A410,
A3000, rising to 11.4 kbytes/s on the RiscPC
range. The transfer rate is limited by the serial
port speed. QuickLynk cannot at present be
used directly from programs/command line.
Requires RiscOS 3.10 or greater.

This CD-ROM contains over
2000 ClipArt files, each in Draw,

ArtWorks & CorelDraw3.0
EPS formats. The CD also

includes high quality Replay
Movies & other demos.

Site Licence is included.

QuickTile (vi.o3) £25a
QuickTile allows you
to create posters
from ANY RiscOS
application, including
Impression. Simply
enter the size of
poster required &
select PRINT from the application!
QuickTile does the rest, printing
each tile with crop marks and tile
references. New features include
the facility to print inverted crop
marks or no crop marks. QuickTile
can only be used with the RiscOS
printer Driver or TurboDrivers.
Requires RISCOS 3.10 or later.
Return disc to upgrade for £4.
Upgrade from Tiler for £18.

/•#

m

Mail Order - 0161-474 0778 (All prices INCLUDE VAT) The lowest prices without compromiseB

RiscPC PC Cards Portable Computers |Modems (Carriage £8) I Books (No VAT) Sibelius 6/7 C174b / £950t>
Sleulh2 (Beebug) CI00a
SparkFS (Pilling) £21 a
Speech 21 (Superior) £24a
StrongGuard (ARMClub) £24a
Studio24Pro (Pineapple) £130b
Textures (R-Comp) £l0a
Touch Typo(IOTA) £42a
Top Model 2 (Spacetech) £149a
TurboDrivers Canon/HP or Epson(CC) £47b
Vector (4Malion) £72f
Wet) Designers Toolkit (R-Comp) £26?

5x86-100 (512kb) £380
above price includes PC Pro
486DX4-100 £230
PC Pro (without PCExchange) £38a
Window '95 CD (Full) £90a
The above can be installed directly from CD
withoutpreviously installingDOS or Windows.

iii™»i'iwrw_
2nd Slice with PSU £116c
2nd Slice without PSU £90c
YES 16 bit Mozart Card £70a

ing prices strictly whilst stoc

RiscPC/A7000 SIMMS
4Mb £25a|8Mb £33a
16Mb £65a|32Mb £130b
RiscPC VRAM

1Mb2nd user £45 |2Mb £100
1-2Mb u/g (exchange) £80
Call lor details ol memory tor other models.

I
require an adaptor £12

llyama MF-8617E 17" £515
Highspec FST Tube with 0.26- dot pitch

llyama MT-9017E 17" £549
VeryHighspec Diamondtron lube. 0.25' stripe

rinters (Carriage
anon BJU-240

Canon BJC-4100 £190
Canon BJC-4200 £200
Canon BJC-4550 (A3) £360
Canon BJC-5500 (A2) £635
Canon BJC-620 (720dpi) £250
Epson 400 (720dp,. 3PPm) £190
Epson 600 (720dpi, 4PPm) £275
Epson 800 (i440dpi. 7PPm) £390
Epson 1520 (i440dpi. A2) £700
HP LaserJets 6P £550
Add C47 to abOV i printers lor TurboDrii

CflBFrll2MI
arLanA30X0 EtherLan 102 £140

ArchiEtherLan514 £140
RPC/A7k EtherLan 602 £120
Add £17 to above prtces for Access-*.

Pocket Book II (1Mb) £305b
Psion 3c
1Mb RAM £320c
2Mb RAM £385c
AuloRoutc Express UK/Eire E60a
- one of the best packages tor the PB/3a

PC Serial Link E60a
Mains Adaptor CI8a
512k RAM SSDC135a
512k Flash SSD C89a
PBII/Ps3a Gamcs£38E

A-Link E59a
Parallel Link C34a
128k RAM SSD £48a
256k Flash SSD E53a
PB'Ps3 Games ECatla

iRTOTHil'rTTLE
17" Monitor Dust Cover £14a
24i16 Card (1Mb) £450b
Dual Serial Card £104b
FPAfor25MHz ARM3 £67a
Joystick l/F (Not ribcPC) £30a
Logitech Mouse (Acorn) £26a
Midi Max Card (CC) £79b
Movie Magic (1 only) £210b
RiscTV Card (Irlam) £285b
RiscTV Teletext option £45a
Scart Cable oor 15p,n) £12a
Serial Upgrade (A3000) £27a
2 x 25W Speakers £30b
2 x 80W Speakers £35c
Videodesk (Irlam) £1165b

Sc^o^o^HieH«S*scs?CamagcT8^^
A3000/A3010 Hard Cards
340Mb £175b
420Mb £195b

canners (carriage
canLignt Video 25(5 £215

Epson Colour Scanners
Include ITWAINS ImageMaster lor RiscOS.
Bundles include CorelPainl S OCR soltware loi
PC's/PC Cards.

GTx-5000 Para bundle £300
GTx-5000 SCSI bundle £350
GT-5000 SCSI (bare) £300
GTx-8500 Para bundle £560
GT-8500 (bare) £465
GTx-9500 Para bundle £735
GT-9500 (bare) £640

dj.b hLAbM bportster L1 /5
Flash upgradeable to 56kbs
Modems come with a 9-25 PC wired cable.
A3000/Archi require an Archi wired cable.

ANT Internet Suite II £115a
ArcFax £32a
Dual Serial Card £104b

nnter Consumab es
riage: £2 lor Cartridges. C8 lor Toner

BJ-10(BC-01) £I8|BJ-200(BC02) £19
BJ-210(BC-05) £28 BJ-240 (BC-06) ECall
BJC-600 Series BJ-300 (BJI-642) £16
BJI-201HCbk Blackf 10 BJC-4000 Series
BJI-201bk Black £6 BCI-21Bk Black £9
BJI-201C/M/Y £8 e,i. BCI-21C Colour £17
BJC-800 BC-20 Fast Black £28
BJI-643 Black £18 BC-22 Photo Carl £34
BJI-643C/M/Y £23 ca. BC-22 Photo Kit £39
HP DeskJets-500 scr. IIP DeskJets COOser.
Mono £23 Mono £25
Colour £25|Colour £27
Epson Stylus Colour Black £16/Colour £26
Epson Stylus Colour II Black £20/Colour £26
C3903A Toner (LJ5P) £64
EP-L Toner (LBP-4/HP LJIII) £64
HP 92274A Toner (HP LJ4L) £60
Swilt24 Mono-Colour Ribbon EB/F16

Terms & Carriage
age: : |ii-:-

showroom carnage is itemised scperatoly. The
carriage indicated is tor single items, Please
call us lor total carriage when ordering more
than one item since it is not cumulative.
Terms: Allprices include VAT except books.
Carriage is not included unless otherwise
stated. Carriage charger, apply lo mainland UK
(excluding remote areas, Scottish Highlands,
Chann Isles, IOM). elsewhere at cosi. Orders
MUST be accompanied by a phone number.
Prices and spec's subject to change without
notilication.Goods subject to availability.
Goods not ottered on trial basis. Restocking
lee on non-faully returns EducInst official
orders accepted. ESOE.

Acorn HISCOS3 PHM's
Acorn Volume 5a PRM
Acorn BBC Basic VI Guide
Acorn RiscPC Tech Rel Manual
Artworks Made Easy (Dabs)
Budget DTP (Dabs)
'C A Dabhand Guide (Dabs)
RiscOS 3 First Steps (Dabs)

Programming lor All(Beebuq

software I

AnWorks on CD (CC) (Carnage £6)
ClipArt CD 1/2 (CC)
Dinosaurs (Microsoll)
Dune II (Eclipse)
Granny's Garden CD
Guardians ot the Greenwood
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia
Kiyeko
Musical Instruments (MS)
My1st Incred.AmazingDictionary (DK) £36
PB Boars BirthdayParty £37
RiscDisc Vol 1 / 2 CD £17 / £20
Simon the Sorcerer CD £41
The Way Things Work (DK/IMS) £44
Ullimate Human Body (DK/IMS) £44

pplications
arnagc

Acorn C/C (Acorn)
Advantage(Longman)
ANTInternet Suite (ANT)
ArcFax (David Pilling)
ArlWorks (CC) Limited Oiler
Card Shop (Clares)
Chameleon 2 (4Malion)
Compression (CC)
DalaPower (IOTA)
DaVinci (Spex)
Disc Rescue 2 (Look)
Easy C11 (Beebug)
Eureka V3(Longman)
FircWorkz Pro (Collon)
Font Directory2 (Look)
Font FX (DataStore)
Hatchback (4Malion)
HTML Edit 2 (R-Comp)
lmageFS2 (Alt Publ)
ImageOutliner (iota)
Impression Style / Publisher C8
Impression Graphics Loaders (CC)
Impression Text Loaders (CC)
MacFS / MacFS Lite (CC) C
Ovation Pro
PC Pro (without PCExchango)
PC Pro (with PCExchango)
PC Sound Professional (R-Comp)
Personal Accounts (Apr)
PholoDosk Light (Spacetech)
PholoDesk2(Spacetech)
Prophet (Apricoto)
Resullz (Collon)
Rhapsody (Cl.uos) v3
S-Base2 Personal / Developer £5
ShapeFX (Datastoro)
S ::•;• . J„

£99.95c
£29.751)

£19.95!)

C49.95C

£5.00a
£5.00a
£5.00b
ES.OOa

£10.95a

£21 each
£44
£41
£32
£51
£15

CCalla
£44

£230c
£52a

£115a
£32a

£100b
£20a
£39a
C36a

£105b
ECalla

£4 3a
C102a
C100b
E155b

£42a
£12a
£35a
£42a

£43a

£52a
r£125b

£40a

£30a

i / C50a

C175c
£38a
£4 7a
£27a
C40a

£120b
£245b

£154b
C85a
E84a

i'Eiooc

£12a
£50a

k (Knsatis)
Birds ol War (4D) 2Mb
Break 147/Superpool
Carnage Inc (4D)
Chocks Compendium
Crystal Maze (Sher)
Cyber Chess (4D)
Darkwood (Eclipse)
Driller (4D)
Duno II (floppy) (Eclipse)
Empire Soccor (Maglm)
E-Typo Compcnd. (4D)
E-Typo 2 (4 D)
Fire & Ice (Times Warner)
Global Eflecl (Eclipse)
GODS (Krisalis)
Haunted House (4D) 2Mb
Holed Out Compendium
James Pond (Krisalis)
Krisalis Collection
Lotus Turbo Chall2 (Kris)
Magic Pockets (Reneg)
Play it again Sam 2/3
Populous (Krisalis)
Real McCoy 2/3/4/5
Repton3/1(Superior)
Sally ft Wally (Oregan)
Saloon Cars Deluxe (4D)
Scrabble (US Gold)
Sim Cily 2000 (RPC/A5k)
Simon the Sorcerer 2Mb
Spobbleoid Fantasy (4D)
Siarfighlei 3000(Fednel)
Stunt Racer 2000 (4D)
Tanks (Werewoll)
Time Machino (4D)
Virtual Goll (4D) 2Mb

Wolfenstein 3D

* :•;

£24
£24
£19
£24
£26
£24
£23

£30
£30
£24
£19
£24
£22

£30
£10
£19
C19
C10
C25

C22
C23

C22 each
£25

£24 each
£22 each

£21
£24
£24
C31
C31
C24
C24
C24

C23
C19
C24

£15

^^mmmm
Early Essentials (over 7), English (6-16yrs),
French (8-16yrs), Junior Essentials (5-11).
Malhs (Number) (6-16), Maths (Algebra) (6-
16), Maths (Statistics) (6-16), Maths (Geom'y)
(6-16), Spelling (over 9). Essential IT. Goog.,
FunSchool3 (under5, 5-7,orover7) C20
Fun School 4 (under 5, 5-7. or over 7) £20
Granny's Garden (lloppy) (4M) £25
Maths Circus (4Malion) E27
Naughty Stories Volumes 1 or 2 £45 each
Ptaydays (Gamesware) £22
Ridiculous Rhymes C45
Rosie & Jim - Duck loses its Quack £10

& Jim - Jim gets the sneezes £10

Tel: 0161-474 0778

Authorised Acorn Dealer, Fax: 0161 474 0781, Email: intb@desktopp.demon.co.uk
Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park. Ford Si, STOCKPORT, Cheshire. SK3 0BT



comms

Dynamo Minnie -
the BBS with maxi ideas
David Hart has had Dynamo Minnie BBS
on and off line for the last two years but,
since December 1996, a dedicated phone
line has made 24-hour access possible.
Running on two (yes, two) ARM3
equipped Archimedes A310s, the BBS cur
rently sports a Pace Microlin 33k6
modem, ready for full-speed connections
when David has saved up for an
Intelligent Interfaces dual serial port
card.

David says that the ANSI graphics on
Dynamo Minnie are one of its highlights,
and his use of ANSI Artwork, including

other artists' acknowledged work, often
cleverly blended into his own equally l-ANsi_i9?nn
high standard of ANSI art, can be seen all over the
BBS. lie's got a firm grasp of the various ANSI dis
play possibilities, and together with the features
and programmability of ArmBBS software, he's
confident that if he comes up with an idea, no
matter how bizarre it seems, he can gel ArmBBS lo
do it.

While Dynamo Minnie BBS, based in Yorkshire,
has all the usual BBS features in his "Every board
has 'em" section, including online games, request
ing Web pages by e-mail and various brovvsable
lists of users' favourite URLs, Last 20 Callers, BBS
and I-'ido Node lists, David wanted his BBS to be

unique.
His users have acknowledged that the BBS is cer

tainly different, and features like the ability to
speak words lo the Sysop, nice arrovv-key-con-
trolled sliding menu bars and fade-in option lists

make a pleasant change from the default menus
supplied with BBS software. I think there's some
logic in keeping 'generic' key options for some
functions in spite of David's differing opinion.

The 20 filebases are uniquely subdivided into
further file areas so that topics are belter classified,
and working together with Steve Smalc of The
23rd Hour BBS, David was able to organise a deal
with the SysOp of a closing PC BBS to mirror
between them 70Mb of archived text files, images
and transcribed magazine and newspaper reports
and interviews for their UFO and Conspiracy file-
bases.

Have a look at Dynamo Minnie BBS and see for
yourself. I think you'll agree it's not much like any
other.

Dynamo Minnie BBS
(01977) 620004

56K and why we shouldn't need it
The networking newsgroups and echoes are ringing with talk about 56kbps modem standards, and
which Internet providers will be supporting which modem consortium's version of this unratified stan
dard for asymmetric high-speed serial data communication. Just when you can afford a 33600bps
modem which can now be found for under £100, along comes another target to aim for.

In yet another VMS-Beta situation, the modem makers have split 56K into two incompatible camps.
One is called x2, a proprietary standard developed by US Robotics. If you recently bought a 33K6
Sportster modem, you may be able to upgrade to x2 without further expense, but if you're a Demon
Internet subscriber, that won't help you as their affinity is with the other standard, K56Flex.

K56l;lex is jointly supported by Rockwell and Lucent Technology, with other modem and computer
manufacturers. Demon's dial-in lines use Ascend servers incorporating Rockwell chipsets, and in Demon
Internet's summer issue of their customer magazine, Demon Despatches, their director of network engi
neering, Peter Galbavy explains that Ihey will upgrade to K5617lex when possible.

Galbavy alsosaysthat 56K is reallyan American phenomenon. On the continent of Europe, ISDN lines
giving 64kbps in both directions are about as cheap lo install and run as analogue lines. In the UK
though, BT and Oftel apparently don't see a need for residential ISDN lines, so rental and installation
charges are high. If they could be persuaded to charge more realistic residential ISDN tariffs, we wouldn't
need S6K in the UK at all.

Contacting me
You can contact me, David Dade,at the usual Acorn User address and please keep sending me interesting URLs for

the next yoUR List bye-mail to david@arcade.demon.co.uk, or mail #2on Arcade BBS 0181-654 2212.

PC pages
Daniel Shimmin runs the

Cybervillage Rise PC x86 Card

Information Pages. They contain
a comprehensive round-up of

information about using PC cards

on Acorn computers, improving

their performance, and available

software and hardware add-ons.

PC gamers will find lists of Games

that Work and Games that Fail, as

well as compatibilitylistsof other

software. The pages also include

editorial reviews and some good

photos of PC cards in situ.

The Rise PC x86 Card

Information Pages
http://www. cybervillage.co.uk/

acorn/pecard

Bulletin Boards - a
shut and open case
Summer has never been a good

time for BBSs, and what with the

Rayners' Brainstorm BBS closing

in Mayand the June

announcement from Simon

Elzinga of the closureof his

Archimedes BBS in Holland, you

might think this is the beginning

of the end. But enthusiastic BBS

Sysopsare still out there itching

for callers. Look out for QS-BBS,

run on NewsFlash software by

Keith Mckillop and John Reeves,

opening soon in Wokingham,

Berkshire. I'llpublish the number

and details when they are ready.

Compact But Bijou
MarkTurner gives this name to

his Acorn Web and demo site

hosted by America Online.

Stylishly simple, it is dedicated to

two areas of Acorn computing -

Web page authoring and Acorn

demos that show off our

machines. Downloadable

resources includegeneral utilities

to assist with Web authoring and

a selection of graphical resources

such as textures, backgrounds,

animated gifs and icons.Youcan

read Mark's WhatDemo? guide

to the best demos for the mature

machine and download them.

Compact ButBijou - Acorn Web
and demo site

http://members.aol.com/MTurner

249/Compact/index.htm
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Datafile news

Theexcellent DatafileWeb pages

have now been updated to allow

the download of individual parts of

the PD library catalogue, which will

soon have completed flags for all

programs to indicate which run on

the StrongARM without problems.

A cut-down PD demo version of

the latest (commercial) gamefrom

GEK Productions, entitled Emotions

is now available on the Datafile

Website. Expect a full review in

the Game Show soon.

Following the release of

Emotions, the Datafile is looking to

expand further into the commercial

world, and is interested in

increasing its rangeof non-PD

software. Ifyou're interested in

distributing yoursoftwarethrough

the Datafile, you can contact

proprieters, Daveand Sue at: The

Datafile, Willoughby House, 89

WoodvilleRoad, Boston, PE21 8BB,

or by e-mail at: dave@datafile.

demon.co.uk

The Datafile has been one of the

cornerstones of the Acorn PD scene

for as longas Ican remember (and

looks set to continue thisway)and

the PD page wishes Daveand Sue

lots of luck with this new venture.

StrongED

Version 4.2of StrongED is now

available from author Guttorm

Vik's Website at http://login.eunet.

no/~guttorvi/strong.html

AsGuttorm says 'StrongED is the

'friendly text editor',equally suited

for the professionalprogrammer

and hismother. Happiness isonlya

coupleof mouseclicks (and 250K)

away'.
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Xperience
The Xperience team are one of

the best known demo crews

on the scene, with a wide range
of productions including
Xcentric, Bin and Phonology
under their belt. Steve Mumford

talked to the crew for the PD

page:

AU: What is a demo? What's

the difference between a good
one and a bad one?

TXP: A demo is any piece of
computer software that presents
a nice mixture of graphical and
musical artwork. We simply call
it digital art! A good demo fea
tures good design and some
kind of storyboard — a concept
that can be recognised through
out the demo. A bad demo is

simply a collection of graphical
routines, accompanied by some
music. Typical demos are some
where between these two

extremes.

AU: Why do you spend enor
mous efforts in creating more or
less futile demos? Whydon't you
try to earn money, for example
by writing cool games?

TXP: We really don't focus
on the programming aspect of
demo coding. It's the creative
element which attracts us. If we

didn't create demos, we'd

choose some other kind of mod

ern art, like music video design
— but we'd never turn into pure
programmers.

AU: How did you meet up,
and what drove you to form The
Xperience?

TXP: Most of us have been

working with Acorn computers
since about 1991. At that time,
we were quite enthusiastic
about Acorn machines — they
were fast, easy to use, elegant to
program... But first of all, they
were ready-to-use — you didn't
have to purchase soundcards or
that kind of thing. You know,
some of us had been belonging
to the Amiga/C64 demo scene
for a long time, and in the early
nineties, we were looking for a

new challenge. So we moved to
Acorn. We realised very quickly
that there wasn't any true
demo. To change this,
Xperience was founded in
October 1993.

AU: What are your aims as a
group?

TXP: Today, it's impossible
to create a demo without team

support. You can easily publish
effect compilations as a single
coder, but if you want to add a
bit of style, you'll fail. Demos
aren't just technical show-offs
— demos are digital art.

Our aim is to publish beauti
ful products which are
interesting for multimedia
artists, computer programmers
and common users, of course.

Xcentric and Blu don't really
fulfil these requirements, but
our future demos will. Well, at
least that's what we think...

AU: What do you do when
you're not working on new
demos?

TXP: Well, you'd better ask
what we're doing when we're
not studying! All TXP members
are students, and the longer we
study, the slower our demos
progress... Most of us are quite
normal people — our hobbies
are, for example, Sci-l'i, movies,
sports, books, — nothing spe
cial, actually.

AU: How did you learn to pro
gram?

TXP: Learning to code demos
is a long and
strenuous

process. It

takes years
to code

state-of-the-

art routines.

The only
way we

know of is

to practice.
Start off

with some

BASIC or C

routines,

then try to convert them into
assembler. After that, just spend
days and weeks trying to get
your routines faster, shorter and
better. You'll need a lot of

patience, enthusiasm and time!
AU: Why do your demos

require a Rise PC?
TXP: We feel obligated to let

the Acorn demo scene close up
to the rest of the computer
world. A demo for the A5000

simply doesn't compare to a
demo written for a 100 MHz

Pentium with PCI bus and 256K

2nd level cache! By writing
demos for the Rise PC, we can
assume quite a lot of things:
RISC OS 3.5, freely definable
palettes, 32K or even 16M
colours, a somewhat fast (and
cached) processor, a hard disc,
and a certain amount of RAM.

This makes life easier for us and

allows us to concentrate on the

real thing.
AU: How longdoes it takeyou

to develop a demo?
TXP: It took about one year

to develop Xcentric. Blu was
coded in only two months,
because we had developed our
Demo Operating System (DEOS)
in the meantime to speed up
demo projects. But even DEOS
isn't helpful in eliminating or
by-passing RISC OS bugs. So it
took more than a year to release
Phonology, although it was
more or less finished after six

weeks of work.



interview

AU: What tools are essential

for creating a demo?
TXP: We've developed a wide

range of powerful applications.
There's a heavily optimised
ARM assembly library, a utility
to find the most suitable palette
for a TrueColour picture, an 8-
bit palette editor, a
soundtracker called "Pepper
Tracker", and some other tools

for rather specialised tasks. But
of course, we're using third-
party applications like Desktop
Director, ExtBasAsm, extASM,
Revelation 24, StrongF.D or Zap
as well.

AU: Do you have a favourite
way of crashing your system?
What's the most devastating
crash you've witnessed?

TXP: A very sophisticated
way of crashing RISC OS is to
use the ALT+Break watchdog
without having released a
claimed IRQ before! Works
really good...

While programming on the
Pepper Tracker and testing
some new weird effects, sud

denly the computer of Lunatic
crashed, and didn't recover
after a hard-reset! In fact, it
didn't revive at all, since his

ARM610-card had died. Could

be just coincidence, but then —
who knows?

AU: What's been your most
embarassing programming error?

TXP: Blu didn't run on

machines fitted with RISC OS

3.6 at first; we had to release a
bug fix... It was just one
faulty ARM instruction
which caused the error.

Sorry!
AU: Will there ever be

an Xperience game?
TXP: Well, if Acorn

did subsidise such a pro
ject — why not? But at
the moment, an

Xperience game is quite
unlikely. We don't want
to earn money — we

just want to let our cre
ativity take its course.

Sharp news

AU: How do you judge Acorn's
future?

TXP: Hard to say. RISC OS is
still the only operating system
one can work with, but the

Acorn hardware seems to be a

bit outdated nowadays. Let's see
what the new motherboard will

bring ... anyway, it's extremely
astonishing that a small com
pany like Acorn has been
introducing innovations since
about 1980! Let's hope they'll
continue for another two

decades.

Since this interview The
Xperience have won first place in
the Siliconvention demo competi
tion, beating entries like Icebird's
Reisnac and Frank Foehl's Iron

Dignitydemo.

David Sharp runs one of the best Acorn-orientated
home pages, packed full of regularly updated
information about his software. Typeinfo his flag
ship utility is under continual development and
can be registered for only £5, giving access to the
updated version 1.64.

David is currently in the process of joining
Arm'd and Dangerous with the view to producing
his game Tellomere with the help of an experi
enced team. David describes the game as "a kind
of strategy game set in a fantasy world, with small
characters walking about attacking each other,
capturing monsters and gaining weapons and

spells in order to defeat the enemy.
"No, it isn't another RPG or anything of the

sort, the emphasis of the game is strategy, in the
way you attack and defend with your stronger
and weaker characters. The player gains more
characters as the game progresses, and can then
take these characters into battle with them.

Wizards, warriors, healers, mages will all come
into play. It should be pretty good!" Certainly
sounds worth the wait. Its about time we saw

some more strategy games on the Acorn. David's
home page can be found at http://www.geod-
ties.com/SiIiconValley/Park/4119.

Full details of the Siliconvention

demo party can be found on the

official party Website at

http://www.siliconvention.com/ind

ex.htm. Firstand second place

entries from TXP and Icebird have

yet to be released, but should be

out soon.

Visions

Visions of the Impossible, the

authors of popular PD games like

Super Foul Egghave nearly

completed another new game

called Sunburst. Votl member

Anarchydescribes the game as 'a

360degree rotation shoot 'em up

with missions, missiles, wizzy

things, wazzy things, stars,

differentshipsto flyand allfor

shareware'. Expect a full review

when it hits the streets.

Recommended PD

Libraries

• The Datafile, Willoughby House,

89 Woodville Road, Boston PE21

8BB

• Naked PD, 'Fayence', Fulford Rd,

Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs ST11 9QT

• ArchAngel PD, POBox41, Exeter

EX4 3EN APDL, 39 Knighton Park

Road, Sydenham, LondonSE26

5RN

• Five StarMarketing, 4 Shepherds

Walk, Bushey, Hertfordshire WD2

1LZ

• Beebware PD, 83 Forrest Road,

Huncote, Leicester LE93BH

• ARM Club PDLibrary, Freepost

ND6573, London N12 0BR

• Rise World PD,

daniel.hayes@argonet.co.uk

Contacting me
Youcan contact the PD page by

writingto me, Paul Wheatley, at

the usual Acorn address.

Or preferably, by e-mail to

aupdpage@idg.co.uk
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Computers
StrongArm Rise-PC 200MHzl
4/HD1.2Gig banorfy £1133.00e p
4/HD1.2Gig8xCDwi«oniy ei2l8.00e I

10/HD1.2Gig base only E1433.00O i
10/HDl.2Gig BxCDbuaoniy £1518.00e

|A7000+
(1.6 Floppy 8 Mb EDO expandable 10 136Mb

IArm7500FE1,2GbHD.1yron site warranty)!
|8M/HD1.2Gb bueomy £834.00d
18M/HD1.2Gb/8xCD baseonly £934.00d

Simply select youfPTtfttTfdcottiputerbo.sc, then *
addoptionfrom listbelow, eg.Momtar.PCcard f

All Computers are builtami testedbefore
tlispah h, <i itltprinters <j»'/ software pur,ftased,

installeda\ leiiuitcd ut no additional cost

Monitors

Acorn AKF60
lAcornAKF91
1Acom AKF93
iliyama17"MF8617E 2(kioi
liyama 17"MT9017E zmoi

! Microv 14"1438iakf50)
Microv 14"1450 iakfwi

i Microv 15u1565 28dot

£264.00(1
£640.00d

£423.00d
£549.00d
£639.00d
£289.00d
£219.00d

£299.00d

Second User
jA3010 2mb floppy „.,-,.• 0my £175.00d j
IA3020 2mb (loppy bawonty £250.00d ,
' A4000 2mb 80 HD bau only £350.00d
JAKF17/30/40 monitor £125.00d

Rise-PC Upgrades
I486-DX4-100 PC Upgrade £230.00d
586-100 PC Upgrade £349.00d

'•586-133 512kPC Upgrade £390.00d
IAccesst Card £139.00c
IStrong Arm upgrade £292.00c
IAudio Mixer ~ £40.00a
' Movie Magic £279.00c
ISecond Slice no PSU £90.00d
I Sound Card £69.00b
IRiscPC 8Mb RAM £45.00b
IRiscPC 16Mb RAM £79.00b
RiscPC 32Mb RAM £159.00c

IRiscPC 64Mb RAM £479.00c
'RiscPC IMbVRAMsimtec £81.00c
| RiscPC 2Mb VRAMsimtec £116.00c

Portable Computers
[Pocket Book 2(256k) £239.00c
IPocketBook 2(1 MB) £319.00c
' A,M.orPC+-Link (each) £59.00b
i Parallel Link £29.00a
Power Supply £14.50b
Flash SSD 1MB £119.00c

Hardware Upgrades
' Casio QV-10a ;,K soiiw.nc s ii.nE375.00d
ICasio QV-100 me.SottwiueS imk£525.OOd
Casio QV-Mains Adaptor £15.00a

I Casio QV-10a/100 Con.Kit £116.00c
'HawkV9Mkll £194.00c
| Lark Midi Sound-Sa. £172.00c

Midi Max £78.00c
IRise OSUpgrade Chips £36.00a
RiscTV (Irlam) £295.00c
Teletext module for above £45.00a

I SCSI 16bit £95.00c
' SCSI 2 32bit E205.00C
i TV Tuner £99.00c
| TV Tuner+ Tololoxt £159.00c

Data Storage
| A30x0 CD Atapi interface £84.00b
IQuadExternal Atapi CD £176.00c
IA30x0 IDEinterface £88.00b
I A30x0 IDE/CD interface £104.00b

allabove includeHDfixingkit
IDE 2.5"

! 60mb E69.00C
|350mb E129.00C
'540mb E169.00C

!HIDE 3.5"
1.2 gb 1yr Warranty £169.00c
1.7 gb 2yr Warranty £199.00c

I2.1 gb 3yr Warranty £219.00c
| 2.5 gb 5yr Warranty £239.00c
| 3.2gb 5yrWarranty £289.00c
SCSI 2 3.5"
1.0 gb lyr Warranty £209.00c
2.0 gb 2yr Warranty E299.00C
3.2 gb 3yr Warranty E359.00C
4.3 gb 5yr Warranty £649.00c
SCSI PD System (comprising)
4 speed CD / 650mb Optical Disc
Internal or External) 1 Disc £539.00c

Mai OkHoK Te,: 01924 254800 Fax: 01924 258036I
E.Mail: sales@davyn.demon.co.uk \

|Fab Four Promo (J9t0
Finance

Clearly the Best Choice
(based on 20',; deposit and0% finance

over20 monthpcriod)(Acorn ItemsOnly)

20\0%
Personal finance is availableto qualifying

purchases.Crcdii subjectto status.
Written quotation on request.

APR 0<7r

|Offer 1a Software Family Pack Worth £261.00
DK Ultimate Human Body + MultimediaTextease+ Artworks

Offer 1a Software Business Pack Worth £431.00
Eureka3 + DalaPower + EasyWriter Pro.

Offer 2 Monitor Worth £159.00
17"FineGrain SVGAMuliiscan(AKF93)for theprice oj
/•/•• Fine Grain Muliiscan ES (AKF60I

Offer 3 Printer Worth £295.00
Guirm BuhhlejelColour PrinterBJC-4100

Offer 4 Camera Worth £376.00
QV10A CasioDigitalCamera + SerialLink + Photo QVSoftwa

offers are available from02/06/9) to 30/08/97 subjectu, availability

MkiiumMKiiii

Printers

-30 (black)
C-70 (colour)
C-240 (colour
C-4200 (colour
C-4550 (A3 colour)
C-620 (colour
son

rlus 400 (colour)
<lus 600 (colour
'lus 800 (colour)
/lus Pro (colour

StylusProXL+(A3colourj £1119.00d
Hewlett Packard

DeskJel400 (colour) £149.00d
DeskJet 690 (colour) E259.00d
LaserJet 5L (Black) £349.00d

1Calligraph
A4 1200 Laser (black) £1150.00d

Printer Inks/Refills

ymxccrv
(4Malion)

Sound IN Maker (CIS)
Strongard (Arm)

termite Internet (DoggySoft) £89.00c
extEase (SoftEase) £54.00a
exiEascTalking CSoftEasc) £74.00a
texiEaseTalking Multimedia £94.00c
imcCodc (Acorn) £29.00a
itlei (Clares) £93.00a
opographcr (Claa-st £73.00a
ouch Type (Iota) £45.00b
urbo Driver (CC) £51.00b
wain Drivers (DP) £l').(X)a

Education Software
Ooulol 10 hull Range l-ach lll.OOa
llnosnurs, Driving Tosl, t&rt) Essential, English,

.. Science,Ess.fr. French.German.
[ Essential*. MathAlgebra. MathGeometry,
laths Number. Math Statistic!..Stucl.Spellinx,
Iventurc Playground (Storm) £21,00a

\mazing Maths (CSH) £23.00a
\mazingOllic (Storm) £15.00a
Arcventurel Romans (Sher) E38.00a

I Corruption t 9*
Crystal Ma/e
Cyber Ape
Cyber Chess

I Darkwood
Drifter 4H'
Dune2
Dune2 CD

Dungeon
EmpireSocci

-•

•c Scrolls) ts.otij
(Sher) £27.00a
(TBA) £ 17.00.1

(40) £28.00a
(Eclipse) £22.00a
(4D)2mb £34.00a
(Eclipse) £32.00a
(Eclipse) £-IO.(X)a

(4D)2ml> £29.00a
(Empire) £23.00a

Kilter The Rcalr'SV'i-ID) 2mb £21.00a
n-Tvpe Compendium (4D) £22.00a
E-Type Jaguar2 (4D) £29.00a

| Fire & Ice (GraftGold) £2l.00a
Flashback (US Cold) £25.00a
F.T.T. (TBA) £ 17.00a
Galactic Dan C® (4D) £15.00a

IGlobal Effect (Eclipse) £32.00a
Gods (Krisalis) £ 10.00a

I Haunted House (4D) 2mb £22.(H)a
| HeroQuestr«»*; .iKri-alis) £l5.(K)a
HighRiseRacings' S*lod.is) £15.00a
HoledOut Compendium (ID) £21.00a
James Pond (Krisalis) ElO.OOa
James Pond 2 RoboCod (G/W) £20.00a
James Pond running water £29.00a

IKrisalis Collection (Krisalis) £24.00,1
,l,„i„n. U.i.l Pi,; M.uiurii. Tcmmtx.Pipc Monk

iMagie Pockclft^Rcnagadc) £13.(X)a
Revolver (Psvcorci £ 14.00a
Real McCoy 2 (4D) £29.00a
(Apocalypse. HaledOut,Olympics. In.-ni.ii
Real McCoy 3 (4D) £29.00a

trBtmtt, Netryon, DropShip.Tin- Wimp Ciirarf
IReal McCoy 4 (4D) £29.00a

iGiiliirlii- l),m. r.iiirr.mtmliWWim. XI,ir.Cuhi,h,»,
| Real McCoy 5 (4D) £29.00a

• hoppt,Force.DtmoiaLair.ParuhnuBm
IRick Dan (HitmenI £l4.00a
Saloon Cars Delux (4D) £29.O0a
Scrabble (US Gold) £25.00a

1SimCity 2000 (Kris)A5000/PC £33.00a
ISimonThe Sorcerer (G/W) £35.O0a

Simon The Sorcerer CDlGAV) £4l.00a
[Small , s»u (Virgo) £15.00a
Spce.lllall -S^ (Krisalis) £l5.(Hla
Spobbicoid Fantasy (4D) £27.00a
Starfighler 3(HX)

' Slereoworld
I Stunt Racer 20(H)
I Time Machine
]Virtual Golf

Virtual (loll august!
GamesPad 2playe

(Fednct) £25.00a
(4D) £27.00a
(4D) £29.00a
(4D) £23.00a

(4D)2mb £29.00a
ourse (4D) £L4.00H

(G/W) £33.00b

king
•\1cve11i111e IV A.Saxons(Slier) E38.00a
Ground World 80 Days (Slier) E49.00a

(Shcr) £ls.(X)a
(Sheri £48.00b

(Topo) £21.00a
(Sher) £48.00a

(Storm) £25.(X)a
(Storm) £29.00a

(Slier) £34.00a
(Shcr) £48.00a
(Slier) £48,00a

(4Mal) £21.00a
(Topo) £30.00a

(LL) £25.00a
(LL) £53.00a

(-IMat) £2(..00a
(Storm) L31.00a
(Topo) £15.00a
(Topo) e15.00a

him School 374 (5.5-7,7+) each E20.00o

', " , r ' c ••' J' « Sfi uames 'ad Zpayer (Ci/W) £33.00bi*ArcventureII Egyptians(Slier) £38.00ami ^., , 1 >,. ^... \{
Aicveniuie ill Vikings (ShcD £38.00a !fj ->jbect<tc CsC&vuutce C/^etd-li

A Mouseill Holland (l-Yi £20.00a ffi
Doris iheDolly Dog (EY) £l().(X)aM
Rossy theFrog (EY) £20.(X)a M
Gemini (EY) £10.00a-1

I Paint Pol (EY) £5.00a \[
j-1•7iW-l WILVE-IWJLVA
{ ( How To Order Vi

Inkjet Refills are an economical way
of re-charging your existing cartridge
All inks come complete with gloves,

Isyringe and easy to use instructions.
I Single 20ml Any Colour £6.70a
I Twin 2x20ml Black E10.00a
iBulk 125ml AnyColour £21.00b

'CartridgeMate'Anewand
Ueasy lo use cartridge refill system for
IHP 51626Ahighcap. cartridges

A refill system with no mess
i Comprises:CartridgeMate

& 2 x 40ml Ink Tanks
| Cartridge notincluded £30.00b

Ink Tank 2 x 40ml £20.00a
HP51625A Tri-Colour Cartridge refill
kit3 x 3 colour refills Comprises:
C/M&Y Inks, Cap Retaining Clip
Cartridge Cap Remover £30.00a
We also carry a large slock of inkjet

cartridges and ribbons

EP-L Toner for LBP-4
IEP-E Tonerfor LBP-8
HP Lserjet 5L Tonei

£69.00c i
£79.00c
£59.00c

Printable Items
Colour'n Wear (2whiteBaseballCaps 4
3 transfer papers) £ 10.50b
Colour'n Wear (2 white T Shirts t
r\transfer papers £ 13.50b
Colour'n Wear
(4transfer papers only) £7.50a i

(30 transler papers only) £41.00b
Design & Print Mouse Mat £4.00a
Design & Print Business Cards
10x8M I50g Perforated ES.OQa
Col InkJet matt photo white paper
25 sheels x 120gms £5.50b
Monochrome InkJet brilliant white
paper 100 sheets x 90gms £3.00b

CD Software

ISeashore Life (7-11)
The WayTilingsWork (IMS)
Ultimate Human Body (IMS)
Understanding Energy
Understanding the Body

IWorldWar2

Application Soft ware
I Advance

Advantage
Ancestry II
ANT internet
Apple FS (TS&>
Arclax

Arniadeus

AnWoiks
C++

ICard Shop
!Celebration

Ihe Comp.Animator
' Composition

Compression
1 DataPowct

Desktop Thesaurus
Draw to DXFconvert (Dawn)
Draw Works 2 (iSV)
EasyClip (Fabis)
linsy l-ont .< C'S#- ll'alns)
Eidoscopc (RiscPConlyI (CC)

IEureka3 1I.I.1
Fonnulix (CC)

I h'ont l-"X (Datastorc)
,1111c It I or 2 (Davyn)cach

Pablishei irregular rramen
1Graphics Loaders (CC)

Illusionist (Clares)
1Image FS 2 (Alternative P)

I linage Ouiliner (Iota)
It Impression Publisl
^ Impression Style

Inlertalk II (Acorn)
KnowledgeOrganiser 2(Clarel
Nolatc (I.Li
PC PRO (inc PC excli) (ANT)
PCSound Pro (RComp)

I Pcndown DTP (LL)
IPcndown Etoiles (LL)
Pcndown Plus (LL)
Personal Accounts (Apricolc)
PhotoDesk2 (SpaceTech) £259.00c

'Pinpoint (Longman) £l04.00c
Prune Mover .'$&(Mmen,n £.'().(X).i

I km
BadgcrTrails
Balloons and Z

BodyWise
Calabash Pirate
Coffee
Connections

. CrystalRain Fc
yfi Crystal Rain honest II
£•1 Darryl the Dragon
We. DataGr.iph
Rj First Ugo
Vi FirstPage DTP
SetFlossy The Frog
•1 Flight Path 9+ '
ytt Freddy Teddy

Freddy Teddy's Adv

(Acorn) £116.00c
(I.I.) £54.00a

(Minerva) £S7.oob
(AND £l(W.(X)b

(Oragan) £30.00a
(David P) £33.00a

(Clares) £25.00a
(CC) £99.00c

(Acorn) £249.00e
(Clares) £22.O0a

I
I
I
1

s

(Pleaso Specify ago group)
Granny's Garden (4Mat) £26.00a |
Happy Life (CCS) DI.OOc

I James Pond running water £29.00a
Landmarks lull range(LLieach £28.00a
LookHereTalkingTopics(Sh) £61.00b
Maths Circus (IMatl £29.00a I
MalhsM.uiia (I'opo) £26.00a '
Music Box (Topo) £35.00a I
Naughty Stories VIor2(Slier) £58.00b j
Number Tiles (Topo) £25.00a
OllicOctopusSk Pad (Storm) £16.00a
OxfordReading Tree Stage2 01 2Aor 3
Talking Stories (Each) (Slier) £45.00b
Oxford Talking Infant Atlas
PinPoint Junior (I.I.)
PlantWisc (Slier)

) Maydays (age 3-8) (Skill)
' Polvominocs (Topo)

Podil ^5^ (l-SM)
Rosic&Jim Duck (Slier)

(Clares)
dotal

(Clares)
(CC)

dotal
(R Devi

£32.00a
£93.(X)b

£ 150.00c

£31.00a
El 35.00c

£19.O0a
£23.00a
£19.00a
£31,00a
£25.00a

£l70.(X)b

OW.OOc

£70.00a
£!2.00a

£6.00a 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I£2l.(X)a Wi Cobalt Seed

Mi-MaliMi.tatt.

£2l.00a
Dl.OOa
£49.00a
£22.00a
£25.00a
£ 15,00a

£ 11.50a

£ 11.50a

£35.00a
£29.00a
£26.00a
£20.00a
£42.00a
ETBAa
£31.00a
£22.O0a

£26.00a
E26.00a I
£35.00a 1
£32.00a
£26.00a
£25.(X)a

Che(|iies: shouldbe made
payable to Davyn Computers k'j
Credit Curds: youmay alsopaj M
by Visa. Delia. Euro. Switch, jf
Electron, or Master Card. We
normally make no charge for this,
and take no payment until goods^
arc ready for dispatch, We need I
the card holders address undq
telephone number, card number
and issue number if any and the
expiry date.

Carriage: charges are as follows
a ' Small £1.25
b Medium £2.50
c Medium Recorded £4.50
d Courier CI().()()
e Courier Large £15.00
Official Orders: are welcome
from UK education and
government institutions (invoices^
arc due for payment within 141!
days and are subject to carriageV
and late payment charges).

VAT is included: M
Order Address: please sendvo

I
£ll.00a

£45.00a
£41.00a
£54.00a

(CC) £139.00c
(CC) £79.00c

£89.(Xk-
£72.00a
£62,(H)h

£45.00a
£29.00a
£59.00b
£58.00c
£83.00c
£4().(X)b

RosicA Jim Sneezes (Sher)
Screen TunIc (Topo)
Sea Rescue (Sher)

) SclladoreTales (Shcr)
Smudge ihe Spaniel (Storm)
Smudge theScientist (StormI

lSmudge Punctuates (Sunmi
'SpaceCity (Sher)

Splash (Slier)
Stig of Ihe Dump (Slier)
Story Stalls (Slier)
Talking Clock (Topo)
Talking Animated Alphabet
TalkingRhymcsl (Topo)
The Playground (Topo)
The Puddle .\: Wardrobe!Topo) £20.00.1 |
lime Detectives (Slier) £49.00a

jTinyDraw/Logo (Topo) £25.O0a |
' 'l'invPu//le ('I'opo) £20.00a1
Teddy Bear's Picnic (Slier) £31.00a
Voyageof Discovery (Slier) OS.OOa I

Games Software N|

Extra 650 mb Cartridge £45.00a
IDE CD Tray Internal
8 speed £89.00c
12 speed £119.00c
Parrallel Port
Zip Drives 100mb £175.00c
Zip Discs 100mb £13.50a

Archimedes Memory
A3000 1-4mb E75.00C
A3010 1-2mb £47.00b
A3010 2-4mb £89.00b
A3020 / A4000 2-4mb £89.00b
A5000 2-4mb £99.00b

All Upgrades filled free if ordered
with Computer else £18.00

Scanners
Epson GTX5000 parallel

jEpson GTX5000 scsi
Epson GT8500 para/scsi

• Epson GT9500 para/scsi
IScanlight256 8bit
Scanlight256 I6btt

IScanlight 256Video
' Image Master/Twain Driver £35.00a

£289.00d
£349.00d

£419.00d
£519.00d
E 164.00c
£151.00c
£222.00c

00 Classic Cars (PholoCD)
i Ancient Lands (IMS)
Artworks (CC)
ArtWorks Clipart I (CC)
ArtWorksClipart II (CO
Being a Scientist (Anglia)
Billolio Ed7 (Lino)
Breakaway Maths (YITM)
Britain from the Air
Britain Since 1930
British Birds age 7-11

ICars-Maths in Motion(Caiiihs) EI05.00C
Dinosaurs (M/S) £44.001)

ICastles (Anglia)
IGuardians of theGreenwood
Granny's Garden i-IMaii
GardenWildlife (Anglia)

1Hutchinson M/Media
IIndustrial Revolution (Anglia)
I Inventors&lnveniions (Anglia) £164.00c
KingfisherChitdrenxMicrupcdia9A £65.O0h
KiyckoamHheltBinight (IMS) £34.00a
l.angsdale (CCS) I'lOI.OOc
Medieval Realms lofiotsoo £ 164.00c

1Musical Instruments (M/S) £44,()()l>
IMysteries of Nature (Anglia) TBA
IMy 1st incredible amazing dictionary £36.00b
INaughty Stories VI&2 (Slier) £93.00c
I'll HearsBirthday Pany(IMS) £36.00b
Photoliase I920s.30s.40s.50s.60s
Victorians.Landscar)csEach(LL)£54.00a

£16,00,1

£44.00b
£99.00c
£20.00a

£20.00a
£4-1,00a

£50.00c 1^
£70.(K)h

£44.00a
£28.00a

£IO9.0Oc

£44.00a
£54.00a
£35.00a
£44.00a
£45.00a
£<)4.(X)c

Pro Arti:

Pro Artisan 24
Prophet 3 Accounts
Render Bender v2
ReplayStarterKit

^ Revelation ImagePn
Rhapsody 3
Khvthm lied

(Clares) £ 135.00c
(Clares) £99.00c

Apricote) EI63.00e
(Clares) £45.00a
(Acorn) £40.00b

(1.1,1 £163.00c
(Clares) £93.00a
(Clares) £45.00a

RiscCad Professiona
tSin.'I

it sue Licence

rcnade
iShapehX

Sibelius 6
Sibelius 7 Prof.
Sibelius 7 Student

J Sibelius Junior
p SltlAn

SinArt Piles (IMalion)each
1SniAit File Mod.Lang.(4Matio

(Davyn)
(Davyn)
(Davyn)

(Clares)
(Datastorc)

(V3) (Sihc)
iv.D (Side)
vli (Sihe)

(Sihc)
i-IMalionl

£2 50.00c
£200.00c
£581.62c

£93.00a
£ 12.00a

£l79.00c
£.S<)'>.()()d

£499.00d
£53.00b
£37.(X)a
£!7.(X)a

•, Alderbarron ^^^Evolution)
Alone in the Dark (Krisalis)
Aries

Anag
Axis

Hall le Chess

Big Bang
Birds of War
Black Angel
Boxing ManagckClS»Si<iisalis)
Hum Out (Oragan
Chuck Rock

4gamc
m Gcni

(GamesWare)
s (-ID)

(TBA)
(Krisalis)
(Psycore)

(•ID)
(4D)

ElO.OOa

£29.00a
£25.00a
£27.00a ;

£22.00a !
£24.00a \
£ 14.00a
£29.00a
£28.00a

£5.00a
£22.00a(uragan) tjj.txia SX

(Krisalis) ElO.OOa 1|
(TBA) £2l.(M)ajJ

i-taA*J.>*'-^^l

Pi
your orders 10:
Davyn Computer Services
'The Workshop'
off Princess Street, Sandal
Wakefield, West Yorkshire,
WF1 5NY
Opening Hours:

Mondav 9.30- 5.30
Tuesday 9.30- 5.30
Wednesday 9.30- 5.30
Thursday 9.30- 7.30
Friday 9.30- 7.30
Saturday 9.30- 5.30

Terms: All products, prices and
specifications are offered in good
faith and are subject to change
without notice. We Process all
orders imincdiatly. but suppliers
do sometimes keep us waiting.
Goods are guaranteed but are not
supplied on approval. Returns and
cancellations can only be accepted11
by prior agreement and there may I
be a restocking and administrations
charge A full copy of our termsareH
available upon request.
E.&.O.E 19th Jun 1997

chii.fi
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pc
What's on the cards?
Since I started writing this column the

PC card and its associated software
has come quite a way - we began with SX
33s running the original IPC software.
We now have access to 5x86 chips run
ning PC Pro augmented by various
patches that extend the use of the card
considerably, lint there are still some
problems. Some will perhaps never go
away and some are being looked into.
Although I've covered many of these ques
tions before in bits and pieces, I thought
it might be worth putting them all
together.

Working well
Assuming you are running a card plus stan
dard software it will perform certain tasks
reliably and decently quickly. Most
Windows software (95 and 3.1) works well
and reliably provided it is designed to work
within Microsoft's guidelines. There are
some exceptions which are detailed below
but you can be pretty sure that standard
packages will work fine. AS1M support for
such things as external scanners, CD writers
and demountable drives is also available

either via Aleph's Web site or, I understand,
from Alsystems.

This may not always be a trivial matter to
implement, but it can be done. Also don't
forget PC Exchange which does assist
markedly with cross platform exchange of
data - I use it regularly. You could also try
WinRisc which integrates the platforms
even further, but for an unknown reason it
won't work on my system so I can say little
about it in practical terms. (See full review
in this issue).

Problems
QuickTime movies: a system developed for
the Apple but ported to the PC. On the
Acorn version of the PC it's supported but it
isn't bug free - there is a problem with
keeping the rate of replay consistent which
in turn makes some titles unreliable or

unusable. Take for example, the CD Battles
of the World - Compton's Home Library.
Most of the CD runs well as it comprises
animated graphics with conventional audio
files, but the linking narrator is a character
stored as a QT movie, and he often sounds
like a chipmunk through a fuzz box.

Sound output: QuickTime aside,
Windows usually gets its sound output right
and the old problem with Win95 of the dri
ver disappearing every time you installed
new software is now cured thanks to the

new driver scripts available from Aleph's
Web site.

MIDI Output could also be provided
using Windows MIDI drivers plus a RISCOS
MIDI system such as the Audio Dynamics
XG50 card or ESP's MidiSynth. The latter is

great value but can slow down the PC card
as it absorbs processor power. DOS sounds
are a different matter. Neither IPC nor

PCPro support these well, not because it
wasn't tried but because there were too

many variations in DOS software for every
thing to be covered.

That has largely been fixed (thanks lo the
efforts of R-Comp) with PCSoiindPro, an add
on for PCPro that provides the missing links.
It covers a growing number of titles, mostly
games, and is virtually essential if you want
to run DOS software with sounds. Many
titles crash without sound being supported,
so this software makes many games available
to Acorn PC card users. However not all is

perfect. Under some circumstances MIDI
sounds are not always shut down so you
land up with what sounds like the famous
lost chord playing interminably. If audio
stuff is of interest, watch out for a new

PCPro release and for news from R-Comp.
Sound input: That's taken care of sound

output - but what about input? PCPro can
not accept sounds sampled via Acorn hard
ware. You could for some purposes sample
sounds in Acorn mode, save them as .WAV
files and load them from there into a PC

package. But Xemplar have a solution for
users of the Oak parallel port sampler. £10
plus VAT secures a software module
designed to provide an emulated
Soundblaster input.

This system can't have pretensions to
high quality sound input (and anyway it
makes much more sense for users to sup
port native Acorn software like Oregan's
ProsoundIStudio Sound for quality audio
work), but Xemplar's solution may have
a place particularly in education, for
example, supporting titles such as the
Learn to speak series from The Learning
Company.

Games: This is where the PC card and

its software still runs into serious problems.
These problems usually fall into two cate
gories - power (or lack of it) and compati
bility. The power problem is a long-term
headache. I use a 5x86 in a StrongARM
machine. For some titles it's still slow. For

others it's fine and DOS based games appear
to benefit more from the SA than Windows

titles.

The problem is that the PC. platform is
progressing rapidly and games makers are
getting vastly more ambitious. Don't gel me
wrong - this is a problem for PC owners
too. But whereas you can buy an MMX
powered PC if that's what you want to
waste your money on, you can't get an
MMX on an Acorn PC card. What you can
do is maximise what you have, either by
buying a new card, getting your existing
card upgraded, or if you are brave, contact
IFF.I. and ask them for a copy of the instruc

tions on how lo do it yourself! Apparently it
has been done but if you take this route, it's
your own responsibility.

Other compatibility problems
The other two problems are VESA support
and Direct X. Thankfully good VESA sup
port has now been provided in PCPro.
Sadly, DirectX has not. Direct X is a kind of
fudge built into Windows 95 that avoids
the ponderous Win95 drivers and provides
a more direct route to screen output - not
via a conventional Win9S window.

The advantage for game writers is that it
is considerably faster. So as game developers
gradually move from DOS lo Win95 (which
does now seem to be happening), an
increasing number of new titles fail to mn
on our PC cards at all. Aleph One have said
they are looking into DirectX support. But
whether it will ever appear or not I can't
say. Nor is it possible to say whether it will
be fast enough when/if it does.

The future?
Everyone else seems to be crystal ball gaz
ing, so here goes? As Acorn is committed to
multi-processor platforms it seems likely
that the PC card support will continue for
the new machines under development. The
cards currently available already provide
excellent support for the more routine
activities associated with using a computer
for business for example, and some existing
minor problems are being sorted out. The
so-called millennium bug has now been
dealt with plus some fixes for faults you
may never have noticed and a tidied up
PCPro is due soon.

The rapid development of third-party
support for cards seems a healthy sign that
there is money to be made from upgrades
and faster cards. But the existing hardware
already pushes the RPC to its limits - so
where next? If, as is probable, the next gen
eration RPC. has considerably improved
memory and bus speeds, existing cards will
nol only perform better, new faster cards
would be able to take advantage of the
improved hardware.

Will they be produced? 1 don't know for
sure but I hope so and the chicken entrails
are promising. In the meantime it's possible
the ArmSwitcher will soon support a graph
ics accelerator which could be good news
for speed freaks.

Contact

You can contact me, MikeBuckingham, by

post at: Acorn User, Media House, Adlington

Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP or by dropping

me an e-mail at: aupcpage@idg.co.uk
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WebSpider
The fast-track to website creation!

A Powerful Page Editor
• Point-and-click editing of ruleoffs, images, lists, etc
• Drag-and-drop import of images and creation of links!
• Automatic conversion of Acorn graphics to Internet formats
• Set text styles just like in a wordprocessor/DTP package
• Imagemap editor included - just draw your shapes!
• Full table editing facilities built in
• Automatic encoding of extended characters
• Search-and-replace, drag-and-drop and undo
• Support for all image alignment options
• Named colours for consistency across the whole site
• Extensive forms facilities - multiple forms included
• Imports text files; global clipboard support
• No need to learn web jargon

Rule Control

Image Control
Alignment

Description

Alignment

J Top (9 Left

_J Middle J Right

_) Bottom

Spacing

Horizontal [7]
Border I I

Dalriada logo

Vertical (TJ

(i Centre _JRight

1 \7 Shaded

h 50%

Cancel OK

44
Hi] Hz| Hs} H?J M

Mp H^J^J Sj£] jljjll [§]jg| B| 0|̂ n
3 ^BjU^-JjJJdEI:?] BGjjyjjj-i

Dalriada Data Technology
...because there's more to publishing than words alone.

!>.:mi- l produce DottcpPublishing militialortheAcorn RISC-OS ranue ofcomputers. We
cunenti) pnxluc;sixdifferent utilities, whichmcto bojoinedin thecourse ol'1997 bytwoah)
lhc«.-pagescontain information on allourexiuingandfuture products, together with
availability/progress reports, andgeneral Information .iboniDalriada itself.

X

Sophisticated Site Management
• Directories and sub-directories to organise your site •
• Links automatically updated when files renamed etc
• Uploader support for Argonet and ANT Internet users
• File usage report generator
• Publishing management - all files or changed files only
• Full site management
• Import of existing webpages and graphics

Dalriada: $

DI2 features hints

index products

Imgs

3T-,

sales

ME
jS

Dalriada: products

cling

mole spider

dides

tm

gm

tmdes

WebSpider has been created by Dalriada Data Technology - long established leaders in publishing
solutions for Acorn RISC-OS computers. Our vast experience in interactive editing brings you the
latest of publishing technologies with a combination of both power and ease-of-use at an affordable
price.

WebSpider costs just £40 until 31st August 1997.

We accept MasterCard (including Access),
Visa, Eurocard, Delta and Switch Credit/Debit
Cards, Postal Orders, Eurocheques and cheques
drawn on a British bank. European customers
please add £1.50 postage ~ Rest of World £4.

DALRIAPA DATA TECHNOLOGY

74 Greville Road, WARWICK, CV34 5PJ.

Phone/Fax: 01926 492459

e-Mail: sales@dalriad.demon.co.uk

WWW: http://www.dalriad.demon.co.uk/



music & audio
RealAudio coming soon....
If you flick through any one of the many
Internet magazines currently available, and
read about plug-ins for Web browsers such as
A/5 Explorer or Netscape, you'll soon find men
tion of RealAudio.

What started as a rather ambitious attempt
to squecv.e realtime audio down a phone line
alongside pages of text and graphics, has now
evolved into one of the most exciting areas of
the Web.

Tor those of you unfamiliar with the tech
nology, RealAudio is a super compression
technique designed to provide a real-time
streaming audio protocol over the Internet. In
simple terms, this means being able to listen
to a sound recording via the Internet, without
having to download the whole sample into
your computer first.

Whereas in the past you would have had to
wait typically 10 to 15 minutes to download a
three-minute audio segment, using RealAudio,

Fly by wire

you can now listen to it almost immediately.
It works by splitting the whole sample into

a series of smaller parts (referred to in network
terms as packets) and then sending these in
quick succession to achieve smooth playback.
Splitting the sample up in this way also means
that it's possible to achieve random access to
any part of the sound, ie. start playback from
wherever you want.

By using last hardware at the server end
(the place from where the sound is being
played back) it's even possible to encode a live
performance in RealAudio and transmit this
over the Internet.

Maybe you've seen or heard of bands such
as Orbital announcing concerts 'live on the
Internet'. Well, in most cases, this is the tech
nique they use to achieve it.

Quality depends on the speed of your
Internet connection and with a modem capable
of a baud rate of 28.8Kit's possible to achieve a

continuous stream of near CD-quality, stereo
sound. Even with only a humble 14.4K con
nection, you can receive a perfectly clear
mono 'signal' or similar quality to that of an
AM radio.

Now, I'm sure you're wondering what this
has got to do with Acorns? Well, Acorn's new
Web browser which was demonstrated at the

recent Wakefield Show, plus a soon-to-be-
released version of ANT's Fresco both just hap
pen to support plug-ins, and rumours are
currently going around that one of these plug-
ins is very likely to be support for the
RealAudio standard.

Another point worth noting is the floating
point hardware in the new A7000+. RealAudio
is processor time-hungry and the inclusion of
a hardware FPA (floating point accelerator)
would greatly benefit such an application. As
they say, watch or, more precisely, listen to
this space...

Even though it's often useful to have electronics stuffed into nice
small boxes, which is often the case with midi expansion modules
and the like, the drawback is often the shrinking of any control
screen or, in some cases, the complete lack of one.

Yamaha's excellent XG range of MIDI hardware (which includes
the daughter board found on the Audio Dynamics DMI50 expan
sion card) utilises a number of MIDI System Exclusive (or Sysex)
commands to control various parameters such as pitch and DSP.
Unless you're a bit of an expert however, getting the full use of all
the functions can be quite a task. This is where new Acorn com
pany The Score Machine's ArmEdXG comes into play.

ArmEdXG is a RISC OS control application for Yamaha XG
devices, fulfilling the same function as XGEdit on PC and
Macintosh platforms, that enables Acorn computer owners to con
trol XG devices. The program is still in development, although the
first release is expected to contain the following features:
• Easy editing of all parameters via windows on screen
• MU80/50 control panel buttons which can be operated directly

from the computer if required
• Editing of most used parameters from main window
• Saving and restoration of XG configurations means setting up for

a new number in seconds

• Owners of Roland GS MIDI devices will also be able to control

their hardware via the main window of ArmEdXG.

The product is expected to retail at £20 and a beta/demo version
is available now from The Score Machine's Web site at

http://www.scoremac.demon.co.uk

More popular than The Beatles....
Not so much news but still a bit of sound info

worth noting is the continuing rise of Sibelius7.
There have been not one but two separate

demonstrations, one by the authors Ben and
Jonathan Finn on The Money Programme on
BBC2 (May 18th) and one by Sibelius expert
Michael Price on Debbie Thrower's afternoon

program on Radio 2 (May 23rd).
The BBC are currently running a computer

literacy project entitled Computers Don't Bite
and demonstrations of Sibelius 7 are part of
it. Who knows where the world-renowned

program is going to turn up next?
How about a StrongARM Rise PC running

Sibelius 7 and presenting Top of the Pops! It
would certainly be a little more articulate
than the current spate of guests. And, as if
appearing on both radio and TV wasn't

enough, Sibelius 7 is also making a number
of live appearances at the following venues -
Cambridge (2nd August), Royal Academy of
Music (31st August, 28th September) and
Birmingham (13th September).

Sibelius can be contacted on (01223)

302765 or on the WWW at

http://www.acorn.co.uk/developers/
sibelius/

Contact:
You can contact me, Rob Miller, by post at: the Acorn User address or by e-mail me at: aumusic@idg.co.uk
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CTA DIRECT
Mail Order Specialists

Curriculum Training Associates
Dept. AU08, 34a Coach Road

Astley, Tyldesley
Gtr Manchester

EMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com http://www.cta.u-net.com Tel - 01942 511000 Fax - 01942 749325 M29 7ER

**Special Offer** CTA A30X0 6x CDRQM £99.00+vat **requires CTA IDE i/f**
RiscPC System Offers

20/20 Finance NOW AVAILABLE

FAB FOUR PROMO Choose from

1) Family pack or Business Bundle
2) Upgrade from 14" to 17" Monitor
3) BJC4200 Colour printer
4) QVlOa Casio Digital Camera

RPCSA2M+16M/2.1G/12x SupraCD
& 17" monitor for only £1895 inc VAT

RPC SA base models from £1099.00 inc VAT

RPC 700basemodels from £999.00 incVAT|

AND we will match or beat your best offer

RiscOS 3.1 upgrades
only £29.00 exc Vat £34.08 inc Vat

RiscPC PC Cards

DX4-100

586-100 (Acorn)

586-133 (CTA)

Pentium83 (CTA)

Wiih RiscPC orSeparately
£233.99 inc VAT
£350.99 inc VAT

t350.99 inc VAT

£350.99 inc VAT

Desktop FAX MODEM
33600 Voice BABT approved £99 inc VAT

POWERED SPEAKERS

15 watts no PSU

80 waits with PSU

240 watts with PSU

SubwoofcrSO watts

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£9.98 £19.95

£16.98 £19.95

£33.19 £39.00

vith PSU £49.00 £57.58

Comms System Mic/Headphones £8.50 £9.99

ETHERNET INTERFACES
All clhernel i/l's etc are ANT

A3000int 10basc2 Access*
A3QQ0inl IObascTAcccss+

A400 10base2Access+

A400IObaseT Access*
A400 IObase2+5 Access*
A400 I0base2+TAccess*

A3020 IObasc2Acccss+/extMAU £99.00 £116.33
A3020 IObaseTAccess+/ext MAU £99.00 £116.33

RiscPC/A7000 10base2 Access* £89.00 £104.58
RiscPC7A7000 IObascT Access*

A400 Access* ROM upgrade
A3000 Access* ROM upgrade
PC600 Access* ROM upgrade

Ex. VATInc. VAI

£89.00 £104.58

£89.00 £104.58

£89.00 £104.58

£89.00 £104.58

£99.00 £116.33

£99.00 £116.33

£89.00 £104.58

£10.00 £11.75

£10.00 £11.75

£10.00 £11.7;

Printer Ribbons, Inkjet Cartridges
&

New/Recycled Laser Toner
Cartridges

Prices available onrequest

THE BEST! PRINTER PRICES
Inc. VAT

£158.63

£198.58

£175.08

£205.65

£186.83

£210.33

£365.13

Ex. VAT

Canon BJ30 portable monoA4 £139.00
Canon BJC70 portable colour £ 169,00
Canon BJC 240 colour A4 £149.00

Canon IUC 620 colour A4 £175.00

Canon BJC 4100 colour A4 £159.011

Canon BJC 4200 colour A4 £179.00
Canon BJC 4550 colour A3 £310.00

Epson Stylus 200 mono A4 £119.00 £139.83
Epson Stylus 200 colour A4 £130.00 £152.75
Epson Stylus Pro XL* A3+ £915.00 £1075.13
Epson Stylus 400 colour A4 £175.00 £205.65
Epson Stylus 600 Colour A4 £237.00 £278.48
Epson Stylus 800 Colour A4 £345.00 £405.38
Epson Stylus 1520 Colour A3 £625.00 £734.38

I IP 400 colour A4 £119.00 £139.83

IIP690CColour A4 £169.00 £198.58
HP 870CXI Colour A4 £285 £334.88
HP LASERJET 6L £259.00 £304.33
HP LASERJET 6P £479.00 £562.83

•••\\c supplyall Canon.HP& Epsonrangespleaseask*"*

MICE & KEYBOARDS

Acorn Original Mouse
Acorn Replacement Mouse
Ergo Keyboard for RiscPC
Archie Keyboard (highgrade)

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£25.00 £29.38

£12.00 £14.10

£29.79 £35.00
£99.00 £116.33

A3000/A3010 Hard Drive & Interlace
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

Internal 60 Mb

Internal 85 Mb

Internal 250 Mb

Internal 340 Mb

Internal 420 Mb

Internal 512Mb

Internal 700 Mb

Internal 850 Mb

Internal I Gb

Internal 2 Gb

£ 99.00 £116.33

£109.00 £128.08

£129.00 £151.58
£139.00 £163.33

£149.00 £175.08

£159.00 £186.83

£169.00 £198.58

£179.00 £210.33

£189.00 £222.08

£249.00 £292.58

External for A3000 add £20.00 +VAT
CD-ROM tor above from £99.00 + VAT

I/F ALSO FITS A3020/A4000

HARD DRIVES @besl prices
Bare ilriv

60Mb

85Mb

250Mb

340Mb

512Mb

700Mb

850Mb

IGb

2Gb

540Mb

1.2Gb

1.7Gb

2.1Gb

2.5Gb

3.2Gb

4.0Gb

5.1Gb

6.4Gb

1.2Gb

2CIb

3.2Gb

4.3Gb

6.4Gb

9.1Gb

2.5" IDE

2.5" IDE

2.5" IDE

2.5" IDE

2.5" IDE

2.5" IDE

2.5" IDE

2.5" IDE

2.5" IDE

3.5" IDE

3.5" IDE

3.5" IDE

3.5" IDE/Qua I7K
3.5" IDE

3.5" IDE

3.5" IDE/Qua 1711
3.5" IDE
3.5" IDE

3,5" SCSI

3.5" SCSI

3.5" SCSI

3.5" SCSI

3.5" SCSI

3.5" SCSI

Ex. VAI
£41.00

£59.00

£79.00

£89.00

£99.0(1

£109.00

£119.00

£ 129.00

£189.00

£85.00

£115.00

£125.00

£135.01)

£149.00

£159.00

£199.00

£275.00

£340.00

£149.00
£199.00

£239.00

£299.00

£399.00

£799.00

Inc. VAT

£57.58

£69.33

£92.83

£101.58

£116.33

£128.08

£135.13

£151.58

£222.08

£99.88

£135.13

£146.88

£158.63

£175.08

£186.83

£233.83

£323.13

£399.50

£175.08

£233.83

£292.58

£351.33

£468.83

£938.83

Removable IDE Housing Unit £20.00 £23.50
Removable SCSI Housing Unit £20.00 £23.50
SCSI External Case £42.00 £49.35
All drives are formatted lor use with Acorn Machine

9.1Gb SCSI Hard drives
3.5" .£799.00 +VAT(£938.83) inc VAT)

Removable

Zip 100 tut lOOmbSCSI
Zip 100ext lOOmbSCSI
Zip 100 Parrellel PConly
Zip 100 P'll PC & Acorn
RZflyer ext 230 Scsi / Ide
Jazz IGb Int SCSI

Jaz/. 1Gb Ext SCSI

SyJet I.5G int SCSI/IDE
Sy.Iet 1.5G Ext SCSI
lOOmbZip Drive Disk
IGb Jazz Drive Disk

EZflyer 230 Cartridge

Drives
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£99.00 £166.33

£119.00 £139.83

£119.00 £139.83

£139.00 £163.33

£199.00 £233.83

£254.47 £299.00

£299.00 £351.33

£279.00 £327.83

£339.00 £398.33

£11.00 £12.93

£68.00 £79.90

£19.90 £23,38

FLOPPY DISKS @20p !
Ex. VAT Inc.VAT

DDRe-labelled Acornfmt 10pit £2.00 £2.35
DD Re-labelledAcorn fmt 100pk £17.02 £20.00
DD bulk 10 pack £2.00 £2.35
DD bulk 100 pack £17.02 £20.00
HDRe-labelled Acornlull 10pk £2.00 £2.35
HD Re-labelledAeom fml 100 pk£l7.02 £20.00
HDbulk 10 pack £2.00 £2.35
IID bulk 100 pack £17.02 £20.00
IID Branded 10 pack £3.50 £4.11
I(10cap Disk Box £2.98 £3.50

Casio Digital Cameras
Ex VAT Inc VAT

QVlOa (PCSoftware)
QVlOa (AcornSoftware)
QV 100 (PCSoftware)
QV 100 (Acorn Software)
QvlOa/QvlOOs/wkil

£299 £351.33

£310 £364.25

£299 £351.33

£310 £364.25

£96 £112.80

AU MONITORS DEAL
14" Multimedia Monitor for ALL Acorns

line A3000) from £199 exc VATexchange
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

14" SVGA 0.28 Colour £126.00 £149.00

14" (AKE60) SVGA Hi Res £149.00 £175.07

15" SVGA 0.28 MPR2 M-media £ 198.00 £232.65

17" SVGA 0.28 MPR2 Colour£339.57 £399.00
17" Multisync 0.28 Colour £359.00 £421.83
I7"AKF9I (Iiyama80l7) £449.00 £527.58
17" liyama Pro (9017) £449.00 £527.58
(AKF50) Multisync M-medla £239.00 £280.83
(AKF60) SVGA Hi Res Colour £ 149.00 £175.07
Multisync A300/30O0 cable £8.50 £».')<>

CD-ROM DRIVES

IDE
24\ma\ £85.00 (£99.88inc)
I2x £69.<ll)(£8I.08inc)
12x max £59.00 (£81.08inc)
8x £59.00 (£69.33ine)
4x £49.00 (£57.58inc)

SCSI

£119.00 (£139.83ii

£99.00 (El 16.33ine)

£59.00 (£69.33ine)

3.5 8x driver £12+ val (£14.101 Scsi eases £38 *val

IDI luting kit £i +vat SCSI kit I'rom t.l()+val

COLOUR SCSI SCANNERS
Ex. VAT trie, VAT

SCSI Scanner 600dpi £149.00 £175.07
SCSI Scanner 800dpi £249.00 £292.57
SCSI Scanner 1200dpi £299.00 £351.32
ImagemasterA: Twain for above £49.00 £57.58

ACORN Joystick adapters
Ollly £29.95 inc Vat (please slatemodel I

Canon BJC 4100 Printer

only £159.00 (£186.83) inc Vat

Canon BJC 620 Printer

only £175.00 (£205.63) inc Vat

X-Files Mouse mats £6.95 inc
(£25.00 inc vat for set of four)

BARGAIN BASEMENT
This isa selection,a full lisi includingAcorn
lilies is being prepared please KING NOW!

A3000replacement floppy £29.00 £34.08
5.25BBCdisks per pack 10
A3000 bases from **

Mouse pads from
4x IDE ed-roin for 3.6+

£3.00

£100.00

£0.75

£49.00

£3.53

£117.50

£0.88
£57.58

Epson 800carl. orig. (S020025) £7.00 £8.22
CD General Resource Title

3003 Clip An Collection
35,000 Clip Arl Collection £20.00

Cp Education /Multimedia Titles for PC

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£8.50 £9.99

DK Way things work £10,00
Kids Zoo i: 3D Dinasaiirs £8.51

Wcbsters Concise Encyclopedia £8.50
MS Encarta 95 Encyclopedia £8.51
MS Encarta 96 Encyclopedia £17.02
MS Encarta 97 Encyclopedia £39.00

£11.75

£10.00

£9.99

£10.00

£20.00

£45.83

many more titles available from 4.99 Inc VA'l

CDAnglia Multimedia lilies for I'C/Macintosh

Being a Scientist
British Isles from the Air
Nelson and his Navy
Romans

The Worlds weather

Understanding the body

PC Entertainment

£17.00

£17.00

£17.00

£17.00

£17.00

£17.00

£19.98

£19.98

£19.98

£19.98

£19.98

£19.98

Various titles from 4.99 inc VAT

We can repair/upgrade your
machine(s) and monitors at

competitive prices please ask.
All Acorn's including BBCs & PCs

StrongARM Special Offer
£249.00 inc VAT

(with any Hard Drive/ Memorypurchase)

NEW LOW MEMORY Prices
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

4-8 MB Up. (A310.440.3000*) I) £159.00 £186.83
4-8 MB Up. (A5000*) U £159.00 £186.83
Rework for A3D()O/5000/25mh/ £25.00 £29.38

A30I0 1-2MB Upgrade «• £37.00 £13.18
A30I0 2-4 MB Upgrade U £62.00 £72.85
A30I0 1-4MB Upgrade U £79.00 £92.83
A3O20/4OOO 2-4 MB Upgrade U £65.00 £76.38
A5000 2-4 MB Upgrade U £68.00 £79.90
A3000 I-2 MB Non-Upgrade U £20.00 £23.50
A30001-2MBUpgradeablc U £45.00 £52.88
A3000 2-4 upgrade for above U £60.00 £70.50
A3000 1-4 MB Upgrade U £69.00 £81.08
A3000 Serial Port Upgrade £23.00 £27.03
A310 4Mb Upgrade U £89.00 £104.58
A400/I 1MbUpgrade per meg U £35.00 £41.13
Rise OS Carrier Board (A3I0) £20.00 £23.50
MEMC IAupg(shortsupply) It £45.(1) £52.88

RISC PC MEMORY
pleaseringfor latestprices(bestintheAcorn World)

Also FOR A7000

4Mb SIMM

8Mb SIMM

16Mb SIMM

32Mb SIMM

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£14.50 £17.04

£30.00 £35.2.5

£49.00 £57.58

£93.00 £109.28

RISC PC VRAM
IMb VRAM (upgradable) £59.00 £69.33
2Mb VRAM £89.00 £104.58

1-2Mb upgrade £55.00 £64.63

RiscPC 133MHZ 586 upgrade
from only £199.00 +vat

(Available soon)

Send in your MK11card
and £240.00 (inc VAT& P&P)

RiscPC MMX upgrades

Coming soon
Please ring for availability

Alternative PC Base Units
FROM ONLY £365.00 + VAT

ring for latest prices

Pentium grade machines havethe following:
PCI HX MMX 512k cache M/B. 16 Mb mem. 64 bit
1MbSVGA. 2.1(;b EIDBHD . 1.44 Plop,MiniTowe
or Desktop , choice of swilchbox and leads or Wii)95
keyboard and mouse

P200 + or P133i base system
P200ior PI66 MMXbasesystem
P200 MMX base system

System Additions

Microsoft Windows 95

Microsoft Works 95

Microsoft Dos/Windows 3.11

Multimedia nnitrndes

£499.00 + val

£599.00 +val

£699.00 + vat

£64.00 + val

£25.00 + vat

£64.00 + val

includes CD-ROM. I6bil s/card & Stereo Speakers.

8x Speed Multimedia Kit ADD £79.00 + val
I2x Speed Multimedia Kit
24x Speed Multimedia Kit

ADD £85.00 + val

ADD £110.00+val

Forcompletesystemadd Monitorof yourchoic
Prices are Ex. VAT

HOW TO ORDER
BY MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.sshould be
made payable lo CIA DIRECT.

CREDIT CARD / SWITCH please give name, addre
lei, no. card no. expiry dale, issue no. if any.

BY EMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com

OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAIL or FAX

Carriage charges inc. ins. & packaging charged at co
Small Hems UPTO £5 + vt
One box of items totalling uplo25kg £6 + n
Computersystems £12+ v;i
All prices are correct going lo press. E&OE
Allgoodsareguaranteed butnotsupplied onapprovi



cover disc
Iron Lord

You are a knight who has been dispos
sessed by your Uncle Robert, you must

raise an army and defeat him in battle in
order to regain your lands. Unfortunately
you start with almost nothing.

To gain the support of different political

factions you must travel the land engaging
in various activities, solving problems,
drinking ale, beating up errant knights,
winning games of chance and generally
having a late-medieval time of it.

V!

You begin at the ruined castle of your
family, climb to the top of the tower for the
game load/save options and the options to
use when you're ready to fight your
naughty uncle. Pressing Lscape at any time

James Byrne, upgrade by Gordon Key

aborts the program ami returns you lo the
desktop without warning.

Main map
The main map is used to move between
locations in the your ancestral lands. Press
Fl for sound options, you can turn the
music or the speaker on and off and adjust
the overall volume. Point to a location and

click to go there, you can only move from
one location to an adjacent one.

There are two types of location, in built-
up areas you use the small map on the right
of the screen to move around. You will find

you are in a lively sawing room. Sn
one corner an arw-wrcstxi»9 contest is

t,ii;ui'i place. Ih another there is a
rich Merchant who chalienaes 9011 to a

9a KM of dice.

you can enter some of the buildings and
talk to the inhabitants. The other type of
location contains only a single person so
you can speak to them immediately.

When you arrive at a location you will be
standing near your horse, pressing Return

immediately to re-mount and return you to
the main map.

To explorea location use the following keys:
Z Left

X Right
? Down

@ Up
Return Enter a building or mount horse.

To converse or deal with an occu

pant of a building select the appropriate
menu option with the mouse. To talk to the
occupant, click on Discuss and your first
question will appear, click on the question
to get the answer or click on Ihe right arrow
icon in the top right of the screen to ask
another question. There is a left arrow icon
to enable you to repeat questions. You can
also give / buy articles and perform an
inventory.

Some of the buildings or areas contain
games as opposed to simple occupants. All
games have a Stop! icon, use this when you
want to interrupt or stop a game.

Games
Archery Use the mouse to sight, select ele
vation and fire the bow. This is a relatively
easy game but you must go through many
rounds to win.

Arm wrestling Start the game by clicking
on a hand icon then either repeatedly press
z,x,z,x,z,x or thrash the mouse from side
to side. This is a bit tricky.
Dice This is a game of chance, use the
mouse to select your options.
Sword fighting Lash your sword (the
mouse) around in the direction of the

arrows that appear on the screen then click
to strike — this one is hard.

(itven tor«j

examine

liscuss

C-ive

Wage war Control the position and move
ment of your armies via the mouse. You
must light the war and feed your armies on
the loaves that appear randomly.
Maze/Labyrinth Use keyboard control as
main map but Return picks up objects or
uses them. Baddies appear later on.

As you travel around the land you may be
challenged by knights, you must fight them
to maintain your honour.

To ensure it fits on one disc, Iron Lord has

had a few small files compressed with ArcFS.
You must load ArcFS before playing the

game otherwise it will not run.
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cover
EasyPage demo
This demo version of EasyPage has saving

and printing disabled. It can still load
EasyPage files (one can be found in the
WorkDir), and import text into the Story
window, and import Sprites and Drawfiles
into the Picture window.

EasyPage is a very simple desktop pub
lisher for children from the age of five
upwards. With EasyPage children can draw
a picture, write a story and put them
together on a page along with a title and
their name, and then print it out.

The EasyPage picture window has lots of
tools for drawing with including a pencil, a
brush (with three brush sizes and a spray),
fill, outline and filled shapes, lines and a
text tool for writing onto the picture at any
size.

EasyPage can import files from '.Draw,
which can then be coloured using the fill
tool, and Sprite files from other programs.
Pictures created in EasyPage can be saved
and printed separately.

The EasyPage story window allows chil

dren to write a short story to go on their
page. The story is displayed in a large font,
either the easy-to-read font supplied with
EasyPage or another of your choice.

EasyPage can read the story and page
using built-in speech synthesis software —
not available in this demo, see box.

A word book is also built in to EasyPage
with a choice of either alphabetical or topic
pages. A word can be highlighted in the
word book and spoken by the computer.
Words can be automatically typed into the
story window from the word book.

The EasyPage page window places the
picture and story on a page and allows chil
dren to add a title and their name to the

page. A border can be put round the picture
and there is a choice of page layouts. The
completed page can then be saved, printed,
and read by the computer.

EasyPage allows you to create work direc
tories in which files can be easily saved to
and loaded from, but you can still load and
save files by dragging their icon in the nor-

Regular items

•The hands-on WIMP code from

the last two issues

•Free Ads — all our Free Ads on

disc

•Bucketloads of *INFO from

graphics to games

Extras

•Adding objects to the 3Dgame
•Mike Cook's General MIDI hard

ware synthsiser switcher — as
seen at the Wakefield Show

Porters Primary Software

mal RISC OS manner if you wish.
EasyPage has a simple setup window

allowing you to set the work directory and
create new work directories, change the
font used for the story and the title, and
alter settings for the word book and speech.
Once set, the choices can be saved so they
are automatically loaded when EasyPage is
run.

Contact Details

Address: Porters Primary Software 138a
Harvey Clough Road Sheffield

S8 8PG

Telephone: 0114 258 2878

Pricingdetails are in the help file on the disc.

To ensure the program fitted on the cover
disc we were forced to remove the John

Duddington'sSpeak module.Afull demo,
and the full program,are availablefrom
Porters Primary Software.

RobJeffs runner-up in the *INFO
Tunnel Challenge

Disc information
The software on these discs has been compressed usingArcFS 2
from VTi, and are opened by runninga copy of ArcFS then dou
ble-clicking on the archive to open it. Thereis a copyof ArcFS
on each disc.

Most software will run straight from the archive, but some
programs may need to be copied out of the archive before
being run, uncompressing them in the process. Any program
that saves a file to disc, for instance, will be unable to do so
into the archives on the disc.

Faulty disc?
Ifyourdisc isfaulty, test whether it will verify byclicking with
Menu on the floppydrive iconand choosing Verify.

If it fails to verify or is physically damaged you should return
it to TIB,TIB House, 11 Edward Street, Bradford, Yorkshire BD4

7BH. If it verifies successfully return it to the Acorn User editor
ial office at the usual address.

The Acorn User cover discs have been checked for viruses

using Killer version 2.700from Pineapple Software.
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High speed FIFO Midi Interface

rviicdi
Tested with: Sibelius

Software

10 Channels TN
32 Channels OUT
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TTie lJWUTS is designed to
provide you with 5x ^TVlidi Outs,

thus giving you access to further sound modules
c ^GV
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TopModel 2

Super
ModelJack Kreindler sees if the

new version ofTopModel has
been worth the wait

A few years ago in Harrogate, when only
a select hunch of developers had their

own Rise PCs, a group of Italians called
Sincronia Soluzioni Multimediali were

demonstrating a very impressive 3D
graphics program, with ingenious model
ling tools, a dedicated single 3D viewing
window and real-time solids rendering.

Since then, TopModel has become a sub
ject of much interest in the Acorn world -
generating criticism, speculation and
praise. In April this year, TopModel 2
arrived, the first major overhaul of a prod
uct which was promised to he the last
word in 3D modelling on the Acorn,
beforeTopModel Pro. It's been a long wait
for version 2, originally scheduled to
touch down mid-1996, and just as 3D
graphics on affordable home computers
has improved in the last 12 months, so
have people's expectations. Has it been
worth the wait?

Packaging and manual
On the surface, the packaging is largely
unchanged. The cardboard with colour
printed sleeve remains and inside the box
there is nothing to write home about. If
you judge books by their covers
TopModel's is'certainly not in the same
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class as ArtWorks, Compo or OvationPro.
The software comes on just three discs

which are not difficult to install now that

the program has had a (iordianectomy and
been augmented with Spacetech's friendly
installation window, (iordian was one of

the main reasons why early versions of
TopModel first caused criticism. Many
users had enormous installation/uninstal-

lation/reinstallation trouble with the

infamous (iordian protection system. And
it wasn't just novices. It took me several
attempts (read days) to delete and then

reload my copy from one disc to another.
In addition StrongARM incompatibilities
forced .Sincronia to abandon protection.

Not nearly as easy as breaking through
the (iordian protection system was under
standing the user manual for version 1.
This is one of the areas which Sincronia

promised to rectify for version 2. Indeed
the manual is much improved aestheti
cally thanks to the screenshots taken from
the radically improved user interface of
the software.

The 'English' still leaves much to be
desired. Including syntax, grammar and
spelling mistakes - there are no less than
seven errors in the first eight lines of the
introduction. This is quite acceptable to
the computer-cum-language enthusiast but
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can only appear unprofessional to every
one else.

Perhaps this is being too harsh, but a
small task such as getting the manual
proof read can make a real difference to
the overall quality of a package.

The manual has seven major chapters -
the introduction, 'first steps' for novices, a
tutorial guide to get you excited, a 'basics'
section going through all the main tools
and dialogues, the menu section looking
at every class of tool available, the view
pane section looking at how to look at
your scene and, finally, menus and
options in TopModel 2.

I quickly climbed the learning curve by
exploring the manual, trying out the step-
by-step tutorials and dissecting the large

number of sample files provided on disc.

Using TopModel 2
So onto the software. There are three extra

applications other than the main 980K
modelling package; two little programs
dedicated to file importing and exporting
and a TopModel and VRML browser. The
browser plays its role well, being fast, load
ing almost instantly and occupying only
192K of memory. Both TopModel and
VRML files can be viewed in anything
from wire frame to gouraud-shaded modes

with options for viewing-fog, transparency
and textures (though none of my models
were previewed with their textures).

The import and export facilities are
relatively harder to use and despite follow
ing the rules by the book, I was unable to
import reliably many of the demonstra
tion foreign files formats. F.ither they
would not load and would sometimes

crash the main application or browser.
Lxporting was more successful, with the
application able to convert TopModel
ASCII descriptions into valid VRML, DXF,
POVRayor GEO files.

TopModel 2 loads quite briskly into
dynamic memory, if your hardware sup
ports it. A single click on the icon brings
up the view window with toolbars at
either side. At this moment you notice the
most dramatic changes .Sincronia have
made. The interface, though still uncon
ventional, has been completely
revolutionised - a massive improvement

One of the greatest flaws of TopModel 1
was the interface, which attempted to
cram unstructured swarms of tiny icons
into tinier windows. Like Digital Arts, who
were responsible for writing DA's Picture,
Sincronia lost many votes because of an
interface that they thought was more intu-
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Wire Frame Shading can be enabled for Plane shading. Individual facets are
all editing movements whatever the final shaded ata low accuracy. This is a good
rendering quality selected. It is very fast mode when you need to editormove
andsmooth filled anddepth-sorted models

Gouraud shading. Inthis modethere can
be ambientlighting - still no diffusion or
reflection as in DaVinci. It is slower than

plane shading but gives truer3D rendering

Phong shading automatically activates
materialcharacteristics likeambience,
diffusion, refraction, reflection andgloss.
This qualitygives a superb result for a
verysmall speed penaltycompared to
Gouraud

Phong shading withtransparency (bub
bles), texture mapping (fish scales and
bubbles) and bumpmapping (fish scales)

itive and economical with space than an
Acorn-compliant one.

This new interface does not strictly con
form to Acorn guidelines - in fact the
width and colour of many of the title bars
look more like Lightwave 3D than any
thing on the Acorn. However, the
combination of anti-aliased text on dark

buttons, each possessing its own beauti
fully rendered 3D icon, works
wonderfully. Every function on the tool
bar has an icon and text name and the

optional help line gives explanations of all
important actions.

The other main toolbar is the View

Pane. This is essentially the controls ren
dering and also the selection modes.
Options specific to the Gemini graphics
engine which has powered the program
since version 1.13 are found here. Features

of Gemini include real-time fog effects,
fast phong shading with texture mapping,
bump mapping, transparency and the abil
ity to view scenes processed with the
forthcoming radiosity renderer. Only one
pre-processed radiosity file is supplied as a
demonstration which allowed the scene to

be navigated with specular (soft) shadows
and diffuse light sources. It's brilliant.

Gemini is not quite the fastest 3D graph-
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ics engine on the Acorn platform, Aspex's
DaVinci 3D program feels considerably
faster on the re-draw. It is true that some
of the seemingly fast graphics engines
around like those from TAG and Aspex
only use gouraud shading with 'chrome
mapping' to give near phong shaded qual

ity. But on a StrongARM Rise PC in a 1152
x 848 screen mode with 32000 colours,
DaVinci models look better and move

more smoothly than TopModel's in
gouraud shading mode.

Where TopModel stands on its own is in
the phong shading mode with trans-
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YOU BUY A Acorri
Font Cd

Get a few QuoteS

Acorn User Awards 1995
Runner up Best Business

Software - TableCalc

Acorn User Awards 1996
Runner up Best Network

Software - SerialNET

TTteFont CD for Rise OS

1
"...well designed and nicely drawn."

Acorn Publisher Vol 2 Issue 6

"...remarkable value for money...these fonts looked superb."
Rise User Sep 1996

"..very satisfied with the results."
MrS. Southampton

"..very pleased with the font packs.. Thank you for providing such
excellent software."

Mr C. New Maiden
"..this has got to be one of the bargains of the year...the quality is

high and the price is low."
Mr N. Bristol

"..very attractive...extremely good value..."
Acom Publisher

"..excellent...strongly recommended."
Ted Lacey Archive May 1996

"...bumper pack at a bargain price."
Archimedes World

"YourNDT process certainly improves the print quality and I'm
very pleased with its results."

Mr F. Brentwood

"...value for money...the NDT idea really does do what it claims..."
Richard Hallas Acorn Publisher

"...reproduce better.."
Richard Hallas Acorn Publisher

"Many thanks, excellent value!"
Mr B. Lincoln

"...excellent and marvellous value..."
C. Jarman

All quotes relate to iSV Products Typography Font CD or to iSV Font packs that are included on the CD.
NDT &Typography are TradeMarksof iSV Products. Please be aware that other Font Suppliers may attempt to use these TradeMarks

illegally in order to try and promote their own inferior and orhigher priced products. They may also tryand copyour styleofadvertising|
in an attempt to mislead customers. iSV Products is the only Acorn font supplier to employ trained designers.

"...brilliant...outstanding management system and superb fonts."
Mr B. Herefordshire

"..extremely pleased...excellent value for money."
MrB. Lincoln

"...NDT fonts are even better...the difference is quite noticeable..."
Geoff Preston Acorn User Feb 97

"Very good value."
MrD. Birmingham

"...Iam impressed with the ease of use..."
Mr P. Southend on Sea

"...very good value & easy to use."
MrK. Chertsey

"...very convenient..something for all dtp users."
David Littlejohn Acorn Publisher

"It is a most impressive product..."
Mr C. New Zealand

"...good quality fonts...excellent value for money..."
Mike Williams Arc World Vol 14 Issue 4
"...brilliant...very attractive indeed."

Acorn User May 1997
"...NDTas used by iSV produces superior results."

Acorn Publisher

"Very good indeed."
MrB. Glasgow

Then

±15*00

OW vk).
Mr Clippy isdesignedto store allyourclipart inone easy
touse application.

Draw, ArtWorks. Sprites. JPEGS. TIFF, GIFF &BMP
Import as a Sprite, export as Thumbnail/Sprite/JPEG
Handles CD'sand clipsstored inArchives.
StoreclipsinsideMrClippy or leavethemon source
View clips1 at a time,or on preview pages.
Simple lape recorder" stylecontrols.
Supports multiple clips with thesame name.
Displays largesize thumbnails completewith size etc.
Able to handleover Vi million clipsin77 groups.

IT6 N/|K- Flippy!
Prints out thumbnail sheets in mono or full colour.

• Locateclipsby name,partial nameor from a menu.
• Easily flips between groups andclips.
• Rememberswhich clipand groupyouwerelast

looking at whenhe is quit.

Mr Clippy requires RiseOs 3.1 or lateranda harddisk.
MrClippy uses IChangeFSI forsome imageprocessing.

"...easytoget on with, useful..." Acorn User
"...verynice...good valueformoney..." Archive
"...very impressed.Jovetheprogram." Mr S. Cumbria

»Md
Support forDMC &Anchor threadcolours.
Quicker chartgeneration. &scale spritesto fitcanvas
Importation ofJPEG,GIFF, TIFF files.
Make canvases from scratch.

Saveoutdesigns inXSCanvas format so theycanbe
edited later.

Full canvasediting and drawing tools,including boxes,
lines, circles etc.

Undooptionto recover frommistakes.
Copy sectionsofthe canvas around.
Flip bothvertically and horizontally.
New on screen colour manual.

New minimise colour option so thatonly
the colours used in the designare shown.
All features available from button/tool bars.

l^iiMkf&mmro? Approved
• OLE sprite editing using IPaint.

Printout designsand reference charts.
Scaleprinted designs inunits of5%tosave paper.

XStitch2 requiresRiseOs 3.1or later&2Mb Ram..
XStitch2 uses IChangeFSI forsome imageprocessing.

Upgradefrom XStitch V1 is £16.50,please return your
master disk with your order.

"...very impressive..."Mr W, Moray
"...cleverpiece of software, Mother in lawveryhappy!""
MrW. Nottingham
"...quite remarkable...Highiy recommended..." Archive

Also Available from iSV
Overseas orders please add £2.00 carriage

Wg% W TT 86 Turnberry • Home Farm
• ;vx V Bracknell-Berks-RG12 8ZH

r?xJ>%j/ J , Tel 01344 55769
r^ll CKfi I I' l''r1' r'Ci Tl,is a(ivcrt was P'°duced using NDT fonts

-J J v_^ ^-_i_ Ol/ \1J J L^J storedon the Typograhy CD&DrawWorks2
Alldetails correct at the time ol going to press E&OE

NDT &Typography are trademarksof iSV Products. Allother trademarks are acknowledgei

BlackletterFont Pack - special offer £11.50
Over200gothic stylefonts
ClassDesks-£31.50

The protecteddesktopforschools
FontDesignersToolkit- special offer £21.50
All youneedtoeditfonts
InFormED - special offer £16.50
Onscreenmanual editorS designer

Report Generator- £21.50
Produce complex reports quickly and easily
SerialNET- £21.50(excluding cable)
Homenetwork and printersharer
TableCalc-£21.50

Award winning spreadsheet generator

Registered Developer

iS^ PRODUCTS

Summer
Sale
Draw

Works 2
"Order it now, I

guarantee you won't
be disappointed!"

Archive

rrp £21.50 save 25%

NOW £16.50

Font Trix

"...the best program of
its kind..."

Rise User

rrp £26.50 save 40%

NOW £16.50

ViVID 5000
"...an essential

purchase for any
A5000 owner."

Rise User

rrp £16.50 save 33%

NOW £11.50

ViVID 20
"...remarkable:

Verdict Excellent"

Rise User

rrp £16.50 save 33%

NOW £11.50

Publish Art2
Almost 2000 designs

in either Draw or

Artworks format

rrp £36.50 save 60%

NOW £15.50

Special offers apply until th<
end of August 1997 or while
stocks last. When ordering
multiple products please

deduct £1.50 per extra
product.
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TopModel 2

parency and texture mapping activated.
Though markedly slower than at the high
est level of rendering in DaVinci,
TopModel generates a superior quality ol"
image still at several frames per second for
even the most complex scenes on a
StrongARM (many of the screen shots in
this article have been grabbed directly
from the screen and downsized).

Model making
Creating solids remains one the most pow
erful aspects of TopModel I. TopModel 2
docs not have a greatly increased number

30
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Model
of primitives but the way the creation
tools are presented now makes modelling
a pleasure rather than a pain. Cubes,
spheres, lubes, cones, toruses, planes,
paths and polygons are the primitives on
offer. Draw files can be dropped in, filled
and extruded just as with previous ver
sions.

Many of these solids can be generated as
bezier nets which allows you easily to
mould basic shapes into natural or real-
world objects. Selection of points and lines
in a 3D world can be awkward to say the
least, especially when there are many
objects in the fore and background of the
bits you want to grab.

There are different buttons for selecting
single points, planes and whole objects
and visible points only. Selections can
then be edited, moved, rotated and so on
relative to the viewpoint, the axis of the
scene or the selection itself. The arrow

keys enable accurate editing along single
axes and adding Shift to the key presses
accelerates processes. The basic editing
feels much the same as before but substan

tially faster than pre-Gemini versions of
the package.

A real step forward is the ability to step
backwards. Multi-level, user-defined undo

scenes are recorded on disc. I have not

seen this idea implemented on any Acorn
3D program
before but it

appears a logical
inclusion consid

ering the
ubiquity of undo
tools in bitmap
and vector

graphics pro
grams.

The over

hauled front-end

helps when
using the some-

times complicated advanced effects tools.
Some of the functions like the materials

editor have a real-time visual preview of
the effect before it is applied.

Other functions have icons to represent
the effects but some like the envelope and
bevelling tools are not very intuitive and
can only be understood through much
trial and error.

Once mastered these tools can produce
stunning modelling and moulding effects
only seen on more advanced PC and Mac
3D packages. It's not quite up to
Lightwave 3D standards (with which
Babylon 5's animated sequences are
designed and rendered) but it's good.

The rendering engine also supports
bump and chrome mapping of textures,
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Step | 15 1 /J

Reset position

...

V

Click to store this position for future undos (SPACEBAR).

and the modeller can convert greyscale
sprites into altitude maps for the creation
of anything from rolling landscapes to
hair.

The library is home to dozens of pre
designed 3D objects each with a rendered
icon which can be dragged and dropped
into your scene. It is a powerful resource

the central axis.

You might wish to animate a scene mor-
phing through up to eight views.
Alternatively you may require outputting
the file as a bitmap or Draw file. As a
bitmap, you can rapidly generate huge 24-
bit files which Changel-SI can shrink back
to normality, in effect anti-aliasing the

/lewl [ view 1
J Normal yiew2
(§ Vie

';.;! jViewo! View 3 */;
Turn *0jJ^/lew6 [spin x180 13

:rames 150

!V)^ view3l View2~^BJjjriew7lSpin 2180 13
/iew41 Tumble %|_jjnew8 [~View 1 13

Reset

XY!Z
AutO

Click to animate camera parameters using saved views (view maphing).

but a limited one due to the number of

shapes and sweeps provided. The review
package did not have any extra discs
though it has been rumoured that
TopModel 2 was to emerge as a CD-ROM
with hundreds of shapes and files on tap.
I'm sure Sincronia have a greater stock but
perhaps they will market them as a sepa
rate resource.

Lighting the scene is easy once you dis
cover that the 'display lights' option is
actually in the View Pane toolbar and not
an option on the 'lights creation' bar. Sun,
point and spot lights can be created with
different strengths, colours, as stars or
globes and can even be rendered with 'lens
flare'. With clever use of lighting and
reflective materials you can achieve results
that look like a good quality raytracing.

After completing the scene, are many
options open. You can navigate the scene
using the VRBar which rotates, pans and
zooms the camera, not the scene, around

image, final anti-aliased images generated
in seconds can look just as stunning as ray-
traced graphics which would take hours to
render even on a StrongARM. You can, of
course, export the files as DXF or I'OVRay
if high-end raytracing and animation is a
part of your agenda.

The present and future
I have a number of criticisms of TopModel
2. Most importantly, it has taken far too
long to finish. Although 90 per cent of
what was promised came, 10 per cent of
the new features remain unaccounted for.

It crashes too easily, often causing late
errors in surviving software and some
times hanging the machine. This is
sub-standard relative to much of the rest

of TopModel and the majority of other
Acorn graphics packages.

The main window re-draw is somewhat

quirky when other windows are on top
and there is still no option for a tradi

TopModel 2

tional three view which some users rely
on. And why do re-draws become increas
ingly flickery with deeper colour screen
modes? More colours usually require less
dithering but you can now run TopModel
2 in any screen mode.

Despite all this, TopModel remains the
most powerful 3D art program on the
Acorn. I stress that it is an art or modelling
application and not a 3D CAD program. It
is designed for effect and the effects it pro
duces so quickly can be astounding, even
more so considering the very reasonable
price of the package.

1 have enjoyed using TopModel 2 and
look forward to using it in the future.
However, 1 will not hold my breath for
TopModel Pro, with all the talk of multi
processor support, NURBS surface
modelling, 3D morphing, collision detec
tion and so on. I'm sure that perfectly
stable versions with additional plug-ins
like radiosity rendering will soon appear
but unless this package generates the num
ber of buyers that it mostly deserves,
TopModel 2 may indeed be the last word
in Acorn 3D modelling, or at least the last
word from .Sincronia.

• This month's cover was designed by
Jack Kreindler using TopModel 2.

Product details

Product: TopModel 2

Price: £130

Producer: Sincronia Multimediali

UK Supplier Spacetech

Address: 21 West Wools, Portland,

Dorset, DT5 2EA

Tel: (01305)822753

Fax: (01305)860483

E-mail: sales@spacetech.co.uk

WWW: http://www.spacetech.co.uk
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EFF Professional

Typography CD
500professional quality

fonts - now on CD
• 500 original EFF Latin typefaces

of original EFF quality
• Fonts classified into traditional

categories: Old Style, Transitional, Modern,
Slab Serif, Sans Serif, Monospaced, Script
and Display

• Fonts can be run straight from the CD or
installed on the Hard Disk

• Full Latin 1 character set - suitable EFF Antiqua
EFF Antique Gothic

EFF Arnold
for all West European languages

• All fonts supplied in standard Rise OS3
and special Publisher (for PostScript
printers and imagesetters) format

• All fonts are hand hinted and contain all

the appropriate links and skeletons, to
ensure maximum results

• Highest quality guaranteed
• On-screen scalable sample viewer
• On-line catalogue of complete Etil

EFF type library, full of additional
information about typography

• Great value for money - just over 11p
per font for private users

Examples of the fonts
available on the CD:

EFF Adrian

EFF Adrian Old Style
eff aidan

ecr crioan in uso

EFF Albert

STfilFcjlliion
< A •'•///.,,,-<.
ELFF Ancient

EFF Angela

$S3f (i.-.-.-t

g 3F3F <&sc0i pack
83® Jga

S\~\~ Basia

EFF Bauer
EFF Bob

EFF Bodoni

SFF Bodoni Antiqua
Kocloni Poster

EFF ttmeny

EFF Bristol
EFF Britannia

EFF British Inserat
Free 4,000 PD Fonts CD with every orde' EFF Caslon

EFF Caslon Oprn
1Askfor EFF Professional Typography leafletfor more &ffii (f fjurctj
information including the samples ofallthefonts Pff r\ Pjs|

EFF Classic

EFF Clauch
EFF Clear Type

EFF Clear Type Sans
EFF Clearface Gothic

EFF de Gaulle
EFF Digital

EFF Duke
WLVW llwwon

EFF English
EFF Eric

Also availablefrom EFF: EFF EuroPe
•Fontsfor over 50foreign languages (West, Central K,7™»™l»e •"»«*
and East European, Greek, Hebrew, Indie, etc) rrr ' J !-)(--.<-_ n

Err Even letter•Keyboard Driversforforeign languages EFp Even Writer
•Specialist and symbolicfonts (Braille, Phonetic, Trjrir jr . cvQitecra
Fractions, Scientific, etc) ~ ' m, ,ilw ^

• Wide range ofeducationalfonts (easy reading, joined EFF Formal
writing, primary, etc) EFF Fortuna

•Allfonts can be sold individually - each standard OS3 ' ' I" Franca
Latinfont isjust£5+VAT

EFF FREE 4,000 Public Domain Fonts CD
- the largest collection ofPDfontsforAcorn -
isstill availableforthe handling charge of

EFF Professional Typography CD
• Private User Licence

(E58.72+VAT)

School Site Licence

(£84.26 +VAT)

Business User Licence

(£126.81+VAT)

£99
incl.

£149

incl.

£2.35 and a self-addressed label

(postalorders only, £3.00 Europe, £5 world),
orfree with every orderfrom us.

EFF Franek
EFF Garamond

EFFGoudy
EFF Goudy Catalogue

EFF Goudy Hand Tooled
EFFGoudy Old Style

EFF Griffo
Erf Gruby

EFF Honest

£fF fforror
EFF Hot Dog
EFF Ice Pick

EFF Ida

EFF Integrated

Please contact usforEFF1997 Font Poster,
EFF 1997Price List, EFF 1997Professional Typography
leaflet, Educational Fonts leaflet or Indie Fonts catalogue.
The Electronic Font Foundry • 11 SilwoodRoad

Ascot • SL5 0PY • e-mailsales@efffonts.demon.co.uk

eesox
Suite 8c, Newton House, 147 St. Neots Road,

Hardwick. Cambridgeshire CB3 7QJ

AcornS athoa
Net Station

Mobotics

j.

CASIO®

DIGITAL CAMERAS
QV10A, QV100

Sportster Flash and qv3oo

zu

zip
drives!

ULrlJ The ultimate ANSI and VT100 terminal package.
Released on5th July at theAcorn Southeast Show.

S =?
SS '

Please call for latest details andprices

Sibelius

Software

SPECIALISTS!
The best music processing software in the world, and the
bestplace for a demonstration? The Data Store. Ring first

for an appointment - you'll need at least an hour!

DON'T DEAL IN THE DARK! COME AND SEE THE LIGHT AT

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
7e/ 0181-460 8991 Fax 0181-313 0400

Email info@datstore.demon.co.uk

http://www.datstore.demon.co.uk/
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
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New Acorn

Peter Bondar
Peter Bondar, who is now Acorn's senior
vice president of technologies and engi
neering, is one of the company's extroverts
famous for colourful suits, ties and ski

jackets. He is a centre of attraction with
Acorn enthusiasts at shows and normally
has the most interesting new gadgets to
show off and some interesting thoughts on
technology and Acorn to divulge.

Bondar appears to revel in being the
centre of attention but he insists that

inside he's really quite an introvert and
finds group session talks with Acorn fans
quite difficult. 'Historically in a work envi
ronment I have always been somewhat an
extrovert. But in a private environment,
say at a party on my own, I am quite
introverted. Once I know my environ
ment, 1 become comfortable with it and

my extrovert mode comes out.'
Bondar's extrovert qualities have stood

the test of time, including a stint as a
product marketing manager for corporate
computer systems at Siemens Nixdorf — a
very large and relatively cumbersome
organisation which did not cultivate
extrovert qualities in its employees. Bon
dar's move from Siemens to Acorn came

about more by chance than by design. At
the time when Iraq was being pounded by
Allied forces in the Gulf war, Siemens Nix
dorf made 200 people redundant and
Bondar was one of the unlucky ones. Mys
teriously, the Acorn job seemed destined
for Bondar; not only did his recruitment
agency suggest the position, but a friend
independently drew his attention to the
vacancy and he had already noticed an
advertisement for the job in the Press.

By then Bondar was tired of the large
corporate culture he had endured for a
long time and was ready for a complete
change, like the one offered by Acorn. Of
Siemens Nixdorf, Bondar explains: 'People
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there are all small cogs within a very large
mechanism and even then those cogs
don't always seem to contribute much to
the operation of that mechanism, which
wasn't very motivating.' Acorn's compact
dimensions and ability to produce inter
esting technology virtually from nothing,
relative to Siemens Nixdorf's resources,
was very refreshing for Bondar.

Acorn were not a company of any note
to Bondar before he joined. Happily, his
previous life at Siemens Nixdorf and other
companies like Honeywell and Comshare
was not totally wasted on the new tasks at
hand within Acorn. Bondar explains that
many of the ideas which found their way
into the Rise PC, one of his first major pro
jects at Acorn, were ideas he had
previously seen in mainframe and mini
computer solutions. Bondar was pleasantly
surprised that concepts he presented to
Acorn's engineers would be enthusiasti
cally embraced and realised very quickly.
His experience in the rigorous and com
petitive corporate computing world would
also be an asset as the company eventually
changed tack to becoming technology
business partners instead of independent
proprietary computer manufacturers.

Unfortunately, Bondar's presence and
ideas were not welcomed by all. Bondar
says there was a great deal of hostility
towards the Rise PC project from certain
quarters within the company, especially
regarding the PC co-processor feature.
'There were a number of people inside the
company who didn't think it would be
that successful and had completely dis
credited the modularity, upgradability and
the PC card, etc' Asked whether many of
these critics were still with Acorn, Bondar
answered with a smile: 'Generally speak
ing, no.'

A low point for Bondar was frustration
with the management of the company and
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their lack of financial stability and his
patience ran out just before Sam Wau-
chope was replaced by David Lee. He felt
that despite the success of the Rise PC,
Wauchope was not allowing Acorn's tech
nology to shine in new vital areas.
Bondar's resignation letter was posted in
the internal snail mail to Wauchope the
day before David Lee, unbeknown to Bon
dar, was drafted in to replace Wauchope.
Bondar was actually driving to a meeting
with prospective new employers when
Aleph One's Alex van Someren phoned
Bondar's mobile phone with the news.

Upon receiving the news, Bondar dra
matically did a U-turn in the road and
drove straight back to Cambridge to find
out if his resignation letter had been
opened yet. It had not and was hastily
retrieved and disposed of. David Lee's
hands-off management style has been
quite the opposite of Wauchope's and that
has suited Bondar perfectly. Bondar isn't
totally critical of Wauchope — after all the
two worked extremely hard together to
launch the Rise PC. Bondar emphasises
that Wauchope always had Acorn's best
interests at heart but ultimately wasn't
capable of dealing with the problems fac
ing the company.

Long-standing Acorn fans still secretly
hope Acorn will one day become a billion
dollar world IT power. Bondar is much
more down-to-earth than that and doesn't

promote the hope that Acorn will neces
sarily become the next Microsoft or Intel
or JavaSoft. Acorn's new-found strength is
in being a responsive company which can
build technological solutions to customer
requirements using innovative ideas.
'With a kit bag of bits, how could we solve
the following problem, or whatever?, we
are probably one of the best in the world
at doing that sort of thing,' says Bondar.
Acorn may well be the catalyst in the pro

jects of other billion dollar companies, but
the dreams of Acorn being a major manu
facturer will probably remain just that —
dreams.

Ironically, although Peter Bondar's
arrival at Acorn may have directly or indi
rectly precipitated massive changes within
the company, in truth he has managed to
reinforce Acorn's long-standing core
strengths in being able to generate and
apply innovative technology quickly and
inexpensively, for which we should all be
very thankful.

Kevin Coleman
Kevin Coleman is a very familiar figure to
journalists interested in Acorn as he is
effectively the corporate mouthpiece for
the company. Coleman takes Acorn's
depiction by the Press very seriously, but
combines this with a welcome sense of

humour and a great deal of practical assis
tance.

He has been with the company a very
long time: 'I've been here twice — once in
1985 through to 1988, left for about six
months and then came back in 1988.' At

that time he was in regional sales and
though he left briefly to take on an inde
pendent position which didn't work out
he was soon persuaded to return to the
fold by then-finance director Sam Wau
chope and sales chief Terry Shurwood.
Since then, Coleman has been at the cen

tre of product launches, marketing and,
later, corporate communications and pub
lic relations.

Coleman has seen Acorn through thick



and thin and over a very long period in
their history so we asked him how things
had fundamentally changed over the
years: 'There is no comparison now with
the type of business we do and the calibre
of company we talk to. We are licensing
our technology to global players who are
at the forefront of IT and we can match

them in terms of ideas and skills. In terms

of workload and delivery our people have
a greater capacity for getting things done,
and on time, than many of the organisa
tions with bigger names.'

The metamorphosis from oddball pro
prietary educational computer
manufacturers to global high technology
solutions provider has happened very fast
and it has been a great challenge to Cole
man: 'Three years ago if people had said I
would be managing a global communica
tions programme for Acorn I would have
laughed.' However, fundamentally, the
core of the company probably hasn't
changed that much, suggests Coleman: 'In
many ways there are very few changes —
our people have always been self-moti
vated and able to develop into new areas.
That has always been a strength of the
people. What has happened recently is that
people have been freed up to do their jobs
in a way that they feel comfortable and
providing objects are achieved the respon
sibility is theirs,' a view echoed by David
Lee and Peter Bondar, among others.

In the early days, Coleman, like most of

his colleagues then, was not readily
inclined to accept criticism of the com
pany's strategy or products. However, the
company has become a lot less sensitive in
recent years, partly because it tackled a
serious problem of poor media relations
which had existed for some times. Cole-

i our people have
always been self-

motivated and

able to develop
into new areas.

That has always
been a strength
of the people J

man was at the heart of the remedy:
'When I took over media relations in

early 1993, Acorn were not very media-
friendly and rather than manage the
situation they would close up and pull up
the drawbridge if there was an issue. My
view was that the Press were vital to us

and that they were no different from any
other customer — they needed informa
tion and a dialogue with the company. By
building up relationships we would then
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generate informed articles and comment
about us because the media would be talk

ing lo us and know the real story. If they
then chose to ignore the facts then 'that's
life', we would know we had done all that

we could.'

Out went the misguided policy of doing
PR in-house and Coleman took the deci

sion to hire a top IT PR company, Text
100. 'They were head and shoulders above
everyone else who pitched, they had
Microsoft and Intel as clients — so the

Press had to talk to them to get informa
tion about these companies and using the
same agency made il easier for my team lo
establish meetings or contacts for us.'

The Acorn and Text 100 relationship
has culminated in some prestigious
awards, including that for Best Technol
ogy Campaign beating Text 100's own
Microsoft team into second place. 'This
was the first award that Text 100 had ever

won with any client so I am pleased thai
the Acorn team actually got it. The second
IPR Sword of Excellence Award was won

for the use of electronic media in the PR

arena — we have the Web site, electronic

Newsmails which hit our press list and we
provide other information as you know
via the Internet.'

One of Coleman's highlights was
responding to Apple's mistaken claims
that their then new PowerPC Macintosh

family was pioneering RISC in consumer
computers. Coleman quickly drafted a full
page advertisement for the Financial rimes
teasing Apple by welcoming them to the
consumer RISC club. Little did he know

that Apple and Acorn would work closely
enough to form a joint venture in the form
of Xemplar Education just a couple of
years later. 'It was great fun at the time
and achieved our aims of making sure that
people knew about Acorn. Really though it
was only a little tweak on the nose — we
had done the cost/benefit analysis and
realised that we couldn't get into the
expensive litigation that would have
dragged on for years.'

As to the future, Coleman says: 'During
the course of this year Acorn cannot rest on
their laurels but have to keep on pushing
the technology forward in new and innova
tive ways; capitalising and growing their
own NC market, continuing their interac
tive TV push (because this is the future) and
developing into new technology markets.'
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Brendan O'Sullivan
Brendan O'Sullivan does not work for

Acorn, or at least not directly. O'Sullivan is
the managing director of Xemplar Educa
tion, the 50/50 joint venture between
Acorn and Apple Computer which is now
exclusively responsible for both parent
companies' products being sold into pri
mary and secondary schools in the UK. As
such, O'Sullivan works closely with Acorn
— and Apple of course — and is responsi
ble for developing a market which
remains very important to Acorn.

O'Sullivan may be a 'suit' today, but
he's an enthusiast at heart and started his

career in computing as a programmer. 'All
those years ago I was an operator on a
ICL1902T mainframe working for the
Guinness company. I've always worked in
the computer industry,' explains O'Sulli
van. He later worked for an Apple
distributor and was involved in the setting
up of Apple's Irish subsidiary.

So O'Sullivan has Apple roots, but he
has proved to be very adept at walking the
Xemplar tightrope between Apple and
Acorn. There has never been any sign of
undeserved bias in favour of Apple prod
ucts in O'Sullivan's strategy since Xemplar
was first set up just over a year ago. He
reveals that the balance of sales was tipped
in Acorn's favour from the early days at
Xemplar, but it's looking more balanced
now.

Bringing together the two cultures of
Apple and Acorn was certainly a huge
challenge. The majority of Xemplar's staff
are ex-Acorn and the Xemplar HQ is situ
ated barely five minutes by car from
Acorn's Newmarket Road base. Although
there has been little external sign of trou
ble, O'Sullivan openly admits there were
difficulties at first, not least from staff who

initially felt rejected by their parent com
panies. 'Prior to Xemplar and probably
fuelled by the 'common enemy thing'
there was what might be described as a
grudging regard for each other's products,'
says O'Sullivan. When ex-Apple people
were faced with Acorn computers to sell
and vice-versa a lot of effort was required
by everyone to come to terms with their
new situation.

Fortunately, O'Sullivan was able to find
a lot in common between Apple and
Acorn. Tor one thing, both shared the
threat of PC domination and both compa
nies enjoyed a similar appetite for
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technologically
innovative prod
ucts. 'When you
cornered an Acorn

person and asked
them about Apple
stuff, you'd get the
grudging response
that, yes, that
Apple stuff is good
stuff, not as good
as 'ours' but good
stuff nonetheless

and it was the

same vice-versa

with Apple peo
ple.' O'Sullivan
quickly decided
he had to find and

exploit the simi
larities between

the two cultures

within Acorn and

neutralise the dif

ferences.

One of the first

things O'Sullivan
did was to switch

to using a Rise PC
on his office desk

— a clear signal
that while he was Apple born and bred, he
would set an example of getting to know
Acorn products intimately. However, his
trusted Apple PowerBook portable is
always nearby at press meetings away
from base. Certainly at this stage in the
short life of Xemplar, O'Sullivan views
Acorn and Apple products as being equally
vital for the success of the company: 'We
have two revenue streams, one Apple, one
Acorn and we cannot survive without

cither one. We cannot, therefore, de-
emphasise one or emphasise at the
detriment of the other. I am capable of
being pragmatic and saying; this Acorn
business is vital to us, this Apple business
is vital to use so what do we need to do to

maintain this vitality?'
Part of the answer was to ensure that

the expertise and enthusiasm for respec
tive brands was maintained and not

diluted within Xemplar. At the same time
respective staff are now expected to shield
their colleagues from the less suitable
aspects of their 'home' products and O'Sul
livan readily admits that Apple and Acorn
products, respectively, have big strengths

and big weaknesses in similar measure.
O'Sullivan happily reports that most of

the early cultural problems at Xemplar
have been ironed out and the team works

remarkably well. Xemplar's emphasis on a
balance of business between Acorn and

Apple products extends to Xemplar's agent
companies and has been, if anything, a
greater challenge for them. Those agencies
who have not managed to embrace one or
the other family of products have had to
be weeded out, much to the disappoint
ment of certain Acorn and Apple
dealerships.

O'Sullivan comes across as an amiable

and bubbly Irishman but underneath the
pleasant exterior is a very determined per
sonality. He has proved that Apple and
Acorn people can work very productively
together under Xemplar and the company
is now going from strength to strength,
making a small profit in the second half of
its first year. There are many challenges
ahead for O'Sullivan and his team, but one
is left feeling confident that Xemplar is
indeed well equipped to meet these A
challenges. /iU



A3000 upgrades

Memory
I-4Mb

(Sec also the "2nd user" section)

2-4Mb upgrade pack
4-8Mb

£68 (79.90)

£45 (52.87)

£135(158.62)

The above upgrades are all constructed on four-layer boards, as
recommended by Acorn. Gold plated connectors arc used for
reliable contact with the A3000 main board. There are no clips or
wires, and no soldering is required (except 8Mb). Full instructions
supplied. Some older types of 2Mb board cannot be upgraded lo
4Mb. but we offer a trade-in allowance. Please phone for details.

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades

simply plug into the internal expansion slot. Also suitable for the
A3010.

2l()Mb £135(158.62)

340Mb £149(175.07)

420Mb £169(198.57)

RISC OS 3 £39 (45.82)

ARM3 (25MHz) £119(139.82)

(Dealer fitting recommended for the ARM3)

A3000 4Mb RAM £68 (79.90)

RISC PC 16Mb SIMM £65 (76.37)

A5000

Memory
2-4Mb "
4-SMb

£63(74.02)

£135 058.62)

Dealer fitting for the 8Mb
upgrade is recommended for
the 25MHz A5000.

A400/1

Memory
Per Mb (up to -1Mb) £30 (35.25)
4-8Mb £135 (156.62)
RISC OS 3 £39 (45.82)

ARM3(25MHz) £119(139.82)
Hard drives. For prices, refer lo
the A310 section.

How to order: The VAT

inclusive amount is shown in

brackets. Cheques made
payable to IFEL. Most Credit
cards accepted, and Switch.
Official orders welcome.

A3020/A4000

Memory
2-4Mb £57(66.97)

Hard drives

210Mb £79(92.82)

340Mb £89(104.57)

420Mb £115 035.12)

Various

Alsystems SCSI 2 £170 (199.75)
ARM3 £119(139.82)

RISC OS 3 £39 (45.82)

MEMCIa £35(41.12)

MEMCIa (2nd User) £20 (23.50)
Hard disc cradle £6(7.05)

Fan filters (pack of 5) £3 (3.52)
RISC OS manuals, no vat £22

Dongle dangle £6 (7.05)
Chip extractor tool £4 (4.70)

(for eg MEMC. ARM2)
CDFS upgrade for Oak SCSI
card £25 (29.37)

'The following item is reduced to
clear. Please phone to check

availability.

Wordworks £23(27.02)

IFEL
21, Glenfield Road, Glenholt, Plymouth PL6 7LL. Tel (01752) 777106. Fax (01752) 777X30

Educational and quantity discount available.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

A3010 upgrades

Memory
I-4Mb £75(88.12)
I-2Mb £35(41.12)

2-4Mb £59 (69.32)

The 4Mb upgrade is constructed on a compact four-layer board. No
soldering is required. Full instructions supplied.

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades
simply plug into the internal expansion slot. For prices, refer to the
A3000 section.

RISC PC

SIM MS... (please phonefor latest prices)

4Mb £14.40(16.92)
8Mb £29 (34.07)

16Mb £52(61.10)
32Mb £94 (110.45)

16Mb SIMM to 32Mb upgrade
£63 (74.02)

(By upgrading your 16Mb SIMM to 32Mb you don't lose a
SIMM socket, tfiginal 16Mb SIMM must be returned to IFEL
and the type must be suitable - most are. Please phone to
check first or ask for our free leaflet.)

RAM packs for upgradable SIMMs
4Mb-8Mb

l6Mb-32Mb

£24 (28.20)

£65 (76.37)
Each pack consists of 8 chips which simply plug into
empty sockets. Instructions supplied, no soldering needed.

VRAM modules...
1Mb £49(57.57)

2Mb £88(103.40)

lMb-2Mb upgrade £55 (64.62)

A310

Memory
4Mb

4-8Mb

£79 (92.82)

£135(158.62)

Backplane (4-slot. four-layer)
£49 (57.57)

ban for above £8(9.40)

RISC OS 3 £39 (45.82)

RISC OS carrier board £12(14.10)

ARM3 25MHz £129(151.57)

MEMCIa

Hard drives

850Mb IDE

1Gb IDE

IDE controller

IGb SCSI

£35(41.12)

£125 046.87)

£135(158.62)

£65 (76.37)

£199(233.82)

2nd User

Please phone lo check
availability.
A3000 I-2Mb CI5 (17.62)

A3000 RAM hoard £5 (5.87)

(ic bare board, no chips)
A5000 2-4Mb £38(44.65)

Spares/Repairs
We carry slocks of most
replacement chips for the
Acorn range. (MEMC, VIDC.
IOC and most memory
devices). We can also fit any
upgrades and offer a computer
repair service.

All products (except some marked "2nd User") are fully guaranteed lor 12 months.
All items normally carried in stock have a 14-day money-back guarantee. Please note
that the cost ol' memory products varies - please phone for the latest pricing.
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WinRisc
faster than a speeding glacier?

Matthew Bloch and Pete Taphouse find a revolutionary piece of software
isn't quite what they expected

WinRisc

Matthew's experience
Rise PCs have always had a decided
robustness about their ability to run
Windows software alongside native RISC
OS programs, albeit so far with little inte
gration between the two environments.
Gates' bloated OS runs neatly in a RISCOS
window, and doesn't interfere with nor
mal activities. Not so, say ARMed I'orces
Software, who were taking pre-release
orders of WinRisc way back at the Acorn
World '96 show.

What ARMed forces promised ns was a
program that would take the windows out
of Windows 3.11 and draw

them alongside our normal
RISC OS windows, neatly
replacing the alien Windows
borders with friendly RISC OS
ones and changing the pull
down menus to the pop-up
ones we Acorn owners are

used to. So, from our point of
view, we can start Windows
applications, run them along
side RISC OS ones and not

need to know the difference.

Aseamless piece of patchwork
which helps the uneasy Acorn
owner cope with the distaste
ful Industry Standard
working environment. Thus
spake the advertisement, at
any rate.

Installation of WinRisc is

Simple - it comes as a single RISC OS appli
cation which installs and uninstalls the PC

side of WinRisc very easily. So I held my
breath and started IPC, which, as always, I
have running in single-tasking mode. This
evidently confused WinRisc, and the
Program Manager windows started to
jump around and changed size without
my intervention. It dawned on me, after
reading the manual, that maybe WinRisc
needed to run with the IPC software run

ning in multi-tasking mode, so a click on
the middle button and suddenly a lot of
things started happening: the PCcard win
dow disappeared and WinRisc started to
work.

With WinRisc running, the Program
Manager was replaced entirely by a pretty
list of folders in a window which yielded

the usual program groups when clicked
on. My first instinct was to load MSWord,
and this is where any euphoria you might
have had about WinRisc should be dis

pelled. My PC card is an SX33, perfectly
usable and fast under normal circum

stances; WinRisc crippled it. The Word
window was updated approximately every
four or five seconds; this was without any
other programs loaded. I managed to type
three lines of text before WinRisc got
around to updating the window display.
Even when I clicked on the close box to

quit Word, the confirmation dialogue took

around a second and a half to pop up.
At this point, I decided to try something

a little less taxing; a game of Minesweeper,
This could be described as slightly better:
it takes a lightning two seconds to realise
mouse clicks on the board!

This raises the question that if I can't
play Minesweeper without ruining my
usual time lo solve a grid, what use is
WinRisc? I addressed this question to the
author who said: 'WinRisc was written to

ease integration of Windows and RISC! OS
and to save on people learning the two
environments'. He admits, though, that
'there are limitations' which are due to the

'appalling transfer rate between the PC
and Acorn sides of the IPC software' which

delayed WinRisc's release by six months.
Surely if ARMed Forces are going to ask

money for WinRisc, the very least they
could do is make sure it works at an

acceptable rate, whatever the state of the
IPC software they're patching? This is
where I'm wrong, says Chris, it'll run
twice as fast on an SX33... in a 16-colour

screen mode. Sadly, twice as fast is still far
loo slow (1 didn't notice the difference),
and the window redraw wasn't perfect in
this new mode; stray black lines appear
when overlapping windows slide over
each other.

Besides the re-draw problems and gen
eral sloth of the program, WinRisc has a

talent for crashing the PC.
card software if you do
patently stupid things like re
opening the IPC display
window, or asking it to open
the Program Manager icon at
the wrong moment (just after
you've started Windows, for
instance). For a program
which claims to invisibly knit
together RISC OS and
Windows, WinRisc fails on
account of being too slow
(even on a DXlOO/Strong-
ARM processor combination)
and too unreliable, even for

the 'casual user' for whom

Chris Claydon claims it is
best suited. I find it outra

geous that ARMed I'orces can
justify charging £30 for a pro

gram which is too slow to be of any use,
even on a DXlOO/StrongARM combination
and the latest versions of the PC software.

Before damning WinRisc entirely, I feel
obliged to mention the drag-and-drop
facilities which allow files to be trans

ferred to and from your PC partition. This
integrates with tmageFS to convert file for
mats to sprites, and it does it very well.
Also, apart from the odd blank menu
items, the pop-up menus work well too.
However, the potential usefulness of these
features is eclipsed by the pain of waiting
for windows to update. Chris told me that
I would have no complaints about the
speed if I ran WinRisc in a 16-colour
mode, on the latest version of PC Pro with
a 586/100 or 133 card. This hardly holds
with the 'casual user' who is meant to rep-
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WinRisc

faster than a speeding glacier?

resent WinRisc's typical user. Who would
want a high-end PC card unless speed was
at a premium? And who, after spending
several hundred pounds on a fast PC card,
would want to limit it to 16 colours, or
just use it for the 'odd bit of word-process
ing'?

ARMed Forces blame WinRisc's speed on
the PC software, but in the end it's their
responsibility to make WinRisc work with
whatever the limitations.

WinRisc under Windows 95
— Pete's view
When initially offered
the chance to offer a sec

ond opinion of Win Rise
I considered testing vari
ous setups. With two
Rise PCs within spitting
distance I decided to

compare WinRisc run
ning on combinations
ranging from and ARM6
with a 33MHz 486 card

all the way up to a
StrongARM with DX4-
100 PC card.

My usual PC card
setup was on the DX4
with 16Mb allocated

running Windows 95. I
decided the tests should

use four applications:
Notepad, Minesweeper,
an AVI video player, and
Adobe Photoshop.

I tried the applications
on my usual setup and all were perfectly
acceptable, perhaps with the exception of
Photoshop, but that was only to be
expected. Now it was time for the real test
ing to begin. WinRisc was loaded -
Windows 95 operating system was selected
the hard disc partition duly revealed and
the install button clicked upon. So far so
good.

Once 95 was loaded not a single
WinRisc window opened and there was
nothing to be seen on the WinRisc
iconised menu. It was only when I clicked
on the start menu on the PC Card window

that any signs of life were to be seen. With
a slight delay a small duplicate of the win
dow burst forth'upon the RISC OS desktop.

Acorn User August 1997

It took a communique from ARMed Forces
to inform me that in order for WinRisc to

be used with 95, certain windows had to
be configured to open on startup, or alter
natively to re-use the wonderful 3.11
Program Manager.

If this point had been the only objec
tion, it may have been forgivable, since
WinRisc 1.30 only boasts 'Basic Windows
95 support', but unfortunately the worst
was yet to come.

WinRisc is slow. Once I had discovered

this, all thoughts of testing different setups
disappeared without a trace, but I resolved

Aprs 20osKoo HcdCw.

to try at least some of the applications
mentioned above. Once Notepad had
finally loaded itself I resolved to type the
classic quick brown fox sentence, which I
duly did, and so did WinRisc... two sec
onds later, at least that was when it started

writing it - it finished about another two
seconds after that.

So much for the simple applications. It
was now the turn of something a little
more challenging, and admittedly cruel,
given WinRisc's previous performance: the
AVI file. I already have Video for Windows
installed so the mission seemed simple. All
that was required was for me to click twice
on top of the file. The sequence went
something like this: two clicks, wait, noth

ing happens, two more clicks, wait, noth
ing happens, a couple more, nothing, give
up.

In a last desperate attempt I clicked
about eight times in a row and the hard
drive whirred into life... and up popped
two copies of the file running at about five
seconds per frame. Needless to say 1 even
tually closed the two movies, and
managed to load just one of them, but this
time there was no animation at all, just
the odd piece of sound sample. After
exhaustive attempts I managed to produce
an animation of about one frame per sec

ond, but that was on the

fifth attempt.
At the time of writing,

ARMed Forces hope to
have the MovieFS drivers

perfected so that video
can be handled natively
(at speed) by the ARM
processor.

It is has to be said,
that despite all I have
read about WinRisc inte

grating the two
environments I was very
disappointed when I
actually got to see the
finished product. It may
have all the features it

claims, but when it

comes down to it the

speed of the program,
running on a StrongARM
and DX4/100, it is ren

dered entirely useless for
any serious work, and entirely frustrating
for anything more occasional.

! Product details

Product: WinRisc

Price: £29.95

Supplier: ARMed Forces Software

Address: 38 Main Road, Littleton,

Winchester, Hants, S022 6QQ
Tel: (01962) 880591

Fax: (01962) 880003

E-mail: sales@afsoft.demon.co.uk
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Many Happy
VAT Returns!

From book-keeping to invoicing, stock control, VAT and final
accounts, Prophet 3, the award winning software from Apricote
Studios will make your life easier.

Whether you write your accounts manually or use a spreadsheet,
changing to Prophet 3 will make the whole job that much
simpler - no more manual adding up, entering formulas,
remembering lo increment invoice numbers etc., just open the
relevant ledger and type in your data - Prophet 3 handles the
rest.

•Tel/Fax 01354 680432

• Email apricote@enterprise.net

• WWW http://homepages.enterprise.net/apricote

• Write Apricote Studios, 2 Purls Bridge Farm,
Manea, Cambs, PE15 OND, UK

Prophet 3

E3 ^RICCOTSmdios
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User Groups

Club Scene
Neil Spellings tells us about his new project as
chairman of the Association of Acorn User Groups

Since the early days of the BBC Model B,
the concept of the 'computer club' has been
with us on the Acorn scene. Although tech
nology has moved on there are still a fair
number of Acorn user and enthusiast

groups around the world (35 at the last
count).

Whyjoin a computer group?
Computer or user groups bring together
people with a huge range of abilities and
experiences, from the complete beginner
who might only use '.Draw and '.Paint, to
the 'hardened techie' who's probably a
Clan member and has every Acorn system
in existence.

Usergroups allow people to talk - which
is probably the most important and pro
ductive aspect. I know from my experiences
with DARC (Derbyshire Acorn Rise Club)
that just getting together and discussing
experiences and problems with other Acorn
users can provide a wealth of information
and advice.

Most user groups have a monthly
newsletter informing members of the latest
developments in the Acorn world and most
also organise guest speakers to visit and talk
about a particular subjector softwarepack
age - sometimes offering the product to
members at a reduced price.

Many user groups also arrange their
members to get discounts on various Acorn
products.

There are also a number of groups who
are postal or Internet-only, such as the ARM
Club and Acorn Enthusiasts Group - for
those who can't spare the time to attend
meetings.

What is the Association about?
As all the Acorn user groups are working
towards a common goal but are rarely in
contact with each other, I set out on a ven

ture to promote communication and

co-operation between all the individual
groups around the world.

Out of this the Association of Acorn User

Groupswas born.
I have contacted many groups over the

Internet and the information I've received

can be seen in the table. If you are involved
in running an Acorncomputer club and are
not on the list, please contact me to get
yourselves registered.
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Association objectives
• Maintain a global directory for
all Acorn clubs and groups

This list will be included with all

new Acorn systems sold and will
appear in the Acorn press. It will give
new users a contact in their local area,

other than their dealer, to whom they
can turn for help and meet other peo
ple with like systems.
• To create a larger 'force' in the
Acorn market

I'll is will allow us to:

a) Pool resources and offer a better ser

vice to members. Where clubs are

located in adjacent areas, organise more
joint events. We want to encourage and
support those groups who wish to do
something along those lines and pro
vide things such as contacts for other
clubs who may be willing to help out.
b) Have a larger impact and more
influence on the market with regard to
products we'd like to see etc.

We may not be able to influence
major hardware designs but as a much
larger group we would he able to put
more pressure on companies who
would normally ignore individuals or
smaller groups. Examples are where
companies refuse to fix bugs or offer
poor customer service.
• Offer a centrally managed dis
count scheme

Many of the existing groups have
negotiated their own discounts from
local or national Acorn suppliers. This
will be centralised to offer members of

all the groups an improved range of
discounts, thus attracting more mem
bers and benefiting existing ones.

This would also be beneficial to

Acorn software and hardware vendors,
as they will only have to deal with one
contact instead of many around the
country. They will also appear in a 'dis
count directory' which is a list of
companies who are prepared to offer
members of all the computer groups
discounts on their products or services.

We are also working closely with the
ARM Club, which is the largest of the
Acorn user groups to ensure the best
possible discounts from as wide a range
of suppliers as possible.

Club name Public contact

name

Adoressphona

Derbyshire Acorn R.sc Club Mihe Smith The Vicarage. Brassington.

Matlock. Derbyshire.
DE4 .IDA

01629 540J8I

Accm Enthusiasts Group Neil Farnham N .",

Acorn Usergroup Austria Tassilo

llalbritter

Laa1. A 3040 Noulongbach

.43 2772 54654

Acorn Users Auckland

(CityARM)
G Plumpton 3b Laurie Avonuo. Parnoll.

Auckland I

.64 9 3790278

Acom Users Auckland

(SrcreARM)

G Plumpton 35 Laurie Avenue. Parnell.

Auckland l

.64 9 3790278

The ARM Club Chns Price FREEPOST ND6573. London.

NI2 0BR

07010 709849

ARMaca Mrko Vidovic 125 rue des Charnietles. 6S006.

Lyon

,.231478 247 •.-•!>;

Arche Acorn User Club Carlos Michael

SarMlan

Bristol Acorn Rise User

Group

BeebNet Hank van Oer

Wijngaart

8 Anzac Street.SaliSbury

Heights, 5109
61 8 8250 44/2

Big Ben Club Herman Corjin PoabuM 189.6801 IID

.31 (0)71 4080339

Birchwood Computer Club Alan Clarko 0151 430 7359

Bottish3m Acorn User Group David McDowell 9 Chestnut Close. St Ives.

Huntingdon, Cambs.

PE17 4UO

01480 381996

C Acorn User Group Paul Field

Canberra BBC User Group Victor Markwart 16 Cruksrark Street.

Warmiassa. ACT 2903

Christian Acorn User Group Rev. Coim

Randall

The Rectory. Swan Lane. Long
Har.borough. Witney. OX8 8BT

01993 881270

Hamilton Acorn User Group Rene Turner

Liverpool Enthusiasts Group Tom Hebbron Dr Fred Wilburn. 26 Roe Lane.

Southport. PR9 9DX

01704 530741

Northwest London Computer

Club

Chris Dur.n 74 Confer Way, Sudbury

Meadows. North Wembley.
Mddx. HA0 3QR

Portsmouth 8 Southsea

Computer Club
Paul Vigay 17 Wadham Road. North End.

Portsmouth

01705 871530

Soulhampton Acorn Users

Group

Ted Lacey 50 Cromwell Road. Mdanbury,
Southampton. SOI 8 20Z

Suffolk Acorn User Group Paul Skirrow

Surrey &Sussex Acorn

Users Group

Geoff Arnold SASAUG. Horsham Methodist

Church. London Road. Horsham,

West Sussex. RH12 1AN

01403 253915

Victona BBC Users Group Ted Robmson 31 Curtin Avenue. Wesl

Brunswick. Victoria 3055

03-9386 1402

Wairarapa Acorn User Group John W Dagg BBC Acorn User Group, e/o

John W. Dagg. 39 College

Street. Masterton 5901

(09) 377 0564

Wakefield Computer User

Group

Chris Hughes 95 Cumbrian Way. Lupsel Park.
Wakefield. West Yorks

01924 379778

NAMEBUG Dan Glad.rg 43 SpaldmgWay, Greal Baddow.

Chelmsford. Essex. CM2 7NZ
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Email Website Country Meetirg trecuercy Meetirg place Neil

neeiirg

Topic Second

reeling

Members Adult Family

Subs

Coverage Notes

D.A.R.C@argonel.co.uk

hllpj.www.argorei.co.uk, darc.r.tm

1

UK 2nd Monday of

month

St AfcnundS Cfurch Ha". Outfield.

Derbyshire

14 07.97 D8 09 97 45 £15 C20 Derbyshire.

Staffordshire

Nottingham

neil@a-e-g.demon.co.uk UK NA NA 300 Free Free Worlcwice nternet only
group

tassiiohalbntter@aon.at

http;,ourworlo.compuserve.com.h

omepages pbauen

Austria 1st Thursday ol
month

Restaurant Regina. A-1150 Wien

Huetteldcrterstrasse 49 clubroom

04 C7.97 07.08 97 20 Free Free Austna German

speaking
only

|Ohrb@ihug.co.nz
htip:/,sheii.ihug.co.nz/-5r.ookums.

index.him

New Zealand 2nd 8 3rd

Wednesdays of

monih

Auklano Hospital Stall Club.

Grafion Road, 1

•:• SNZ30 SNZ30 New Zealard

johrb@ihug.co.nz

http:/.she!l.ihug.co.nz,-snookums.

index.htm

New Zealand 1s! Thurscayof
month

Sunnynook Community Hall. 148

Sycamore Dnvc. 10

73 SNZ30 SNZ30 New Zealand

irrto@armclub.org.uk

htipv.vwrw.arm club.org.uk

UK MA N'A 06.1237 Acorr SE

Show

01,03.98 1000 £12 £12 Worlcwiao Postal group
only

mirko@cyberlme.fr

hitp:,'.www.armaca.lah.org

France na na 50 2501 r France. Europa.

North Africa

Monthly
newsletter in

French

cms@kocln-online.de
http:/. www.koeln-oniine.der

inis/arche'

Germany

httpy.'emrs.chm.bns.ac.uk/AHUG'

ARUG.hlml

UK Last Wednesday ol

month

The Long Room. Burden

Neurological Institute. Sloke Lane.

Bristol.

30,07/97 Sherston' 40 E7 C7 Bristol. Glos. S

Wales, Wilts.

Somerset.

hvanderw@ozemail.coni.au South

Australia

i st Monday ol the
month

St. Peters College Junior School.

Adelaide. South Australia

6 Free Free Metropolitan

Adelaide

bigberpr@iiedernet.nl

hitp;,'.Www.nedernet.nl,

-bigben;

Netherlands Monthly per region Depends on region 600 Nelherlands

mgel@c3po.demon.co.uk UK

mcdoweil@mteco.co.uk

hltp:/,www.|enkir..demon.co.uk,ba

ug.html

UK 7:30pm 2nd ana 4th

Tuesdays of monih

Room 47. Design a Technology

Building. Bottisham Village

College. Lode Road. Bottisham,

Cambs. CB5 9DL

09 09S7 23,09 97 20 £10 Cambridge

shire. North

Essex.

Bedfordshire.

Suffr. -

paul.field@diai.pipex.com

http .v/vrw.acorn.co.ukassociates

ciug

UK

markwart@pcug.org au

MtpjWww.pcug.org.au -markwart

.canbug.canbug.html

Australia Canberra. ACT

carancall@argonel.co.uk
hnp^.users.ox.ac.uk -l-u94G03 Ac

om'caug.html

UK N'A NA 113 E4 E4 Wortcwice Postal group
only

New Zealand

LEG@hebbron.demonco.uk

http^.www.hebbron.dcmon.co.uk/

LEG

UK 2nd Tuesday ol

month

Birkenheaa Boys School.
Southport

12 0897 TBA 09,0997 30 £12 £15 Mersy&de

Cheshire

UK 7:30pm 3rd

Wednesday of month

Sidings Community Centre.
Brassey Road. Wesi Hampstead.

Lonoon

1607,97 TBA 20 08 97 8 None Nor. Anyvrhere in
London

Small

charge to
cover room

hire

pvgay@cix.compulink.co.uk

hitp^www.irteralpha.netcustome

r,pvigay shareware,

html

UK 2nd and 4th Tuescay
of month

17 Wadham Road. North End,

Portsmouth

10 Chichester.

Southampton.

Portsmouth.

1edell@argonet.co.uk UK 2nd Monday of

month

lichen College (1si floor), Micole

Road. Sholing. Southampton
14/07,97 Members

problems

080997 20 Free Free Soulh Hampshire

sarc@octosys.co.uk

http:;,www.octosys.co.uk/

sarc.html

II*

sasaug@argonet.co.uk

hltp:/'Www.poppyfields.net/

sasaug'

UK 7:30pm 2nd Monday

of month

Horsham Methods! Church.

London Road. Horsham. West

Sussex, RH12 IAN

07,07.37 Chris

Clayton ol

ARMed

Forces

08.09.97 35 £12 £12 Surrey and

Sussex

vicbug@vicnel.nel.au

http:/Www.vicnet.nel.au/

-vicbug,'

Australia Lust Wednesday ol

month

30,07,97 Useful PD

software

from the

Web

27/08,97 60 A$45

jwd@winz.co.nz New Zealand Irregular 39 College Street. Masterlon if, Free Free Wairarapa

province

wacg@cumbrian.demon.co.uk
httpv.www.cumbriar.cemon.co.uk

.Waco/

UK 1st Wednesday ol
month

West Yorkshire Spons a Social

Club. Sandal Hall Close. Sanoal.

Wakefield

05 08,97 TBA 02.09.97 110 £10 £20 Yorksh.re

canglarjrg@lineono.ret UK 7:45pm 2nd

Thursday & 4lh

Wednesday of month

Witham Library. Newlard Street.

William. Essex

12 07/97 11.09,97 12 E15 £20 Essex

m

m
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User Groups

• Promote communication and co
operation between clubs

This is important - all the clubs should
communicate more. This will take the form

of a centralised Web site and Internet mail
ing list, and possibly a newsgroup to
follow.

• Promote the Acorn platform to the
'non-converted'

Obvious one this, but if we get enough
support the association could exhibit at
non-Acorn shows.

• Exhibit at Acorn shows and allow

individual clubs to promote themselves
We would look at co-ordinating clubs to

exhibit on an association stand, and giveall
clubs an opportunity to promote them
selvesat the big Acorn shows.
• Plan and co-ordinate guest .speakers
around the country

Many companies are prepared to visit
Acorn user groups and demonstrate their
products.

We'd look into keeping a directory of
companies willing to participate, and
encourage more companies to visit clubs.
We hope to save them valuable time and
money by co-ordinating talks around the
country and just having one point of con
tact for all the Acorn clubs.

We'd also maintain lists of companies
willing to give sponsorship and promotion
help in newsletters, shows and magazines.
• Assist in the creation of more local

Acorn groups
Do you know of other Acorn users in

your area? Is your nearest Acorn usergroup
hundreds of miles away? Why not form
your own?

The association can provideassistance by
drawing on the experiences of its members
to assist groups of people in creating their
own local Acorn usergroups.

We will also be affiliated to the British

Association of Computer Clubs, and thus
can provide new clubs with details of issues

about being an organised group (such as
public liability insurance).

Of course, as the association grows and
matures, the above aims of objectives may
change, depending on the needs of our
members.

We want to hear from YOU!
Please get in touch if:
• You are a group of Acorn users who wish

to start your own local user group or
• An existing Acorn user group who wishes

to join the Association or
• An Acorn software developer or dealer

who has not yet joined the discount or
demonstration scheme.

Due to moving house the only point of
contact with me at present is via e-mail:
neiI.spelIings@argonet.co.uk

Please keep an eye on the association's
temporary homepage at http://www
.argonet.co.uk/scs/association.html for
updated information and news.

Design a logo competition
As the Association is brand new we

haven't got a logo yet. So here's an
opportunity to use your design skills to cre
ate one which will appear on all the
Association's stationery, Web sites, articles
etc - plus there's a superb prize for the best
submission.

The winner will be decided by a vote
from all the Acorn usergroups who are cur
rently members of the association.
First prize
The winner will receive one year's free
subscription to Acorn User and an 8Mb
SIMM for A7000/RiscPC from Tower Elec

tronics plus a choice of one of the
following software bundles.
Programming bundle
WimpBASIC from Clares
Dr Smiths C Development Kit from Warm
Silence Software

Personal Accounts from Apricote Studios
Undeleteand Blinds from Quantum Software
Desktop Publishing bundle
Pendown DTP from Longman I.ogotron
EasyFont Professional AND EasyClip from
Fabis

ChangeTXT and RTFtoHTML from The
Event Horizon
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Education bundle

Easywriter Profrom Icon Technology
ArcSimp from MijasSoftware
N Store 5 from H S Software

£35 voucher from Topologika
Personal Accounts from Apricote Studios
Gaines bundle

T.A.N.K.S from Werewolf Software

Shuggy from WerewolfSoftware
High Rise Racing from Modus Software
Last Offence from Modus Software
Runners-up pri/.es:
Undelete from Quantum Software

Blinds from Quantum Software

Please note

• Entries can be in colour but must also

lookgood in monochrome
• Mustbe in either Draw, Sprite or Art-

Works format (entries created in

PhotoDesk should besavedas Sprites)
• Thelogodoes not have to incorporate

AAUG, although if it doesn't it should
represent what the club is about.

How toenter thecompetition

Entries should be sent on disc to:

AcornUserLogo Competition, Acorn User

Magazine, IDG Media, Media House, Adling-
ton Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP, England.

Or alternatively e-mailyour entries to
aucompo@idg.co.uk

Closing date for entries is31st September
1997

Rememberto includeyour name and
address on the disc.



Open Sunday
Late Night Opening T I Iam to 4pm_

Wednesday & Thursday
till 7.30pm

low costdelivery Tel: 0113 231 -9444 LARGE SHOWROOM

WITH FREE PARKING AUTHORISED I
REPAIR

CENTRE
We offer a FREEquotation on
your Acorn or any peripheral
(monitors, printers etc). A
delivery tariff of just £5.00is
charged or alternatively you
can visit our showroom. We

can also arrange a courier
pickupat an additionalcost of

£11.00.

•2-4 Week Days £3.99
•NextWeekDay £5.99
•SaturdayDelivery £14.99

Deliverysubject to stockavailability

SHOWROOM ADDRESS:
FIRSTCOMPUTER CENTRE, •

DEPT. ACU, UNIT3, ARMLEY PARKCT,
STANNINGLEY RD, LEEDS, LSI2 2AE.

EASY ACCESS FROM M62. M I

FIRST

VISA

COMPUTER CENTRE

Hardware

A.corn Acorny,
Interest Free Credit Finance

• •*>. Uf&lowv|nii>ntoHi2I.TaheAM)EEUndRd
!oUom ug-vt forAS!.Thiimerge, withtheArmlff gjTJtory from
»,Ml toArmlffgyntory. fnmlteAltikethetumofffor AM,
* ASS(b*-pMsingtowncentre)whichmeet. Armler|yratorr.

[OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

E-Mail: sales@firstcom.demon.co.uk WEB: www.firstcom.demon.co.uk FAX:0113 231-9191 BBS:0113 231-1422

Software
PC CD ROM Software

Schubert £37.991
Strauss £26.99
Stravinsky £37.99
Ancient Lands £26.99
Dinosaurs £26.99
Golf £26.99
MSDOS 6.22 & Windows £67.99
Works V3 for Windows £26.99 |

Reference
Chambers Dictionary £35.991
Grolier Encyclopedia £15.99
RedShiftAstronomyII £37.99 |
Dorling Kindesley Titles

EncyclopediaofScience £27.991
Encyclopedia ofNature £27.99
History ofthe World £27.99
My Istlncred. Dictionary £21.99
PB Birthday Party £23.99
Stowaway £24.99
The WayThings Work £27.99
The Ult. Human Body £27.99
Virtual Reality Bird £23.99
VirtualReality Cat £23.99 |
Top sellers on CD-ROM

Comm.& Conquer OEM £9.99I
C&C Red Alert £29.99
Duke Nukem Atomic Pack £23.99
FlightSim6 £39.99
MDK Special Edition £29.99
Ordnance Survey OEM £9.99
Quake Mission Pack I £19.99
Red Alert Counterstrlke £16.49
ScreamerOEM £9.99
Settlers20EM £9.99.

Rise PCs 20% Deposit 20 MonthlyPayments

Entertainment Software
Alone in the Dark £25.99
Anagram Genius £17.99
Black Angel £26.99
Burn Out £23.99
Cannon Fodder £22.99
Cobalt Seed £22.99
Cyber Chess £26.99
Darkwood £26.99
Fist Lore £21.99
FTT Formula 2000 £23.99
Global Effect £29.99
High Rise Racing £21.99
Logic Mania £26.99
Rick Dangerous £14.99
Saloon Cars Deluxe £26.99
Shuggy £22.99
SimCity2000(AS000) £32.99
SimCity 2000 (RiscPC) £32.99
Simon the Sorcerer £34.99
Star Fighter 2000 £26.99
Spobbfeoid Fantasy £23.99
The Real McCoy 2,3,4 or 5£26.99
Tanks £22.99
Virtual Golf £24.99
Wavelength £19.99

Application Software
ArcComm2 £53.99
Arc Fax (.12 £37.99
Arcterm7 £65.99
Artworks 1.54 £115.99
Hearsay II £75.99
Home Accounts £31.99
Copernicus Astronomy £29.99
Impression Style £72.99

Jmpression Publisher £I 17.99

Sibelius 6 Version 3 £174.99
Sibelius 7 Sudcntver3 £544.99
Sibelius 7 Version 3 £999.99
Termite Internet £84.99
Titler £83.99
Touch Typing £34.99
Turbo DnverBJ/Eps/HP £46.99

Educational Software
Badger Trails £42.99
Chrystal Rain Forest £42.99
French Learning Series £ I9.99
Oxford R/Tree Stage2 £39.99
Oxford R/Tree More £39.99
Oxford R/TreeStage3 £39.99
Rosic&Jim (Sneezes) £11.99
Rosic&Jim (Duck) £11.99
10/10 Dinosaurs £13.99
10/10 Driving Test £13.99
10/10 Early Essentials £13.99
10/10 Essential Maths £13.99
10/10 Essential Science £13.99
10/10 English £13.99
10/IOFrench £13.99
10/10 German £13.99
10/10 junior Essentials £13.99
10/10 Maths Algebra £13.99
10/10 Maths Geometry £13.99
10/10 Maths Numbers £13.99
10/10 Maths Statistics £13.99
10/10 Spelling £13.99

StrongARM Rise PC(200Mhz)
4MbHDI.2Gb&AKF60 £1399.99
4MbHDI.2Gb/CD&AKF60 £1449.99
4MbHDI.2Gb&AKF9l £1769.99
4MbHDI.2Gb/CD&AKF9l £1819.99
IOMbHDI.OGb&AKF60 £1689.99
IOMbHDI.OGb/CD&AKF60 £1739.99
IOMbHDI.OGb&AKF9l £2059.99
IOMbHDI.OGb/CD&AKF9l £2109.99

(orna|A7000 Systems
A7000 4MbHD540&AKF60 £1061.99
A7000 4MbHD540CD&AKF60 £1161.99

fBackplaneA7000 £39.99
Backplane A600/A700 £34.99
Extra Slice Case £115.99
Extra Slice Case no PSU £89.99

PC Cards With Rise PC Separately

SX-33 £115.99 £233.99

DX2-66 £174.99 £292.99

DX4-I00£233.99 £350.99

5x86 £350.99 £468.99

Microvitec Branded

Multi-Scan Monitors
1438, I4".28dp

, Only £259.99

I70l,l7".28dp
Only £338.99

10/10 Education Series
Any 2 for £25.99

StrongARM Acorn Spares 2.5" H/DHves ( 3.5" H/Drives ( Memory Modules

Strong-ARM
Processor Upgrade

£284.99

Limited Offer
Part exchange your ARM710

Processor for£25.00 or
RiscOS 3.6 For£ 10.00

Canon
Canon BJ30 £159.99
CompactPortablemono printer. 10pagoASFbuilt in.
Canon BJC70Colour £185.99
HighqualityPortablecolourprinter. 10pageASF.
Canon BJ240Colour £135.99
New Colour Printer. 720 dpi.

Canon BJC4200Colour £174.99
New Vi-nion. with Photo Realitm Cartridge Option

Canon BJC4550Colour £369.99
Al Version, with Photo Realism Cartridge Option

Canon BJC620 Colour £249.99
New Enhanced, dedicated colour printer. 720x7 JOdpi.

EPSON
EpsonStylus400colour £189.99
720.720dpi,3ppmColour.4Ppm Monoprinting.
EpsonStylus600colour £284.99
1440dpi, 4ppm Colour. 6ppm Mono printing
EpsonStylus800colour £397.99
1440dpi,7ppmColour.SppinMonoPrinting
Epson Stylus Pro £349.99
720 R720dpi.4 Colour Pieto Head,

Epson GT-5000 Scanner £269.99
Entry level A4 Colour Flatbed Scanner.

Epson GT-8500Scanner £399.99
Fully featured A4 Co

Acorn Mouse (Original) £29.99
PC Serial Mouse(Bi.<pc> £4.99
RiscOS3.l I ROMsonly £89.99
*2nd User RiscOS3.6 £29.99
*2ndUserARM7IO £59.99
*Both Together £74.99
MIDIMax(RiscPC&A5000)£80.99
MIDIUser(A30x0&A4000) £67.99
MIDICables(2x3m) £9.""

Repair & Fitting Service
V Available

Printers

mllUM PACKARD

HPDeskjet 400 Colour £134.99
FullColour Printer. Very Low Price. 600*300 dpi

HP Deskjet 690 Colour £249.99
New Colour Inkjet. 600.400 dpi Mono.600«300dpi Colour.

HP Deskjet 820 £279.99
7 »>'... Mono. 2 p-'p'm Colour

HPDeskjet870CXI £339.99
7pterinMono.2plplm Colour
HP 6L Laserjet £334.99
a p/plm 400dpi, IMboiRAM.*|il|i/niMOdpl. IMbofRAM.
HP 6P Laserjet £564.99
8 p/p/m 400dpi, 2Mb ol RAM.

CITIZEN

ABC Colour Printer £129.99
24 Pin Dot Matri* Col. Printer. Tractor Feed Unit 114.99

Citizen Projet-IIC £129.99
ColourInkjet 300x300dpi, 70Shut ASF.
Citizen Printiva600C £371.99
Micro-Dry Proccii 1200*600 dpi n.ono,600x600dpi Col.

Citizen Printiva 1700C £499.99
Same ai600C. but al*oh*» 600 dpi scanner built in.

cgxxzr FlJ|jTSU $$Seagate
120Mb 2.5" IDE £80.99
170Mb 2.5" IDE £85.99

210Mb 2.5" IDE £99.99

250Mb 2.5" IDE £119.99

420Mb 2.5" IDE £129.99
540Mb 2.5" IDE £139.99
A3010/3000 IDE Card*£69.99

•When Bought Willi Drive

ACCESSORIES
Printer Switch Box 2 way Inc. cable £1-1.99

iter Switch Box 3 way Inc. cable £19.99
Printer Switch Box 4 way Inc. cable (22.99
1.8Metre printer cable £4.99
3 Metre printer cable £6.99
S Metre printer cable £8.99
10Metre printer cable '12.99
Inkjet Printer Cleaning Kit £9.99
Personal Computer Cleaning Kit £9.99

Epson 200 8 Hr. Warranty £46.99
Epson 500 8 Hr. Warranty £75.99
Epson Iron-On Transfer Paper (10) £12.99
Epson 720 dpi Paper Pack (100) £12.99

Canon T-Shirt Transfer Pack £ I 2.99
Canon BC-06 Photography Carts. £24.99
Canon BC-06 Photography Kit £34.99
Canon BC-09 Fluorescent Cartridge£24.99
Canon BC-22 Photography Carts. £32.99
Canon BC-22 Photography Kit £37.99
Canon BC-29 Fluorescent Cartridge£32.99
Canon HR-I0I Inkjet Paper (200) £23.99

HP DJ690/694 Photography Cart. £29.99
HP DJ690/694 Photo Image Kit £43.99
HP DJ690/694 Photography Paper £9.99
HP DJ690/694 Banner Paper £9.99
HP Deskjet Bright White Paper(500)£ 10.99
HP Premium Glossy Paper (10)

Quantum TOSH|BA WSeagate
£144.99

£159.99

£199.99

£249.99

£397.99

£80.99

RiscPC/A7000 4Mb £20
RiscPC/A7000 8Mb £38
RiscPC/A7000 16Mb £79
RiscPC/A7000 32Mb £137

l.2Gig3.5"IDE
l.7Gig3.5"IDE
840Mb 3.5" SCSI

l.8Gig3.5"SCSI
2.1Gig 3.5" SCSI
A3/A400 IDE Card

A5000 2nd H/Drive Kit£ 19.99,

RiscPC VRAM 2Mb
With I Mb Trade In
A30I0 IMbto2Mb
A30I0 IMbto4Mb
A3020/A4000 2-4Mb
A50002Mbto4Mb

Part X. your old Mcmor

Multi Media/CD ROM

£1 19

£122

£44

£94

£74

£72
Ca

fRISCPC's (RISCOS 3.6&3.7) RISCPC's (RISCOS 3.5only)
8x Goldstar R580B £79.99 8x Optics Stingray £89.99
6x Goldstar R560B £69.99 6xBTC CD drive
4x Goldstar R542B £49.99

Dual IDE cable£9.99

Comes with software driver disk
Dual IDE cable £9.99

Indigo CAA340i Quad Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA340ia Quad Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA300i Dual Speed CD Drive
Oscar(Paraiici)4 Speed CD Drive

£170.95
£229.99
£134.99

£287.99

Acorn CD Software
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia
Oxford Reading Tree
PDCD I (DatafiTe)
PDCD 2(Datafile)
PDCD 3 (Datafile)
PDCD I (APDL)
PDCD 2 (APDL)
Simon the Sorcerer
Photobase Landscapes
Understanding the Body

APDL Clipart DTP 1 £18.99

APDL Clipart DTP 2 £18.99
APDLCIipartDTP3 £18.99
Artworks Clipart 1/2 £20.99

Cars-Mathsin Motion £58.99

Childrens Micropedia £87.99

Dune II £41.99
Goldilocks £45.99
Grannys Garden £34.99

£31.99
£39.99
£24.99
£24.99
£24.99
£14.99
£14.99
£41.99
£55.99
£50.49

Modems Cables Consumables
Disks

BulkDSDD
10 x £3.49 100 x £26.99
30 x £9.99 200 x £49.99
50x£l4.99 500x£l 14.99

Branded DSDD
10 x £4.99 100 x £41.99

30 x £13.99 200 x £76.99
50 x £21.99 500 x £175.99

Bulk DSHD

10 x £3.99 100 x £29.99

30 x £10.99 200 x £55.99
50 x £16.99 500 x £129.99

Branded DSHD
10 x £5.99 100 x £44.99

30x£l5.99 200x£82.99

50x£23.99 S00x£l89.99
Disk labels x500 £6.99
Disk labels x I 000

PRIMA
V34+

Fax Modem
Superb Price/Performance

33,600 bps, BABT Approved
:tingcable and Comim Software Provld

Grapevine * Zln.l loltw
Also available:
ArcComm2£53.99,
Arcterm7£6S.99,ArcFax I.I2£37.99

I Hearsay ll£75.99, Termite Internet £84.99

Einil software „ _ _. _. _

Only £80.99

Sportster Vi ~:3
• Call Discrimination

• Personal Voice Mail
• Faxon Demand* Class 1 F

• 14,400 Data/14,400
• 33,600 Data/14,400

The UK's Best Sell

Fax £79.99

Fax £161.99
ng Modems

rCables andAdaptors..Lots more instock]
Phone Line Ext. SM/10M/1SM £6.99/£8.99/£ 10.99

Dual Socket Adaptor £6.99
Telephone Socket adaptor BT-US/US-BT £4.99
Printer Cables 1.8M/5M/10M £4.99/£ I 1.99/£ 19.99
Modem Cable/Null Modem£9.99/£9.99

L2 x3MMIDI Cables£9.99, DualIDEcable £9.99 J

CLEARANCE SALE
*****************************

Limited Stocks Available

SupraFax Modem 2400 £ 19.99
SupraFax Modem 14.4 £49.99
SupraFax Modem 28.8 £79.99
Sportster 14.4 Vi Ext. £79.99
Sportster 28.8 Vi Int. £79.99

[SupraExpress 336 Ext. £74.99

Ribbons
Citizen Swift/ABC mono £3.99
Citizen Swift/ABC colour £12.99
Star LC90 mono ribbon £4.99
SlarLCIO/IOOmono £3.69
StarLC10,100 colour £7.99
Star LC240c colour £13.99
Star LC240c mono £8.99
Star LC240 mono £5.99
Star LC24-10/200/300 Colour £ 13.99

Re-InkSprayformono ribbons £9.99
MOST OTHER MAKES

AVAILABLE

PREMIER-INK
Cartridge Refills

Save a fortune in running colt* with your Ink'
bubble let. Compatible with the HP Deskjet
UrlU, Canon BJI0/JOI8OII )0/200/jOOI130.
Star S|4B. Cltiten Pro|et and many other,.
Full ran

Single
,ll..hl

(22ml) £6.99
(44ml) £12.99

Three colour kit (66ml) £19.99
Full colour kit (88ml) £27.99
Bulk refills (125ml) £24.99
Printer repair specialists call

for quote

Ink Cartridges
CanonBJI0/StarSJ48 £17.99
Canon BJ200/230 £18.99
Canon BJ30 (3 pack) £12.99
Canon BJC 70 mono (3 pack) £10.99
Canon BJC 70 colour (3 pack) £17.99
Canon BJC4000colour (single) £16.99
Canon BJC4000 mono (single) £6.99
Canon BJC 4000 mono high cap. £28.99
Canon BJC 600e mono high cap. £8.49
Canon BJC600c colour £7.99
Citizen Printiva Std. colours £6.49
Citizen Printiva Metallic colours £ 16.49
HP. Deskjet 500/550Mono £22.99
HP. Deskjet 500/550Colour £24.99
HP.Deskjet 660 double mono £23.99
HP.Deskjet 660 colour £25.99
Epson Stylus mono £13.99
Epson Stylus colour £27.99
EpsonStylus Col. II/S/820Mono £17.99
Epson Stylus Col. II/S/820Colour £24.99
Star SJ144 mono/colour (single) £8.99

Paper
Fanfold (tractor feed) 500sheets £6.99
Fanfold(tractorfeedj 1000sheets £12.49
Fanfold(tractorfeed)2000sheets £21.49
Single sheet 500sheets £699
Single sheet 1000sheets £12.49
Single sheet 2000sheets £21.49



Micro Laser Designs

105 Mid ford Road

Combe Down

BATH BA2 5RX

Tel: (01225)833266
Fax: (01225) 833266

Micro Laser Designs is an Acorn
Centre of Tech-nology and supplies
the complete range of Acorn
Hardware and Software. We also

offer scanning, printing and
imagesetting services and
specialise in litho printing from
Acorn files - Letterheads, School
Magazines, Brochures, etc

ALL PRICES SHOWN IN THIS

ADVERT INCLUDE VAT.

Carriage Charges:
For orders of £250 or more, carriage
is FREE. Small orders will have a
delivery charge of £2.50, or £5 for
heavier items.

Allprices listed were correct at
the time of going to press. We
reserve the rightto change them
if the need arises - you willbe
notified of any changes upon
ordering. Please allow time for
clearance of cheques. Credit /
debit cards willbe charged on
day of despatch.

Telephone: (01225) 833266
Facsimile: (01225) 833266
email : sales@microlas.demon.co.uk
www : http://www.microlas.demon.co.uk

Acorn 8/ PCComputer Systems m
Printing I Stationery m
Desktop Publishing fif

Graphic Design iff
Imagesetting fif

Scanning m

THE RIGHT CHOICE

We operate the Acorn 20/20
Finance Interest Free Credit

Scheme - Please call for details.

JVCOFtKSM COMVIM»UTEF*S

TRADE IN DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

Memory Hard Disc Price
Rise PC StrongARM 4M 4Mb 1.2Gb £1105.00
Rise PC StrongARM 4M , 8 x CD 4Mb 1.2Gb £1155.00
Rise PC StrongARM 10M 10Mb 1.2Gb £1390.00
Rise PC StrongARM 10M, 8 x CD ...10Mb 1.2Gb £1440.00
A7000 + 8M 8Mb 1.2Gb £810.00
A7000 + 8M, 8 x CD 8Mb 1.2Gb £910.00

ALL PRICES LISTED ABOVE EXCLUDE MONITORS, PLEASE SEE LIST BELOW
When purchasing a RISC PC during June, July & August, choose ONE of the following FREE:
1. Family Software Pack - DK Human Body, Multimedia Textease, ArtWorks.
2. Business Software Pack - EasiWriter Pro, Eureka 3, Datapower
3. 17" AKF93 Monitor for the price of a 14" AKF60.
4. Canon BJC4100 Colour Printer

5. Casio QV10A Digital Camera

WE BUILD COMPUTERS TO YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATION - PLEASE CALL

MICRO LASER 14" colour monitor, 1024x768,0.28dp, 1 year OSM £159

STRONGARM

PROCESSOR

UPGRADE

FOR RISC PC

€275.00

Acorn 14" AKF60 *£255.00
liyama8617E £585.00
CTX 14" £199.00
CTX 17" £430.00
CTX 21" £1199.00
ADI15" £299.00

Acorn 17"AKF92 *£610.00

liyamaPro9017E £POA
CTX 15" £265.00

CTX 20" £920.00
Sony 15" Trinitron £350.00
ADI17" £495.00

E&OE. "•(©"•fl

IMAGESETTING

Check our FILMprices!
(P &P may apply). Prices are per page.

Don't forget prices INCLUDE VAT.

Pages A4/A4 + A3/A3 +

1 .„ 11.75 14.10
2-9 6.45 11.10
10-24 5.85 9.40
25-49 5.00 8.20
50 + 4.10 7.00

Bromide prices on request.

Furtherdiscounts available- please call.
Email: bureau@mlcrolas.demon.co.uk

Prices marked"onlyavailablewhenpurchased with Computer.

Acom Network Computer (CALL IN AND SEE ONE FOR YOURSELF!)
| NC with 28.8 modem 8Mb £450.00

NCwith 10BaseT Ethernet 8Mb £450.00

WHITELABELS, 100 SHEETS PER BOX
Size(mm)
99.1 x 139

99.1 x67.7

99.1 X38.1

99.1 x 33.9

63.5x38.1

Per Sheet

4

8

14

16

21

Price

£15.25

£15.25

£15.25

£15.25

£15.25
PLEASE STATE FOR LASER OR INK JET

CLEAR LABELS, 25 SHEETS PER BOX
99.1 X38.1 14 . £11.75forInkjet
63.5x38.1 21 j £13.85 for laser
CALL FOR PRICES ON OHP's

NEW SERVICE!

FULL COLOUR Laser

Printing to A4 and A3

We now offer a fast turn-round colour
laser printing service, Ideal for proofs,
certificates, short run colour brochures
etc or just a high quality print of your
favourite piece of artwork! Please call
for more details, or visit our web site!

PC CARDS FOR RISC PC

DX4-100 £220
5x86-100 £350
PC Pro £39
PC Pro + PC XChange ... £49
Windows '95 £80

CD ROM DRIVES

4X4 Auto Changer £125
24 spd IDE £110
12 spd SCSI £170
Parallel Port 24 spd £220
Parallel Port 4 x 4 a/c £199

CD ROM WRITERS / PD Drives
(Needs SCSI)
Internal CD ROM Writer £585
External CD ROM Writer £645
10 x DISCS for above £59
Panasonic PD Drive £395
650Mb PD Cartridge £36

INK JET CARTRIDGES

BBflaiiimflaaiiiiaaap
Acorn JP150 £16.27
Canon BJIOetc £18.75
Canon BJ200/230 £16.44
Canon BJ130E £11.52
HP51626A £19.92
HP 51649A/ 51625A £23,50
Epson SO20047 £16.39
Epson SO20025 £8.22
BJC600 Black £7.64

BJC600 Col £5.35
BJC800 Black £13.16
BJC800 Col £15.62
CanBC20 £21,39
Can BC21 £32.90

CanBC1-2lBK £5.28

/ INK JET REFILLS / TONER CARTRIDGES AT OUR LOWEST PRICES !
aafiiiauaa

Epson SO20025 £7.99
Epson SO20034 £10.99
Epson SO20036 £24.50
Epson SO20047 £10.50
Epson SO20049 £23.50
Canon BJI642 £10.95
Canon LBP4 £32.07

Canon LBP8 £32.86
BJC600 Black £4.10
BJC600 Col £4.92

BJC800 Black £8.21

BJC800 Col £9.85

Canon LBP8 £65.15
Canon LBP4 £67.55

Canon LBP460 £69.31
Canon L300 fax £69.33

QMS860/1660 £132.00
HP LaserJet 3Si £111.86
HP LaserJet 4L £63.30
HP LaserJet 4V/4MV ... £130.77
HP LaserJet 5L £50.17

HP LaserJet 5SI £152.16
Panasonic KXP4400 ...£12.92
Panasonic KXP2240 ... £35.24

Uaidm fjs)a »nvofto ocnaimOss m siepy. pMse a* krour u rx**s!8 pageCorfx*rCcnsvn&as
Caaba* uncftantra ruone cV emus' - Kkusa KB UOm t* JetTcnr. OSesOwr»v Fnoxe.
lad* Dscauss CDawn*Fumn rttMsaaoro. ScnunFan ftMxc*Carry Cases,andrruiintn'

msfflm
HP51626A 40ml refill ...

HP51626A 80ml (fills 2!)
HP51629A 80ml refill
HP51645A refill
HP51649A refill

HP51641A refill (3 x cols)
HP51625A refill (colour)...
LEXMARK 1380620 refill

LEXMARK 1380619 refill

Canon BC05 refill

.. £8.95

£16.50

£16.50

£15.50

£22.20

£20.75

£22,20

£13.50

£18.75

£20.95

Canon BC-01 Starter Kit, 1 x head
+ 2 refills £30.65

Refill for above kit £8.05

CABLES, CONNECTORS, SPARES
Parallel Printer Cable £5
Parallel 36 way to Parallel 36 way £5
25 way D to 25 way D £5
SCSI 50 way IDCto 50 way IDC £12
SCSI 25 way D to 50 way Centronics £12
SCSI 50 way Cent, to 50 way Cent £12
SCSI IIHiDensity to 50 WayCent £20
9 way D type to SCART £12
S'A" DrivePower Splitter £4
5VJ" - ZVi" Power Adaptor £4
Twoway PrinterSharer (Cent.36 way) £13
Twoway PrinterSharer (Dtype25 way) £13
BBC Printer Cable £7
Dtype Male9 way 95p
Dtype Male15 way 95p
D type Female 9 way 95p
Dtype Female 15 way 95p
Covers for above 80p
IDCConnector 34 Way £2
Centronics Plug 36 way £2
Centronics Plug 50 way £3
50 way IDC Cable, per metre £2
9 way to 15 way Monitor Adaptor £7
Original Acorn mouse £27.50
Microsoft serial mouse £22.50
Standard PC serial mouse £15.00
RISC PC Case Slice kit (PSU) £110
RISC PC Case Slice kit (no PSU) £85

MEMORY etc
A305 / A310 4Mb £110

A305/A310 4-8Mb £185
RISC OS 3 Carrier Board £22
MEMC1A Upgrade £49
A400/1 1Mb Pack £38

A400/1 4-8Mb £185
A3000 1 - 2Mb (expandable to 4Mb)£46
A3000 1 -4Mb £83
A3000 4 - 8Mb £185
A3010 1 -2Mb £42
A3010 2 - 4Mb £73

A3010 1 -4Mb £87

A3020 / A4000 2 - 4Mb £76

A5000 2 - 4Mb £80
A5000 4 - 8Mb £185
RISC PC 1 Mb VRAM £70

RISC PC 2Mb VRAM £110
RISCPC/A7000

4Mb SIMM £20
8Mb SIMM £35
16Mb SIMM £75
32Mb SIMM £135

64Mb SIMM £390
Memorypros ireanertlynuetuxing.pleaseatlor ourtelesprice

Wesupply a lullrange ol hardware and soltware
please telephone lormoredetails anda quote.

BITS W PIECES
25 Watt Powered Speakers £29.00
50 Watt Powered Speakers £39.00
PowerTec SCSI II Card £200.00
Cumana SCSI IICard £175.00
Yellowstone RaplDE £139.00
Simtec IDE Interface £69.00

Audio mixer board for RISC PC ... £41.00
1.2Gb IDE Hard Disc £137.50

1.6Gb IDE Hard Disc £148.00
2Gb IDE Hard Disc £155.00
2.5Gb IDE Hard Disc £186.00
3.2Gb IDE Hard Disc £195.00
3.8Gb IDE Hard Disc £235.00
5.1Gb IDE Hard Disc £339.00
1.2Gb SCSI Hard Disc £176.00
2.2Gb SCSI Hard Disc £239.00
3.2Gb SCSI Hard Disc £275.00

4.3Gb SCSI Hard Disc £375.00
IRLAM COL MBL SCANNER ...£199.00
Impression Publisher £139
Impression Publisher Plus £250
ArtWorks £105

TurboDrivers £49
33.6K Sportster Flash (56K U/G) ... £199
33.6K Sportster VI £179
ANT Internet Suite £115
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A new approach to spreadsheets
Of all the areas of the Information Technol

ogy National Curriculum, the use of
spreadsheets seems to give teachers the
most headaches. I believe that one of the

reasons they are experiencing difficulty is
because of the software available. Most

spreadsheets are incredibly complicated
and for children, particularly young chil
dren, they are often bewildering.

Eric International have recognised the
problem and have developed a spreadsheet
with enough features to make it usable but
is simple to use. BearSheet is part of and
integrated software suite called BearWorks
(the other programs in the set are a word
processor called BearWords which is avail
able now and a database called BearBase

which is on the drawing board).
BearSheet has been designed specifically

for young children but is versatile enough
to be of use in Key Stages 1, 2 and 3. The
feature which makes this program suitable
for such a wide age range is the two dis
tinct levels of operation - Elementary and
Advanced. The level is selected from the
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application icon menu on the icon bar. The
Elementary level allows access to only the
basic facilities which are quite adequate for
younger users. For more advanced users,
selecting Advanced will give access to some
additional features which will be required
in Key Stage 3.

The program features full graphing with
a choice of five different graphs which are
active - the graph updates as the data in
the sheet is altered.

Graphs - and indeed all functions - can
be selected from either the function keys or
the on-screen function key strip. Other fea
tures include saving in CSV as well as
native format. The graph can be saved as a

D r a w f i 1 e

enabling it to
be dropped
into a DTP

package.
As with

most modern

spreadsheets,
the mouse is

used to select

cell names to

create formu

lae. Where

brackets are

required in a formula, both brackets are
given and the cursor placed thoughtfully
between them. Once this technique is mas
tered pupils will find they will be able to
operate most spreadsheets on all platforms.
This, I believe, makes BearSheet the spread
sheet for primary/early secondary schools.

BearSheet costs £.29.95 (inc VAT) or
£59.90 (inc VAT) for a network from Eric
International who may be contacted on
(019(H) 872400.

ChJ't-r-q Ct-.o-cc

Bar Chart •

Pie Chart J

Column Graph J

Line Graph |v/ ~J
Scatter Graph l£ p

Cancel

Faster network
Compared to a coupleof years ago, not a great deal of new software
has appeared for the Acorn network world. If youstartedoff using
Acorn's Level 4 (Release 3) fileserver software it's likely you're still
using it, unless you've upgraded your network to PC filcservers. For
as longas I've been using Level 4, there has been the promise of a
belter version although it never seemed likely that this would be
sourced by Acorn.

Now at last Network Solutions (who developed the original Level
4) have announced the Advanced Level 4 Server upgrade which is a
direct replacement for the old Level 4 software. The software is

optimised for Ethernet, RISC OS3 and StrongARM and is claimed to
run up to 10 times faster than the existing Level 4 and appears to
support all the software currently in use.

The cost is £249 + VATbut if ordered before the July 31, it will be
just £199 + VAT. This covers the use of the software on up to three
fileservers with 2,048 clients per server. A full review will follow
after I've had time to evaluate it fully .

Network Solutions may be contacted on (01487) 843763, fax 0585
076713 or e-mail sales@planet.demon.co.uk. Alternatively look at
their Web site: http://www.planet.demon.co.uk/

Help en Francais
I'm always pleased to receive mail from readers,
especially when it comes from overseas. Eric Aux-
erre from l:.tais-la-Sauvinyonne wrote asking for
help, lie is a primary school teacher and an Acorn
fanatic- so I immediately tooka liking to him.

In a lew months, a multimedia show will take
place in his home town and Eric is keen to

demonstrate Acorn's superiorityover oilier sys
tems. He is looking for some teachers from
English schools (primary for preference) who
could exchange some text and drawings in an
Acorn compatible format sohe can produce some
multimedia productions to demonstrate.

This could he a golden opportunity for some

one to gel their hands on some text and graphics
by French 7-year-olds. Who knows, an Anglo-
French multimedia production?

Contact Eric Auxerre at CIDEX 1017, 58500

oisy, France, and please let us know about any
thing thai might be of interest to other Acorn
User readers.

Pharaoh enough
Anglia Multimedia have released a new CD-ROM - Ancient Egyptians,
for Key Stage 2 History. Pupilsare taken on a journey from the pyra
mids to Ihe Nile valley and beyond with the help of seven 'guides'.
Each character explains aspects of Lgyptian society and there are
objects to click on and learn about in each environment.

The challenge for pupils is to complete a puzzle or task about each

character to win an object which will help the Pharaoh ascend to the
afterlife. The package comes with photocopiable activity sheets and
for those with Internet access, the disc automatically links with
Anglia's Website which contains links and additional material.

Ancient Lgyptians costs £40 ex VAT. Contact Anglia Multimedia
on(01603)615151.

Contacting me
You can contact the Education page by writing to me, Geoff Preston at Acom User, IDG Media, Media House, Adlington
Park, Macclesfield SK104NP or by e-mail to: aueduc@idg.co.uk
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FREE SOFTWARE PACKS
FOR [VERY READER - Worth £23.98!

,„ ,/10 Tables lets children practise all the
I-, i" •

a
Floppy disk

versions also

available! "a«a3BSE-
USED AND RECOMMENDED

BY THE PROFESSIONALS!
'It's fun and easy to load. The lively games offer competition and progressively
challenging problem solving. It's arecipe for successful learning!'
Yvonne Daly, Headteacher, Lark Hill Primary School, Stockport.
'We recommend all 10out of 10 titles. The educational content and ease of use
make them a great hit. Parents are always saying that their children do not even
realise they are learning'.
Eileen Kilvington, Whizzkidz™ Multimedia Learning Centres.
Tel: 01788 833233

'The 10 out of 10 Series ishighly recommended, offering fun and exciting learning
based on sound educational principals'.
Phil Martin, Editor, Educational Computing and Technology.

'If the national council for education and technology's researchers ever got around
to assessing the impact ofa daily fifteen minutes with 10 out of10 they would
surely discover real improvements in maths and spelling.'
TheTimes Educational Supplement.

'10 out of10 are the best educational packages I've used. My children love them.'
Janet Pennington, Parent and School Governor.

HOW TO SECURE

YOUR FREE COPIES!
To secure your FREE SOFTWARE PACKS
all you have to do is cover the cost of P.&P.

(£1.95 for one package or £3.90 both).

You will be sent the full latest versions
complete with documentation and boxes.

ORDER BY 'PHONE - 0113 2394627

ORDER BY FAX - 0113 2394629

ORDER BY POST - Use The Coupon Below
ORDER BY E-mail - sales@10outof10.com

Why not visit our Web Site?
http://www.1Ooutof10.com "M.

To secure your FREE copy or copies simply fill in the form below and post it to: Tables/Words Offer -Troydale Mills, Troydale Lane, Leeds LS28 9LD

IMPORTANT
Please tick to select
title&version required:

Tables Words

PC CD ROM

PC 3V2" disk

AMIGA 3V2" disk

ACORN 3V2" disk I Card expiry date

Please send me the packages Ihave ticked. Iunderstand that in order to receive my pack(s) Ihave to
coverthe £1.95 cost of P.&P. forone package or £3.90 for both.

Name

Address.

Tel:

Postcode:

Cheque/RO. enclosed for £1.95/£3.90, made payable to to *<a 4 to orplease debit my Access/Visa card
| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | TABLES/WORDS OFFER

Troydale Mills, Troydale Lane, Leeds LS28 9LD
Please tick here il you do nol wish to receive |—ISignature

mailings on other products



DTP

Geoff Preston looks at

the latest DTP package
for very young children

One of the most popular primary word
processors for the BBC was ESM's

Folio. It was popular with teachers of very
young children because it was about as
simple as it could possibly be - very easy
to get started and you could get some
pretty good results. Of course, there were a
great number of things it couldn't do, but
that didn't matter because it wasn't aimed

at professional word processing, but at
young children.

Porters Primary Software have now
released a program which, although
entirely unrelated, nevertheless was devel
oped with a similar
philosophy: keep it as sim
ple and as straight forward
as possible. The result is
EasyPage, a DTP package for
children aged four upwards.

EasyPage enables children
to create a single page of
either text, graphics or text
and graphics with the
graphic either at the top or
the bottom. The software

contains everything needed
to create a page including
the facility to produce sim
ple pictures. All that is
needed in addition to the

program is a RISC OS
printer driver to print out
the work.

Print

Clear

EasyPaqe

EasyPage

rea y easy
Features
The story window will hold about
60 words if typed in the supplied
font, Infont. It's not possible to alter
the size of the font, so to get more
words on the page, you'll need to
switch to another font which has

been created in a smaller size.

EasyPage has a variety of tools
built-in for creating simple draw
ings. It's basically a bit-map editor
(not unlike Paint) and will enable
children to create simple pictures to
illustrate their story. Tools include
pencil, paint brush with three thick
nesses plus spray, fill, ruhber, text
etc. The graphic, when complete,
can be located either at the top of the page
or the bottom.

A simple setup window enables the

aaoioizi •! •]
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K\K\ EasyPago
L

When Easy Page dropped

story window through my letter box, my first

jMSbl

thought was, "Oh no, not
another dtr^ program!" I've seen

rVr——
a great many programs of this

1 : b type and I'm not convinced there
page window

Load

is a market for yet another one.

However, this is an excellentSave

Print
program for young children.

Clear E «n ? -. i i P fer—

read wordbook

teacher to set the work directory, change
the font and alter the settings for
the word book and the speech.
Once set, the choices can be saved
so they are automatically loaded
when the program is run.

Story window

picture window

WT

page window

Load

DTP Made Easy
When Easy Page dropped
through my letter box. my first
thought was. "Oh no. not
another dtp program!" I've seen
o great many programs of this
type and I'm not convinced there
is a market for yet another one.

However, this is an excellent
program for young children.

Eosy

Page

•

Gooff Preston

What else?
Included with the program is
Jonathon Duddington's speech
synthesis module which can read
out the text that has heen entered.

It will also read the selected word

from the word list.

One feature I was very pleased to
see is a word hook which has

words in both alphabetical order
and in topics. A word may he high

lighted and automatically typed into the
story.

A variety of files can be imported
including Drmvfiles, sprites and text. Easy-
Page will save work out either in its own
format, as text or as a sprite.

Conclusion
When EasyPage dropped through my letter
box, my first thought was, 'Oh no, not
another DTP program!', as I've seen a great
number of similar offerings over the years
and most have fallen by the wayside
because the market only seems to be able
to support a limited number of packages
of a similar type.

It's a pity EasyPage didn't come on to
the market a couple of years ago because it
would, I'm sure, have cleaned up. It's a
superb program with some excellent fea
tures. As it is, it has to compete with
Textease and Pendown, both of which are
well established. If you don't have a DTP
package and you are looking for one, you
should consider it.

There is a demo version on the cover

disc which does everything the full version
does, except save and print.

Product details

Product: EasyPage

Price: £49.95 for a three-computer

licence and £79.95 for a full site

licence

Supplier: Porters Primary Software
Address: 138aHarveyCloughRoad,

Sheffield S8 8PG

Tel: 0114-258 2878 •
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Education Software

it rite
m Geoff Preston looks at two new programs designed to help improve spelling

50

Superspell by 4Mation
This is a comprehensive package based on
a sequential development of spelling skills.
Exercises range from simple three-letter
words to more complex multisyllabic
words. The material accesses 3,200 words
in 160 20-word lists which highlight par
ticular spelling patterns or rules.

The software contains five activities

designed to assist students of all ages

in Word Find (Mediun)

g d p
mac

o d k
ha d
c 1) f
dj abobudb

b
a

z

k r
k i d b
j v a a §
G-ar-b d
cub I

b i d j o b
§ m-u-d b f-e-d p
o g f-ar-d !-e-d p

bbx
s

y
k h

b u

develop and improve skills while working
at their own pace.

Word Memory: Of all the activities,
this I feel is the best. The computer gives a
word and asks that it be written down.

Apart from being displayed on-screen, it is
also spoken. The word is then removed
from the screen and must be typed in cor
rectly using either the conventional
keyboard or an on-screen version where
the mouse is clicked over the appropriate

! llord Speed

Now type it in

fad

Score 0

Tries 1 I

VVords 0

OK

Time (seconds)

\7 Spoken Instructions

AcornUser August 1997

letter. As each letter is entered, it is spo
ken. To aid comprehension, a sentence can
be displayed showing the word in context.

Word Speed: is similar to Word Mem
ory except each word must be entered
against the clock.

Word Splash: This is a more 'politically
correct' version of Hangman where the
computer thinks of a word and you must
guess the correct letters to spell the word.
Each time an incorrect letter is chosen,

another part of a giant tub is drawn. After
about a dozen incorrect guesses, a man is
dumped into the tub.

Rocket: is a variation of Word Splash
where after each correct letter guess, part
of a rocket is drawn. Once all the letters

have been correctly guessed, the word has
been spelt and therefore the rocket is com
plete, it is launched.

Word Find: The final activity is a word
search where you must find the words in
the grid. To make the task a little more
certain, a list of the words is provided and
these are greyed out once each word has
been found.

Conclusion
Several children can use Superspcll and it
keeps a record of each child's progress.

Diagnostic tests are
included and instructions,
including photocopiable
worksheets, explain how to
administer the tests. The

j .. software contains the now
J"'J almost obligatory digitised

voice which is used to good
effect.

In fact the activities

(especially Word Memory)
would be considerably less
useful if speech were not
included, that said, I do
wish the voice spoke with a
little more enthusiasm.

At times it sounds dis

tinctly bored with the
whole affair. More impor
tantly, when a word is
incorrectly entered in Word
Memory, it doesn't high
light the mistake, but

Jq|} merely tells you it is
misspelt.

SupcrSpell costs
£29.95 for a single
user and £59.90 for a

site licence from

4Mation who may be
contacted on (01271)
25353.

Words

bad

dad

fad

led

fed

rib

bib

bid

kid

•:

Spellbank by SEMERC
Spellbank is a
totally different
concept and
more akin to a

traditional

spelling checker
rather than

spelling-based
activities.

Aimed mainly
at Key Stage 2
and early Key
Stage 3 it is
intended to pro
vide spelling
help for chil
dren with the

additional facil

ity of spell
checking files including text files created
in Edit. Information about an individual's

spelling progress can also be recorded.
When a pupil enters a spelling, Spell

bank provides a list of close matches, in
some cases with clues to their meaning.
The chosen word can then be pasted into a
word processor or DTP document without
the need for re-typing.

Spellbank has a main dictionary of
16,000 words as well as the capability to
use topic dictionaries created by the
teacher and personalised user dictionaries
for pupils. There is an option for the pro
gram to keep a record of the children's
spellings which can then be searched (by
the teacher) enabling the teacher to design
differentiated spelling revision for each
child.

Along with Spellbank is Exceptions - a
program to 'tell' Spellbank about mis
spellings. For example, if a child
continuously spells 'there' as 'thar', you
may enter that spelling into Exceptions so
that when a child enters 'thar', the com
puter will automatically look up 'there'.
Words can be added to the list of excep
tions and can also be removed.

.Spellbank costs £25 for single user or
£50 for a full site licence from SEMERC

who may be contacted on 0161-627 4469.

( | SpellBank Exceptions list

Msspeiting Correctspol "

aerlg early
brig bridge
brigd
cood

bridge
could

cort caught
killcill

close
oiled killed
"rn^i^i—^ditches

fren
haf

friend
half

hegd hedge
l.icae hedge

kocked knocked
1 laugh

littlelitte
nol i j knowledge
nolegd knowledge
over hour
picher picture
shood should

[fart thought
uver other
uver ueather
uiches

__j 1

job

cub

hub

bud

mm S pel IBank

Enter word below Learn | Choose word from list Clear |
|spoiling 1Find | Insert

spelling order of letters in a word 1 1
spilling
spoiling
sapling
splintering it!
splinter [ i
saplings
splint
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rchimedes 1 ublic Llomain Liibrary Strongarw RiscPC

Special Package
J 16Mb RAM

-1 l..2Gb Hard drive
• E/ght Speed CDR0M

• 200MHz Strongarrn processor
_l M'crovitec Monitor

J Stereo speakers
_l 1MB VRAM

£1225.00
Free Canon BJC4I00 printer
or CasioQVI0A Digital camera

for CLANmembers

DX4 -100 PC Card - £190.00 .

17GB Hard drive upgrade - 1'45
A trade-In allowance on your old

computer may be available -
please call for a quote.

Second Hand Items
Acorn A3000 - £125.00
Acorn A4000 - £275.00

Acorn A5000 - £325.00

CC Laser Direct LBP4 - £350.00
BBC Master 128 - £40.00

M/crovltec CUB Monitor - £40.00
3 month warranty on all S/H items

Public Domain, Shareware and low
cost software for Acorn computers L^ir^iVtfSvM

APDL PD CD-1 and PD CD-2 £14.50 each
A huge collection oj'I'.D. and Shareware at a realistic price.

PD-1 contains serious and educational, I'D-2 games and novelties.
Issue 2, both PD CDs for just £27.50

Upgrades from Issue 1 £6 each or £11 for both

APDL Clip Art CDs
DTP-1 and DTP-2 - £17.50 each, DTP-3 - £19.50

DTP1 + DTP 2 £33, all three for just £50
All in Acornformat, Sprite, Drawfile and Artworks. Ideal for schools.

DTP-1 and DTP-2 have around 500 Mb, DTP-3 more than 720 Mb

-j SMB RAM

J ARM7500FEprocessor
j BghT speed CDR0M

_114" Mcrovitec monitor

£875.00

A310/A400IDE
including interface

210 Mb - £129

330 Mb

420 Mb

850 Mb

1.6 Gb

t'139

£149

£192

£232

Hard discs
A3010/A3000IDE

including interface

120 Mb - £134
170 Mb

250 Mb
340 Mb

420 Mb
512 Mb

£154

£172

£187

£199

£219

Drives only
2.5 Gb IDE - £208
3.2 Gb IDE - £239
1 Gb SCSI - £198
2 Gb SCSI - £287

3.2 Gb SCSI - £345

Others available

HP PRINTER SHOP
HP Deskjet 670 - £145.00

HP Deskjet 690C+ - £175.00
HP Deskjet870 - £285.00
HP Laserjet 5L - £245.00
HP Laserjet 6L - £285.00

Clearance sale (all Hew)
EES0X PDsystem - £295.00

SCSI Podule - £60.00

Epson Stylus Colour II - £125.00
HP Deskjet 340 + SF - £125.00

Epson LQ300 - £60.00
Acorn RiscPC700- £795.00

Syquest 105, 230 & 270Mb removable, SCSI or IDE, internal or external
Solveyour backup and securityproblems -from £99, discsfrom £17

J*\ RISC PC RAM upgrades, the famous APDL part-
t/^K^ exchange scheme if you need a bigger hard disc
\jr (eg. 420Mb to 1.6Mb for only £145) and more!

AJS Computers
Millstone Houses

51 Heath Drive

Chelmsford
Essex CMz qHE
tel 01245 345263

fax 01245 345233
email sales@aiscomps.demon.co.uk

all prievsphis volmillcarriage

A7000 Special Package
G 8Mb RAM

-1 540Md Hard drive

-I Bght Speed CDR0M
J A0C 14" Digital Monitor

• Stereo speakers

£750.00
only a few left!

For a catalogue please send 50p or two 1st class stamps to
APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN

,„„„_ Phone: 0181778 2659 Fax: 0181 488 0487 WWW.apdl.CO.ukDue; Ulol i II) io3» r.i.\: wioi -con 11*1/ nn».«.|»uiivviua .

AIIprices includeVAT and carriage ©

Coming soon to an Acorn neor you..

Kodak Digital Cameras %
Further Information available

32-bit MIDI Sequencer

— drag & drop

r maps (e.g.
and velocity)
alterable by
ig with the mouse

can be linked to

changes made to
>atterns

System Excluslves

Ing playback

any MIDI
ice, Including

parallel port ones

Up to 64 MIDI channels

,Demo disc available

Further details on request

Computer Systems
Call (or a 'DIY' prico.
Rise PC SA 4Mb+0Mb 1.2Gb HD, AKF60 - £1341.79 .
RISC PC SA 8Mb+2Mb 1.2Gb HD, AKF60 - £1629.79
A7000* 4Mb. Network, AKF60 - £939.24
A7000+ 8Mb, 1.2Gb. AKF60 -£1055.04
"Fab Four" FREE Promotional offers:
When buying a Rise PC system, you can choose from one of the
following offers (until 29/8/97):
1a - ArtWorks, Multimedia Textease and Dorling Klndersley

Ultimate Human Body CD software.
1b - Ensi writer Pro, Eureka 3 and Datapower software.
2 - A 17" Acorn AKF93 monitor instead of the 14" AKF60.
3 - A Canon BJC4100 colour Inkjet printer.
4 - Casio avion digital camera, serial link, Photo QV software

and guide.
Clan membership is required (available with purchase for £15.00).

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
^^ United Kingdom
Tel: (01592)592265 Fax: (01592)596102

email: Liquid@cableinet.co.uk
http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/liquid/

Monitor options when buying a Rise PC :
Acom AKF91 (17") - add £360.96

iiyama 350 (MF-8515G)- add £30.00
iiyama MF-8617E (17") - add £225.00

llyama MF-8617ES (17") - add £285.00
llyama MF-9017E Pro (17") - add £285.00

iiyama MF-8221T (21") - add £822,00
llyama 500 (MF-8721T)- add £882.00

llyama MF-9021T Pro (21") - add £862.00
PC cards:

DX4-100 -£233.00

5x86-100-£349.00

5x86-133-£349.00

PC Pro (includes PC Exchange) - £47.95
PC Sound Pro- £29.50

Other options (with machine):
1 Mb VRAM to 2Mb - add £60.00

8 speed CD ROMdrives (RPC) - £81.84
Modem (28.8) Network Computer - £450.08

Ethernet (lOBaseT) Network Comp - £450.08

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check prices. Others available.

A30101-2Mb- £44.50

A30101-4Mb- £94.00

Rise PC/A7000 SIMMs:
4Mb - £22.60

8Mb - £40.90

16Mb- £68.75

32Mb -£142.50

1Mb VRAM - from £64.60
2Mb VRAM-£114.00

Flash SSD (128K)- £34.95
Flash SSD (2S6K)- £54.95
Flash SSD (S12K)- £89.95
Flash SSD (1Mb)-£119.50
Flash SSD (2Mb) - £192.00
Flash SSD (4Mb)- £325.95
RAMSSD(128K)- £49.95
RAM SSD (512K)-£129.90
RAM SSD (1Mb)- £245.00

Music & Sound Section
This Is a small example of our music section

MIDI Max card- £82,00
Mozart 16-bit sound upgrade - £69.95

Parallel Printer Port MIDI Interfaces:
txIN, 1xOUT- £89.00

1x IN. 1x OUT. 1x THRU £89.00
2x IN, 4x OUT-£134.88
4xlN,4xOUT- ECall

MELIDI PRE RELEASE - £94.00
Prosound-£116.95

Rhapsody 3- £86.95
SERIAL PORT MIDI Interface - ECALL

Junior Sibelius - £55.95

Sibelius 6-£179.00

Sibelius 7 Student - £499.00

Sibelius 7-£899.00

Software Synthesisers:
Synth 8- £44.60

Basic Synth- £44.60
Synth Plus- £55.75

Sound Byte Recorder - £47.95
SPDIF Interface- ECall

Yamaha MU10 module & s/w - £195.00

Yamaha YST-M7 speakers - £44.00
YST-M20 DSP speakers - £66.00
YST-MSWIOsubwoofer- £88.00

Other Hardware
ARMSwitcher (allows two processor

cards to bo installed and switched
between) -£119.00

Connect 32 SCSI 2 RPC card - £211.50
2.5Gb IDE drives - £200.00

Hard drives & kits - ECall
HP 5L laser printer - £408.00

HP 4V laser printer - £1749.00
Panorama digltisers - from £292.50

Pocket Book A-LInk - £59.50

Power-tec SCSI 2 card - £195.95
RaplDE 32 card - £139.95

Rise TV-£290.00

Rise PC second slice - £116JO

RPC second slice (no PSU) - £90.00
StrongARM upgrade - £275.00

VideoDesk- ECall

Other Software
Alone In the Dark- £30.00

ANT Internet Suite 2 - £112.00

Bltfolio7CD- £47.95

Blinds- £24.95

Bit 7 & R. Duncan Cartoon Kit - £85.90
Brake Horse Power - ECall

The Cobalt Seed - £22.00
DarkWood- E22.00

DataPower-£110.50

DrawWorks2- £20.40
Drifter- £30.00

Dune II- £31.00

Dune II CD- £45.00

Empire Soccer 94 - £22.00
Fire & Ice- £17.50

Flashback- £24.00

Game On! 2.5- £15.00

lmageFS2- £45.95
Impression Publisher -E135.00

Impression Style - £88.00

Keystroke- £34.95
Kingfisher Ch. Mlcropedia - £64.95

Kiyeko- £34.50
My1st Incredible Amaz. Diet- £36.25

Ovation Pro-£174.50

Personal Accounts 3 - £43.00

Photodesk Light - £125.00
Photodesk 2-£247.95

Play It Again Sam 1,2 or 3- £22,00
Premier Manager - £22.00

Prophet 3-£160.00
Proposal- ECall
Shuggy- £22.00

Sinrflghter 3000- £26.00
StrongGuard- £25.00

Tanks- £22.00

TopModel-£109.95
Textease 2- £54.50

Talking Textease - £71.95
Tanks- £22.00

Undelete- £18.95

Vlrtualise- £23.50

The Way Things Work- £42.95

Books & Manuals
BBC BASIC Manual - £21.95

Impression Tutorial Guide - £9.95
RISC OS 3 PRM-£104.00

RISCOS3PRMV5a- £32.75

Cables
We do hundreds of different cables.

Data switches are also available.

3.5mm stereo Jack to same (2m) (audio
lead for additional output to Yamaha

speakers etc.) - £4.95
MIDIcable (4m)- £525
MIDIcable (5m)- £5.95

MIDI gender changer - Joins two MIDI
cables together- £2.40

Null modem cable (2m) - £8.95
Null modem cable (5m) - £10.95
Two Phono plugs to same (e.g.

PowerWAVEtoHIFi)(1.2m) - £3.95
As above (5m)- £5.95

As above (10m)- £6.95
9 or 15-pin Scart & audio leads - £10.95

Bargains
Other bargains are available.

A30101-2Mb RAM -£15.00

Acom 14" mon. nylon cover - £4.95
10/10 Dinosaurs-£10.00

Carnage Inc-£10.00
Sleuth V.1- £35.00

**. We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special oilers.

AHprices INCLUDEVAT & UK carriage
Official orders and callers welcome. Finance available.
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Simtec ... the Quality Upgrade
ELECTRONICS

IDE Hard Disc Storage solutions

Using advanced custom logic and the latest surface mount technology, Simtec has
created some of the smallest, most integrated, IDE cards available featuring:

Dual IDE sockets to connect up to four devices per card ♦ Drive cables as long as 2m
Flash ROM for easy software upgrading ♦ Support for up to 8 active partitions

8 Bit transfer rates up to 1.8Mb/s, 16 Bit up to 2.6Mb/s ♦ Built in CDFS and VProtect
User modules can be added to ROM ♦ Requires no backplane for 305/310

Small card..

.

INC
VAT

8 Bit mini-podule for A3000, A3010

16 Bit podule for 300, A400/1, A5000, Rise-PC, A7000

Interfaces include IDE manager/partitioning software and machine specific IDE cable.
Custom cabling, backplatesand drive mounting kits available separately.

Drives ranging from 340Mb to 6GB also available.

Whatever your machine, if it's memory or storage, choose
Simtec, the quality upgrade. A full range always in stock.

Every upgrade is fully tested before despatch
and carries our usual two-year warranty.

Prices include UK carriage and VAT @ 171/2%
Simtec

ELECTRONICS

Avondale Drive, Tarleton, Preston, Lanes PR4 6AX. Tel: 01772 812863



Network 23's latest release

You might remember a scrolling shoot-'em-up
released many moons ago by a team named
Network 23 - Warlocks was a fast-paced
arcade romp through a shattered landscape,
ending with an all-action showdown with the
local ne'er-do-well sorcerer. The game dis
played slick graphics and fast gameplay, and

iiip ()!>»:•()()
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ave seen a i

rofessionalism

was most promising.

Retro f lavou
Network 23 ha

returned to the Acorn i

to release their latest b

title, Deadline. It has a distinct
'retro' flavour - it's essentially
a vertically-scrolling shoot-
'em-up, putting you in c
of a hardened com man

he fights his way through |
hordes of enemy soldiei
an attempt to release host
held indistant command |

It takes its influences from

HIIiH tr,rH'H>()

what you would call a game for pacifists.
However, I don't think it would offend any-

i^o n e ' s
sensibil

ities.

The

action is

set over

ja num
ber of

different

terrains,

i.i-ffi.ufH nm<iMi.tii»i.i!H)itw<ni»ni

presents its own hazards in
way of trenches or water - ...
city is a particularly tough level
the walls provide excellent hiding place
the opposition. There are eight levels ii
and an additional secret mission is revc

when the game is completed. The diffii
level is about right, in that the first few st
are reasonably easy whereas the later i
take a fair while to master - with mi

grenade launchers and hidden snipers
higher levels are certainly a challenge.

Graphics
Network 23's strong point is obviously
graphics - Deadline's visuals are cartoon
like yet clear, and nice touches, such as
the animation of palm trees as a helicopter
passes overhead, add flavour. The speed
of the animation is delig
fully smooth, strengthenin
the 'arcade' feel of th

game.

I would have liked t

n a little mo

the seen

er-octane gi
s - still, I supp
have everything. Soun
o a little disappointi

^ and abit a
\ Admitl

prefer not to hear
bloodcurdling
screams every other
second, but the
explosions are a lit
tle lacklustre and the

game would have
benefited from some

lient sounds to

d the atmos-

Control is simple and involves guiding your
commando forwards through enemy territory
to reach the command post at the end of each
level. Once there, shoot a few people and the
hostages break free.

The gameplay takes place in one screen
width, so you don't have much choice about
the route taken - especially when the only
path up the screen is a particularly thin, heav
ily guarded causeway.

As well as a standard semi-automatic,
releasing two bullets for every tap of the fire
key, your commando has a stash of grenades

lUP r.'S)«I!!0 HlliH 07»)4'i0

X ik

which can be

for some reas

ing them vertically up and down the screei
perhaps throwing them diagonally was a si
inadvertently missed out of basic training,

ne, then, he must toil
rough inhospitable land-
apes until he reaches his

oal. Luckily, crates of
grenades and extra lives
are lying around, and along
with several restart points
per level, they make the
soldier's journey a

midgeon easier,
rhe control keys are rede-

re's also a somewhat unusual

em - to jump to a higher level
you need to gain access to the high score
table to enter your 'name' - luckily, it's not a
particularly hard feat to achieve and should
present no problems. The game is touted to
run at a silky-smooth 50 frames per second
on all machines, and can be installed onto the
hard drive should you have one.

It's good to see Network 23 again, and I'm
pleased to say that Ienjoyed playing their lat
est release - the simplicity of the gameplay is
refreshing, and it's challenging enough to
provide some bite. Admittedly, it could have
benefited from more features and improved
sound, but for the price, it's a bargain.

[ Product details
Product: Deadline

Price: £13.99 (inclusive of postage)
Supplier: Network 23

Address: 73 Sylvan Avenue, East Cowes,
Isle of Wight, P032 6SJ

WWW: http://www.geocities.com/

Hollywood/2831/net23.html
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[ Platform games

c<<

Platform Statement
Graham Nelson takes a running jump

ho invented snakes and ladders?

Surprisingly, it belongs to the 20th cen
tury. The name appears in a shop catalogue
of 1907 ("An interesting and most exciting
game of chance") and first surfaced in popu
lar culture - one of Margery Allingham's
Campion detective novels- in1930. Toy man
ufacturers everywhere made rival versions,

t&SSjr

with squares numbered 1 to 100, or 1 to 64.
Theoriginal is lost, the inventorforgotten.

Today's parlour game plugs into a TV set
andis called platforms andladders. Actually,
since you can't trademark a genre, the car
tridges are usually named as a hedgehog
with a punk-like shock of spines (Sonic) or
elsea family of Italian plumbers (Mario) with a
pet dinosaur (Yoshi). These must be the most
bizarre scenariosto come out of Japan since
the later Godzilla movies, but nobody could
doubt the idea. You play an athletic midget
runningand jumping past and over obstacles,
avoiding monsters and collecting crystals. Or
it may be diamonds, or dinosaur food.

The two big players, Sega and Nintendo,
are as different as Pepsi and Coke. But lOok-

fine for moving tanks
around on a battlefield

map, but too much like a
supermarket security
video when it comes to

But arcade machines seldom offer branching
choices of terrain: they want to hook the
player into a long linear track of obstacles,
building up both the player's addiction and
ability. And so we have scrolling landscapes,
promising that there is always something new
over the next hill: not for nothing do the
newest cartridges have titles like Super Mario
World. Curiously, the hedgehog, plumberand
so on, always runs left to right, perhaps fol
lowing the way we read text. Maybe it would
be reversed in Arabic countries.

The earliest scrolling land I know of is the
endless city beneath the fighter-plane of the

•I:I,l,II:H(,),I^«,lil|:f;|M-"»i lHlsssssssssssTT7i^Ttr:llll:IHnnTI»^rii^/ii/i7ra>:miir»liiTil

foreshortened bodies.

Diagonal views are hard to
program, with problems of
perspective, and that
leaves the side-on shot. At

once we have gravity,
dragging the player
toward the bottom fringe

C'V^y of the play area. Unless
'•^^ the player can gain and

keep height, the screen will be 90 per cent
empty: thus platforms, ladders, jumping.

For variety, there's a hoary old range of
standard scenery: ropes, platformsthat crum
ble when trodden on, conveyor belts and so
on. More telling are the rules about jumps.
Can the maximum height reached be
Increased by a long run-up? Can yourtrajec
tory be altered in mid-air, by frantically
pressing the directional buttons? Impossible
in real life, it's a vital
technique in many
modern games, and
one way to increase | , ,
the skill element.

Another key ques- [
tion is which way the

score: =

ers picked up the idea as soon as the
technology could cope. The mid-1980s
Commodore 64, armed with graphics hard
ware aimed directly at the games market,
picked up a host of scrolling platformers.
Among the best is The Great Giana Sisters,
with a cartoonish look and feel you could
mistake forthe TV-game cartridgesof today.

Yet it was written 10 years ago. So, have
platforms and ladders been mined to exhaus
tion? As far as novelty goes, they surely
have, and when I first thought about this
piece I was going to end with a plea for new
ideas. Unfortunatelymy arduous research left
me hooked on Giana and I have to admit that

everybody wants at least one platform game,
just as every grandmother has a snakes and
ladders board in the cupboard. Innovation is
not the point.

xee ifrifi.

about a quarterof all 1980s computer games games show one

number alone makes some variety. I myself
once wrote one called Crystal Castle (dread
ful title) but, as with the Giant Rat of Sumatra,
that remains a tale for which the world is not
yet ready.

The idea was inevitable, in some ways; on
a slow machine all games had to offer a 2D
slice through a 3D world, and there aren't
many ways to do this. The overhead shot is
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instance in Monsters
(BBC Micro) or
Manic Miner (ZX
Spectrum). One way
to extend this is to

tile them together as
"rooms", in the style
of Jet Set Willy
(Spectrum again). OXVGEH = JL7ee
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7th Birthday Special Offers

Internet Zone
Visit our Cardiff Store for High
Speed direct ISDN access only £2.50
per half hour

NetStation
Come and try out the new Acorn

tstation

eMate 300
~ e latest portable Apple Newton -

IM710 based portable for home
•\ education. Join the pilot
gramme for £450 +VAT

D-ROM Mastering
for Acorn and PC from PD disc,

rd disc. Zip disc, 3.5" magneto-
ical or Syquest from only£45.

Professional Replay
Video Digitising

y resolutionand frame rate
attact us for full details - from £25

•minute of material.

Special Offers
These prices include VAT

- 32MB Simni - £127
StrongArm upgrade £237

ARM 710 £57

16MBSmun £57

Panasonic PD Drive £377

Acom PC Emulator vl.8 £17

Replacement Mice £17

Microsoft Office 97 Professional

Full CD Version £277

Doggysoft - Termite £77

12 months Argonet Access, Voyager

& Sportster 56K flash modem £377
Casio-

QVlOa Camera £377

QV100a Camera £477

Irlam Instruments -

Replay DIY + Digitiser £177

Rise TV card £277

Colour Mobile Scanner £177

Atomwide-

Parallel port SCSI £47

RemoteFS parallel £37

Computer Concepts -
; Eagle M2 Digitiser £177

Chroma 4 Genlock £157

Artworks £77

lark Audio Card £129

Spacetech-
Foto-Fnn Printer £327

Top Model £97

Photodesk 1 £97

Beebug -
Easy C++ £77

Hearsay! £57

i Pace Modems -
i NetGoId 28.8 External £87

We also have a lot of older stock. If
j youwanta 5 55" loppy fara BBCor

other odd items please call.

Yv. RISC DISC 1

£7+ VAT = £8.23

RISC DISC 2

£7+ VAT = £8.23

RISC DISC 3

jD1# +VAT =£19.98

ICDSampIer CDSampler

+ VAT = £8.23

lEMConvert EMConvert

RiScript Pro
icPostscriptImaging Package

+ VAT = £8.23

RiScript Pro

ML* M+ VAT = £90.48

The Rise Disc was the first low cost CD designed to act
both as a resource and a demo disc tor users who had ju
bought a Rise PC with CD-ROM and want something to
show oil its (oatures to their friends.

It contains 5 main sections on the disc each accessible

Irom the Rise Disc Iront end which is a graphics based
browser and searcher. The live sections are:-

Commercial demonstrations

PD/Shareware tiles

Photo-CD images
Resources

Useful Text Files

Followingon from the success of The Rise Disc Volume
One maior features in Rise Disc 2 include even faster page
display from CD and over 600MB of dala.
Contents include PD/Shareware. Commercial Demos.

Resources files includingArtworks.AVI, MPEG, FLI.MIDI.
DigitalSymphony, Armadeus. Replay. Sprites, Drawfiles,
JPEG. Electronic Books etc. Aspecial section of info and
resources for Clan members and finally a complete
interactive Virtual World Wide Web
Using the PD browsers and commercial Web browsers you
can explore over 100MB of Web pages from around the
world without having to actually own a modem.

Following the features of The Rise DiscOne and Two.
Volume 3 has sections on Commercial Demos. PD-'
Shareware, Resources files (including Artworks, MIDI.
Replay,Sprites, Drawfiles. JPEG. GIF.Electronic Books)
and much more.

The PD / Shareware section has Ihe latest software and
includes over 30 Games, 35 Graphics programs and 28
Internet utilities, in lact over 400 programs in total.
Essenlial utilities include ZAP and StrongED as well as a
large number of graphics filesand utilities suitablefor
creating your own Web pages.
Amajorfeature is the full1.2 Release of RiscBSD along
with the latest StrongARM infoand updates fromAcom.

CDSamplor allows you to sample data directlyfrom a
standard audio CD in a similar way to reading data oil a
CDROM without the use of any audio digitising hardware.

It willtransfer a whole track or any section from an audio
CDto hard disc, saving it as rawdata, a Microsoft WAVE
file, an Acorn Replay file or an Armadeus file.

The data is always saved in the original form, as stereo 16
bit linear signed samples at -14.1kHz (176 Kbytes per
second), except forArmadeus lormat whore Ihe dala is
mixed down to mono 8 bit linear signed. CDSampler also
features CDPIayer controls to replace the normal Acom
CDPIayer.

EMConvert is a utilityto convert individualsprite / image
files into ARMoviefiles, with optional scaling and cropping
ol the images. In thisway sequences ofsprites created
from weather satellites or from ray-tracing packages for
example may be joined together to produce a continuous
movie, without the usual memory problems imposed by
traditional animation playback systems.

The type of images recognised by the Dirand Text
convenors is as follows.

FF9: Sprite (any lormat, old and now, 1-32 bpp), FFD:
P13, FFD: P15, FFD: PPM, 690: Clear, 601: CCIR601
411: Iilam411

RiScnpt Pro is a software package for the viewingof and
browsingthrough PostScriptand PDF files. RiScript is the
core of the suite which produces Draw file output.
ScripTerm is the interactive terminal' thai can be attached
to the interpreter. DSCript allows browsing through a
document. PDFront interprets PDF (version 1.2), the
portable document format,and allowsforeasy browsing
through hypertext linksand bookmarks in the document.
Improvements in RiScnpt Pro over the PD version are:
automatic font conversion for embedded Type 1 fonts to
Acorn lonts, including multi-master fonls; loads of
PostScript (de)compression fillers: named resources;
special and optimised printer driver output interpretation,
however stillcompatible with Mac anil PC output, and
much more.

POSTAGE and PACKING £1.50 inc VAT - All items subject to availability.
Offer closes 31st August 1997.

Ulliqueway Ltd - 3 Clarendon Road, Cyncoed, Cardiff, CF3 7JD
Tel: 01222 464020 Fax: 01222 440071

"I www. uniqueway. co. uk
email: sales@uniqueway.co.ukVISA



From:

Date:

To:

Subject:

Denis Howe <dhowe@linklaters.com>

Mori, 02 Jun 1997 13:30:35 +0100

paul.NCS@paston.co.uk

Archive magazine

I just had to email you to say how excellent I think Archive

is. I've known of it for years but only recently subscribed
in response to the ad I received through the post.

I wish I'd subscribed ages ago, I guess I always imagined it
was one of those sad little "This is *your* magazine, please
send an article" fanzines, but now I discover it's stuffed

with a wealth of authoritative, professionally presented
articles, several of which were of immediate relevance to me

Thanks and keep up the great work.

Denis Howe

The offer that Denis took up was: £15 for 12 issues of Archive and a free copy of the
Archive CD-ROM. That offer is open to you as long as you've never subscribed before.

Send a cheque or credit card details to: Norwich Computer Services, 96a Vauxhall Street,
Norwich, NR2 2SD. Phone 01603-765073, fax 76401 I, email <paul.NCS@paston.co.uk>



Shuggy
oughton takes

on the role of Shuggy, an
elf with an important task
Shuggy is Werewolf Software's second

game, and the first commercial product
from the ARM'd & Dangerous programming
team, who have already written a number of
PD games. Shuggy takes us back to the era
of all those great graphic a
eighties, updating the gei
with high-resolution 256
colour graphics and s
effects. It's supplied c
800K discs in the cusi

small video-style p

case, with a neat A6 m
The game can be ins
to hard disc and is no

protected at all - con
lations to Werewolf fo

trusting attitude.
The graphics, altt

not up to the standar
modern PC or co

game, are an improvement on
most old Acorn games, because th
designed for Mode 28, ie 256 colour VGA.
You'll need a Rise PC with VRAM to play in
this mode, older machines can't muster up
enough screen memory for the two copies of
the screen necessary to avoid flicker.
Fortunately It can also run in Mode 15,which
has about half the vertical resolution and is
compatible with TV resolution monitors; the
graphics don't look so good though.

Playing the game
You play the partof Shuggy, a young elf. The
controls are simple and can be redefined. The
object of the adventure is to free a village
from the grip of a despot, solving puzzles,
helping people, and collecting coins along
the way. The coins aren't just to make you
rich, you'll need every one you can lay your
hands on to complete your quest. Some of
them are hidden in obscure places, including
a secret passage. There are no monsters that
can kill you, but there are a number of traps
that are either fatal or otherwise make the
game uncompletable.

The game is divided up into screens, each
one having to be loaded from disc - very
annoying if you have to run it from floppies -
although only one swap seems to be neces
sary, a little intrusive on an Archimedes with

a typical IDE hard drive, b
hardly noticeable on a
StrongARM Rise
found I didn't need

a map, rather a c

the old days, beca
screens are quite
and the landscape i
flat and not very extensiv

The puzzles are r"
logical, although

, rfP<

iytv.

nrelated puzzle. The
graphicsare accompanied by
text, so there's none of that
wondering what to do with
the blue blob, and how to get
past the red spiky thing that
plagued some of the ver
games of this type. A
detail is that when talkil
another character, each
tence stays on screen until a key
is pressed, instead of forcing you to i
laborious pace.

Special effects
There are a number of special effects in the
game, including weather that both hinders
and helps in your quest. Another lovelyeffect
is the way the underground passages are
dimly lit by Shuggy's flickering torch. There
are a number of background tunes, which are
at least good enough not to be annoying, but
they do tend to drown out the sound effects.

I would recommend Shuggy to anyone who
likes adventure games, but not without reser
vation. The game is rather small, especially
for the price, and seasoned adventurers
would probably find it too easy and complete
It in a day. It is redeemed by the range and
distribution of puzzles being very well suited

difficult to its size. Overall, it's a fine effort, a
the puz- producers deserve encouragement - I

are a little they continue to support the Acorn platform
nconventional because with bigger and better releases in
ou can't s~-

•*•«•
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Product details

Product: Shuggy
Requirements: RISCOS 3.10 and 2Mb

Werewolf Software

23 The Spinneys, Bromley,

Kent, BR1 2NT

Tel: 0181-467 1138

Email: info@werewlf.demon.co.uk

Web: http://www.werewlf.demon.co.uk

Price: £25.95 + £1.50 p&p

Pros: Well designed adventure • High-reso
lution screen mode • Special effects adding

to gameplay
Cons:Old fashioned graphics • Character
rather clumsy• Small and shortto complete
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3D graphics

Greg Scott adds
monsters to his

arcade madness

This month we'll be adding even more
features to the "!AU_Attack" engine

and, most importantly, we'll see the
introduction of objects to the world.
Firstly, however, there have been a few
less noticeable additions.

Incremental scaling
The 'bottleneck' of any graphics engine
is the code which actually plots the pix
els to the screen. In our case this is tiie
function ourHb_sliver(). The efficiency of
this function is so important that the
speed of its operation restricts the activ
ity of all the other processes in the
rendering pipeline. If the sliver renderer
is slow and incompetent, no matter how
fast the ray-casting or screen-clearing
code functions, the frame rate will still
be brought down.

Currently the sliver renderer scales
and plots each vertical column using a
system known as the vertical error term.
Basically this involves a loop of addi
tions and comparisons of initial values to
deduce which element in the graphics
array should be plotted to each screen
memory location.

However, there is a more simple way
of drawing each column, involving far
fewer additions and comparisons. This is
known as incremental scaling, which we
can now use in place of the old renderer.
The (unoptimised) C source code for this
process is explained below, though the
actual version is coded in assembler:

Acorn User August 1997
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void new sliver_renderer(int
screen, x,int scale,char

*screen address,char *graphics)

{

int screen_y,screen^offset;
float increment,index;

screen y=SCREEN_HIDDLE-(scale/2);

/* we v;ork out the starting y posi
tion of the sliver */

screen._offset=(screen_x+(screen y*32
0);

/* we then calculate the screen mem

ory location to start from */

increments float)TILE HEIGHT/scale;
/* this is the crucial part, we work

out a floating point.increment to add

to the graphics index for each pixel
we plot */

for(index=(float)0;scale>0;index+=in
crement,scale-)

/* we establish the main loop now
when scale=0 we have finished */

{

/* now we use the floating point

index variable to choose the correct
pixel to plot. Note that we multiply

part 5

by 64 because the graphics are stored
in horizontal rows */

*(screen_address+screen._offset)=graph
ics[(int)index*64];

/* now we move to the next pixel
in the column by adding 320 (the
screen width) to the offset in screen
memory */

screen_offset+=320;

As you can see, the vital inner loop
involves only a couple of instructions
compared to the somewhat lengthy
string of operations required for using
the vertical error term. The division and

multiplications can all be discarded
through use of a look-up table and
binary shifting respectively.

I lie last cosmetic addition we'll make to

the engine this month is the inclusion of



Figure I: The new objects in the game

objects. The object handling code will
come at the end of the central loop,
inside the inainQ function.

Firstly, as with the walls, we need a
suitable method of representing the
objects in the world. Figures 1 and II,
taken from this month's cover disc, are

examples of all that is required. The sys
tem is almost identical to that of the
walls — we use a single sprite file for the
graphics and a numerical grid to describe
the location and type of objects in the
world. We shall store the graphics in a
bytearray called objgraphiesf]. The object
text file shall be stored in exactly the
same way as the world file, in an two
dimensional array called objectslM.

To find any visible objects we pass
through the objectsUU array, scanning
the grid squares within a certain perime
ter of the player:

for(grid x=start_x;grid_x!=stop_x;gr
id_x+=move_x)

{

for(grid. y=start..y; grid _y! =stop _y;gri
d._y+=move y)

{

Next, we test each element in the array
to see if it contains an object (hence a
non-zero value). If it doesn't we move to
Ihe next grid square:

if(!objects[grid y][grid_x])con
tinue;

If an object is visible then we must
proceed to a further stage. Basically, we
have to calculate where the object is rela-
tive to the viewer, then use this
information to plot the object correctly
onto the viewing plane (the screen).
Firstly we calculate the fine co-ordinates
of the object, such that both player and
object are within the same co-ordinate
system.

object_x=(grid_x<<6)+32; /* shift by
<<6 = * 64 */

object y=(grid„y<<6)+32; /* these
lines centre the object in a grid
square */

OOOC00040000000
()()000()0()()()()0004
ooooooooooooooo
ooococoocoooco
2000000()(K)()0000
ooooooooooooooo
000200200000000
ooooooooooooooo

Figure II: Howobjects are represented

Now that the co-ordinate system is
common lo both items in question, we
can progress to the next stage. This
requires us to rotate the object's
co-ordinates around the viewpoint
Hi rough an angle equal to the viewing
angle of the player. The reason for per
forming this transformation is to align
the object with the viewpoint relative to
zero degrees (see Figure III).

Once this alignment is achieved it
becomes possible to calculate where the
object should appear inside the viewing
plane. The code for the rotation is as
follows:

/* rotate the object x coordinate
first, using slightly different
cosine and sine look up tables for

objects. It is all done in fixed
point. */

trans.x=( (object.^x-
view_x)*coso.table[view^angle] +(objec

t_y-
view_y)*sino_table[view_.angle] )>>16;

/* translate the object's y coordi
nate (though to the viewer this is
the z coordinate because it only

moves in and out of the viewplane).

*/

trans z=(-(object x-

viewjx) *sino__table [view__angle] +(objec

t_y-
view_y)*coso table[view.angle])>>16;

The lines above perform the rotation
required. Notice that before any multipli
cation takes place, we deduct the
viewing coordinates from the respective
object co-ordinates. This is to transform
the object relative to the viewpoint — if
we didn't, the object would be rotated
around the origin of the world space and
not the viewpoint.

After the rotation we can test to sec if
the object is in front of the viewpoint
(and hence if it is visible). If it isn't, we
move on to the next object.

if(trans_.z<0)continue; /* object
must be in front of player */

At this stage we know that the object

3D graphics

is somewhere in front of the player — we
now have to work out where on the

screen the object should appear, and at
what scale it should be. To calculate the

screen x co-ordimite we use the follow

ing equation:

/* SCREEN.CENTRE = 320/2 = 160.

VIEWJVAR can be thought of as the
distance of the human player's eyes

to the screen, 277 gives good
results, note that the reciprocal
look_up table is in fixed point */

screen_.x=SCREEN_CENTRE +

((VIEW_VAR*trans_x *

recip_table[trans_z])>>16);

Finding the y screen co-ordinate
involves calculating the offset of the top
and bottom of the object from the verti
cal center of the screen (128 pixels). The
offset from this origin is equal, so we
only need to calculate it once:

/* We multiply VIEW_VAR by half of
the object height (32), then we
relate this "half-scale" to the dis
tance by (in effect) dividing it by
trans^z */

offset=((VIEW_VAR*32) *

recip..table[trans_z] )>>16;

Now we can calculate the starting and
finishing screen co-ordinates of the
object, as well as the scale of each
column in the object:

screen yl=128-offset;

screen.y2=128+offset;

scale=screen_y2-screen_yl;
if(scale>SCREEN_HEIGHT)continue; /*

we skip object if scale is too large
*/

After the initial screen co-ordinates

have been deduced we can proceed to
plot the object using more conventional
techniques. As with the walls, we split
the object up into vertical columns and
then proceed to draw each one using the
ourlib_sliver_inask() function (which is
also used to plot transparent walls).

The only other point to take into
account is the question of which column
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Figure V: Plottingthe objects
in the correct order ?

NOT TO SCALE

iciu.il position

Q Object'!, ruiutcd position
Figure IV: Ascreenshot takenfrom thismonth's engine Figure III: Rotating points around the viewer

to draw — after all, the horizontal scale
of the object isn't always going to be 64.
The answer is in a technique already dis
cussed this month: incremental scaling.
But instead of applying this method in a
vertical direction we shall use it to calcu
late which column of the object graphic
should be drawn at each x position on
the screen.

One important factor which hasn't
been mentioned is the issue of objects
being hidden both by walls and other
objects. Figure V illustrates this point
from a two dimensional perspective.

In this example Object 1 is partly
obscured by the wall, and Object 2
(though not behind a wall) is blocked by
Object 1. The latter problem is solved
easily by the order in which we loop
through the object grid squares. The
other situation is slightly more awkward.

What is needed is an array the size of
the screen width (320 pixels) which
holds the scales of all the wall slivers
drawn by the aua_raycaster() function.
Then, when it comes to drawing each
part of the object, all we need to do is
test to see if the object scale is larger than
the wall scale — if it is then we draw the
object (since it must be in front of the
wall), otherwise we don't draw a thing
and proceed to the next column.

The code for these last few stages can
be found on this month's cover disc,
along with all the other additions from
this month. Figure IV is a screenshot
taken using the engine on the cover disc.

Demo mode
Another simple yet effective update we
can make to the application is a demo
mode — pre-recorded movements of the
player which can be replayed to act as a
demonstration or tour of the world. To
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record a demo to disc we need to store
the player's co-ordinates and viewing
angle for each frame. This can be done
after the viewpoint moving code within
the main() function:

datafile=fopen("demofile","w"); /*
open demo file */

/* record values for each frame */
if (DEH0_WRITE )fprintf (datafile, "%d

%d %& ",view_x,view_y,view_angle);

fclose(datafile); /* close demo file
*/

Playing back a recorded demo file is
just as easy. Instead of usingfprintfO we
read in the values using the opposite
function, fscanft):

datafile=fopen("demofile","r"); /*
open file for reading */

if(DEH0_READ)

{

if((fscanf(datafile ,"%& %d %d
",&view_x,&view_.y, &view.,angle)) =E0F) r
ewind(datafile); /* if the demo

reaches the end of the file, then go
back to the start */

)

fclose(datafile); /* close file */

It really is that simple. A worthwhile
addition to this system would be to plot
a graphic or text on the screen while the
demo is playing.

More arguments
Last month saw the inclusion of com

mand line arguments which were passed
to the mainO function to alter variables

Such as the screen window size and the
player's co-ordinates. This month,
because the engine developed such a
great deal, we need to add to the already
long list of parameters that we supply
the engine with.

There are six new commands in all:
<move>, <rotatc>, <viewvar>, <view-
var2>, <demof'Iag> and <demofIag2>.
The <move> and <rotate> arguments
control the speed at which the viewpoint
moves and rotates respectively.

This means that if you have a slow
computer you can compensate by
increasing the values - those lucky
enough to have StrongARMs might want
to lower them.

Please read the [Run file inside the
"lAUAttack" directory for recommenda
tions of all the command line arguments
in use.

The two <viewvar> variables are used
by the object plotter covered earlier —
once more please read the comments on
the cover disc for more information. The
<demoflag> and <demoflag2> variables
give the following effects

«Icmoflag> <clciiniflns2> Result

0 Demo not written or rej

i) Demo read
1 Demo written

Examples of different setups can also
be found inside the !Run file. I recom
mend spending some time tweaking the
values lo attain the best results for your
own computer.

In the final article next month we'll be
tying up the loose ends of AUAttack.
There'll be moving baddies, guns, sounds
and options, plus a couple of things I
think I'll keep quiet about for now...
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"Way ahead of the field"

HTMLEdit v3
Next Generation

WWW Authoring

For RiscOS

Why bother playing catch-up? HTMLEdit v3 and the Web Designer's Toolkit offer Acorn owners
everything needed to make top notch WWW sites. Forms, frames, tables, pictures? No problem!
And with HTMLEdit v3, you don't have to worry about making mistakes, as it includes a full error
checker to do the hard work! With Macroing; URL and Image databasing; shared, dynamic files,
and fully supporting the HTML 3.2 standard, it's the only choice for a professional site. Now!

Every design professional knows that the right
background really shows off your message, be it on
paper, or on the WWW. Make your mark - design your
effects in Textures Pro - the complete texture studioProfessional Edition

R-Comp, 22 Robert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 6PS

Oregan Disc Doctor is a suite
of applications designed to

maintain and repair all discs.

Resurrect

This is the Acorn utility everybody has been
waiting for. Resurrect is able to undelete
files, or even whole directories of files which
have been inadvertently deleted, with just a
few clicks of the mouse.

DiscAid

DiscAid is able to check and repair
commonly occurring problems with either
floppy, removeable or hard discs, including
broken directories and faulty disc maps.
This application should be run when
experiencing a problem with a particular
disc, or as part of routine maintenance.

MapView
MapView is able to display the layout of a
disc in a graphical manner. This is useful to
analyse how a file or directory is stored on
the disc surface, or to examine how much of
the free disc space is fragmented.

DiscDoctor is designed by Sergio Monesi, the
author of FSCK as supplied by Acorn.

^ RRP £34.95

Special £24.95
Oregan Direct

Oregan Developments
36 Grosvenor Avenue : Streetly : Sutton Coldfield : B74 3PE

Tel : 0121 353 6044 / Fax : 0121 353 6472 : http://www.oregan.demon.co.uk
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Mike Cook helps to sort
out your problems

It's amazing how quickly you forget. The other
day I had to drag out my old model II to copy
some discs. I plugged it in, switched it on, a dou-
hle beep and it was ready - just like that. No
booting, system installation, patch loading, pre-
desk tasks, font loading or initialisation. And
when it was time to switch it off I did just that.
How life with computers lias changed.

I had a really great time at the Wakefield show,
meeting new readers and old friends alike. How
ever, what was really neat was that it gaveme an
excuse to buy a new MIDI sound module to puton
the sound square I wasshowing off again. I didn't
have access to the one1used before so I got a new
ML) 10and the sounds are really amazing.

However, 1 could change the sounds from the
old module by pressing buttons on it - the MU10
has no buttons at all and relies on software. There
fore, I had to write some software just to change
the voices. In caseany of you find it useful I have
put it on this month's cover disc. It will work with
any General MIDI sound box and at 128 items
must haveone of the longest menus of any RISC
OSapplication.

Normally there's a quick way and a slow wayof
getting answers. Unfortunately asking methrough
this column is not the quickest way in the world
togeta reply. Your first portof call should always
be the supplier of the problem item. A case in
point here is the problem that Mr Clark had in the
June issueconcerning his CD-ROM drive.

Mark Oilman from Cumana customer seirices sent
me this letter:

The problems Mr Clark describes with nol being
able lo set up Ihe screen correctly are also lied to
our IBoOtlDECD application, which clashes with
Acorn's Configuration utility on recent versions of
RISC OS. It is easily remedied however. The best
way to set up one of Cumana's double-speed
Indigo drives is as follows:

1) Remove the IBootlDECD application from the ..
. PrcDesk directory. Most of it is not needed
2) Copy the module islet! 2 from inside the
IBootlDECD application back into PreDesk. This is
the CDFS softload driver for our CD-ROM drive,
and is the only part of the original application
that is needed on RISC OS 3.6 or later
.\) Press I;12, and type 'Unplug CDI'SSoltATAPI. If
you don't do this, youwill getall sorts of apparent
(hut not real!) disc errors on the main IDE IID.
This is what caused Mr Clark's "Floppy Boot"
problem
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4) Reboot the computer, then run the llioot appli
cation

5) Choose Ihe "Discs..."option and sel the number
of CD-ROM drives to one

This should leave Mr Clark with a CD-ROM
drive thai works fine under RISC OS 3.6 or RISC
OS 3.7. We do have a small 'application' which
will automate the process - this is available from
us free of charge.

Phil Hughes, u producer for MIC Radio 2, e-mailed
me witha fewpoints:
I have an A400 Arc, can il be made to work with
an IIP Laserjet III printer? There are drivers on the
Acorn 1.53 release as far as I can tell but is my
printer port suitable?

I seem to remember years ago that you had to
buy a 'Direct Drive' laser printer. Is thai still the
case?

When you make a laser printerthereare two parts,
the bit that does the printing called the engine,
and the controller board which contains a micro
computer. Although thereare many laser printers
about there are very few people who actually
make the engine. Most laserprinter manufacturers
simply buy in the enginesand add their own con
troller board.

Toreduce costs you could fit a very rudimentary
controller boardand do most of the processing on
the host computer - that's what a 'Direct Drive'
laser printer was about.
With falling prices this option is not so attractive
so most printers sold have a decent controller. The
HP Laserjet III printer is no exception so youdon't
need any direct drive software, only the normal
printer driver that acts as a software interface
between the application and printer.

These are primarily designed for the PC market
and as such will almost certainly be usable with
your older machine. The only difference between
the newer printer ports and yours is that the
newer ones are bi-directional but as the printer
does not want to talk to the computer it does not
matter.

He continues with a supplemental:
I have the Internet on my PCat work but nol on
my Arc at home. Having accessed the HENSA site
I have downloaded some utilities onto floppies
on the PC. faking them home they come up as
DOS files and I need to change the file types. Rut
what to?

font and text files are line. I have tried lo
download SpttrkPhig and a cassette label printing
utility but don't know what these should lie
changed to - how do they then become [Applica
tion files that will install on Ihe Icon bar in the
usual way/ Obviously I have to make Sparkplug
work first as they are all compressed.

All you need to do here is to set the file type to
text. Then drag the file onto the Sparkplug icon
on the icon bar. Sparkplug will then change the
file type to Archive. You will then be able to
extract the application and copy it onto disc
before running it. If you are downloading Spark
from the net as a uuencoded file, you'll have to
extract it using UUDecode - see the "toolsjielp"
file in arch/riscos/tools for further information.

Michael Marshall has stumbled across a little hid
den gem. He writes:
for some unexplained reason I was messing
around on the (.1.1 and found a strange oddity. I
was leaning on the keyboard and accidentally
leant on the hash (#) key then return, from a com
mand of ##(- I got somestuffaboutarp. Intrigued,
I typed #### and got some rubbish on ping, 5#'s
got route, 9 got font merge and 10 trace route.
Why? I know these are (mainly) files from inside
the 'internet program in llioot. I couldn't find
anything in the manual lo suggest that pressing #
should do anything - in fact I though it was an
illegal character.

1 was intrigued by this and tested it out and found
it only happened on certain models with certain
modules loaded. Most of the messages are from
the network system and I found that if the net
work software was installed in a machine that was
not connected to a network this would happen.

It did nol occuron the same type of machine
connected to a network. At Wakefield I took the
opportunity to show this to some of the technical
wizards on the Acorn stand and they, too, were
amazed it was happening. The consensus appears
to be something along the lines of this: as # is a
wild card character, something in the command
line interpreter's parsermust be triggering off the
commands.

Glenn Burgess ishaving aproblem with hisprinter:
My BJ130 printer has spent the last two years pre-
lending to be an Epson. It runs okay-ish under the
1X80 printer driver, but takes 15 minutes to pro
duce one side of A4 from Impression junior. And
that's on 270x270dpi (or thereabouts) and not the
360x360 of which it is capable (which 1can't get
under the 1X80 drivers).

So, damn and blast it, 1 want it to behave like a
proper BJ130, in thai il should take something less
than 15 minutes per sheet, and produce belter out
put.

Why, you may ask, don't I use the Canon dri
vers? Well, because I can't gel them lo work. Mosl
of Ihelime, the printer just shoves the paper back
out line by line without printing anything. The
manual makes about as much sense as a fish that
can't swim. So, can you help?
Well no not directly. Yousee the problem I have is
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that I don't have your printer and the problem
you have is that you do. Another thing you must
remember is that manuals are written only for
people who know all the information anyway.
What is probably happening is that you have
someof the jumper links on the printer set incor
rectly. However, if anyone out there really knows
what Ihe matter is or has this sort of printer could
you please write in and share your knowledge
with Ihe world.

Readers often have theanswers to the most obscure
of problems like Jeffrey Daggett from Thurnby. He
offers this advice:
When I bought my Rise PC 700, I encountered the
same problems with Birds of War as Mr Rolle. I
got exactlyIhe sameabort error. Aftermany hours
of debugging the 'load_packedscreen' function, I
eventually discovered thai the problem was in an
interrupt routine - since loading a (lacked screen
can take a long time in CPU terms it is inevitable
that the function will get interrupted many times.

The culprit waseventually determined to be the
sound player module. I solved my problem by-
replacing the sound player with a later version.
Once Ihe game loaded I switched Ihe music off.
I'm nol really sure why Mr Rolfe's machine has
suddenly started exhibiting this problem or why
Impression has failed al the sametime.

Next up an e-mail from lee-Roy McLean in South
Africa:
I have an A340, and am studying Electrical Engi
neering at the Port Elizabeth Technikoii. My
father has built your I2C I/O bus card and is hav
ing difficulties in reading in frequencies over
about 50Hz with accuracy, lie is wanting to built
a REV counter and wants about 10011/ as maxi
mum (501 Iz is equal to 3000rpm). Hewondered if
you could help or haddalasheets on the two ICs.

He also has difficulty with the SYS commands,
he does not have any Information on the com
mands and therefore doesn't know how to gel the
best results from l*C bus. I found a program on
the Internet called HCalurm and thai had a lot of
help file on the bus and the relevant commands,
but it is all in German and I cant read it.

The l2C alarm project isan interesting one. It uses
the alarm function on the built-in real time clock
to allow the computer to switch on automatically
at a predetermined time. It requiresa bit of pok
ing around the innards of the computer and
making use of a spare output bit found in most
models. While most of it is in English there is a bit
on the bus in German.

If you want dala sheets on these devices, the
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simplest way is to get them on the net The Iarnell
Electronics Web site has lots available. The ones
you are after can be found al: hltp://wwvv.
iarnell.co.uk/datasheets/42973001.pdf-this is for
the PCF8591 which is the A/D and D/A chip and
all the same but /42964001.pdf for the 8 bit input/
output chip. These are in Acrobat format - readers
are available on Hie net. However, this contains a
lot of information you don't really use under RISC
OS. This is on page 944 of volume 1 of the Pro
grammers Reference manual.

There is only one command for accessing the
bus under RISC OS. However, it's quite simple:
SWI &240 or SYS'IlCControl' takes in three num

bers. I'he first is the device address with bit 0 = 0

to write or 1 to read the device.

The second number points to a block of mem
ory to besent to the device or to be filled in by the
device, and the final number is the length of the
block or how many bytes lo read or write. My
original articledid havefoursimple Basic routines
for reading/writing each of the chips. As for your
specific problem I did put a module on last
month's cover disc to speed up the bus but I sus
pect that yourmachine is not fast enough for the
task especially if you are using BASIC"..

You need to read the input signal at a very high
rate if you are going to get any accuracy at all.
One way to tackle this is to feed the pulses into a
monostable and take the output pulse train
through a diode and smoothing capacitor.This is
effectively a frequency to voltage converter. Then
all you need to do is lo feed this voltage into the
A/D input of the PCF8591. Alternatively instead of
timing one cycle, count how long it takes to see
say 100 cycles. The more cycles you count, the
more accurate will be your answer, but the longer
it will take.

Remember Ian lintwistle? A few monthsago he hit
the magic 28Mb limit on application on the Rise PC.
Hehas beendigging aboutand has nowreported:
I have finally this week achieved my goal of
writing an image file greater than 28Mb. 1man
aged a demo tile of 64Mb (94096x4096 24 bit)
with only 64Mb RAM. Nol something you can
do on a Mac or PC. The ever helpful David
Pilling pointed me in Hie right direction. Mis
Umagemaster application which I use a great
deal is one of the lew applications that can han
dle such big files.

All the mainline programs were written to
run with application memory before dynamic-
RAM was catered for. Even I'hotodesk cannot

exceed 8000x8000 pixels. The other problem I
wasn't able to resolve as my copy of MovleFS
was Ihe latest and the author said it was the
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fault of the film file. It runs OK on a PC and

other files above 28Mb act similarly so I guess
there is a bug somewhere. Your encouraging
reply was responsible for my enthusiasm lo
spend a lol more time on the problem. My faith
in the RISC OS platform has been redeemed for
now.

(iood, but you are wrong on one point. You can
handle an image that size on a Mac and with only
16Mbof RAM. Photoshop uses its own internal vir
tual memory system. As to your MoviefS problem,
I suspect that your files are using a compression
system that is not implemented. I have viewed
many movies over28Mb without any problem.

George Begbie from Tasmania is wanting to upgrade
his computer. He writes;
I would like lo ask you a lew questions concern
ing my A3000 and hardware capabilities. I was
looking through some advertisements in an Acom
Computing magazine, and I found one about Ulti
mate Multil'odulc system which would give your
computerextra expansion space, for the A3000, it
would give you three expansion slots, a user port,
and hard disc space. I believe that Ihe devices
must be IDE or could they also be SCSI?

SCSI hard drives can be somewhat cheaper than
11)1 ones. 1 was also thinking of connecting a CD-
ROM drive to my computer. SCSI ones are the
most common advertised, but then again, if the
Ultimate card does not accept SCSI. IDE would be
the one to go for. And does the Ultimate card
include an IDE interface? Also, there might be
another solution as far as expansion cards go.
There was another one advertised a while ago
from Greyhound Marketing, or maybe, I wouldn't
need any of these cards at all?

I think you are getting a bit mixed up here. IDE is
a bus system used for hard discs and CD drives.
With SCSI you can use these and other things like
scanners and removable drives. As it stands you
can't fit either into your computer. What you
need is an interface podule to implement an IDE
or SCSI interface.

Forget Greyhound - they went out of business
some time ago and as the A3000 is an quite old
computer il looks like the Ultimate card is your
only choice, although there might besomeother
cards about I have not heard of. Get it along with
a disc drive and then you will know that they are
compatible. There are a lot of very shady IDE dri
ves out there in PC land. It surprises me that you
say that SCSI is cheaper over there. It's cer
tainly not Ihe case over here. /Jtt
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How can you help your children
when they know more than you?

A guide to education
for 3-11 year olds
Parents &Computers is essential
reading for anyone with children
concerned about how computers are
used in school, standards of education
and how you, the parent, can make a
real difference.
All you have to do is send off the
coupon to the address below and we
will send you the latest issue of this
outstanding magazine for just £1.50,
filled with features and reviews of the
best education software around.
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Parents £1.50 Offer
Computers ^L^mt^^i^i^i^bm^k^k^m

Please send me the next issue of Parents &Computers. I enclose
£1.50 in coins

Name

Address.

Tel

j Idon't wish to receive any additional promotional materials.

Send to: Parents & Computers, £1.50 Offer, MediaHouse,
Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.



Dave Acton and Dave

Lawrence present the results
of the Tunnel Challenge and
set a new task for all keen

info-ers to get their teeth into
*

Landscape gourauding
Earlier this year we received a pile of submissions from our good
friend Jan Vlietinck, as always both the wild and the wacky were
covered. However, one particular pair of programs Gouraud and
GouraildHi just seemed a little 'samey', both plotting a heap of
multi-coloured triangles and demonstrating the work of our old
acquaintance Mr Gouraud (the Hi version is set to run in 640x480).
As they stood they were OK, but we
thought Jan was up to better so we
wrote and asked if he could do some

thing more interesting with the
triangles rather than just telling every
one that he can plot 1,000 a second (on
a StrongARM).

About a week later Flyng and flynglli
arrived - perhaps we should send back
all our submissions and ask the authors

to try again! Jan has transformed bis
1,000 triangles a second into a flying-
over-the-landscape demo. Admittedly
the colours are all a little bright but do
illustrate the gourauding.
Your view point can be altered using
the mouse - use left and right to turn
and forward and backward to speed up
and slow down. In addition, Select

pilches forward, Adjust pitches back,
Menu climbs (gain altitude) and
Select+Adjust dives (lose altitude). If
this wasn't enough, you can perform z-
axis rotation with Menu+Select to roll

left and Menu+Adjust to roll right. Not
the most obvious set of controls - but

*
Star info

*

*

Author: Jan Vlietinck

has anyone tried playing Tomb Raider or Descent recently?
Many of you will have seen Jan's impressive texture-mapped,

light-sourced balloon, dragon and skull on the StrongARM disc and
anyone with an Internet connection may well have downloaded a
copy of his Quake plotter. Let's hope he keeps up all this excellent
work!
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Channel 5 Author: James Andrews

Here are two programs from James Andrews which uncannily
seem to simulate Channel 5 picture reception, (well in our house at
least.) Sniggle is a very cunning one-lineprogram and uses a feature
of BASIC that we haven't seen before.

'This is a program based on an effect which suddenly occurred to
me one day. By using the command:

$(base+n)="xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx"

it is possible to fill the screen quickly in whatever colour you want,
even in BASIC. So that is what this program does. It creates a string
of random characters (and random length), then fills the screen
with it.

'Two variables can be changed, depending on the speed of your
computer; they are at the very beginning of the program - m% and

t%. m% determines the mode

used. For a fast computer, choose
a high resolution mode such as
20, 21 or 28. For a slower com

puter, try a lower resolution - 9,
13 or 0. The program automati
cally works out the size of the
screen in pixels and also doesn't
mind how many colours the mode uses. t% determines the possible
lengths of the string. Again,change it to suit the speed of your com
puter. For a fast computer, try a low value (minimum: 0) and for a
slow one try a larger value (maximum: 255).

James' second prog, TVFu/.y. produces a "colourful, fuzzy dis
play which looks nothing like a TV7". Hmmm, we wonder what's
on BBC 2...

:>V.<•yr'.**" v-fijfi" .-<-S •.'•V'"'''---'''~'

Boot.choices.boot Author: Philip Mellor

If you use a computer for a variety of tasks
but are rather short on the DRAM, Philip
Mellor's So.xan may well be able to help. It
lets you set up a number of different boot
sequences and then provides a menu on
startup from which you can pick the opti
mal machine configuration.

Philip recommends you keep only a min
imal boot sequence, loading your backdrop
and icons etc. and then run up Soxon. From
here you would only boot up the tools and
application needed.

To set up your own boot files have a look
inside the Files directory inside the main
Soxon application. There are a number of
example files here which are unlikely lo be
of immediate use as they are set up for
Philip's working environment. You can
delete or modify them as required. The files
in this directory are *Filer_Run'ed when you
double click on their names and so in the

ory could be of any file type. In practice
though, Philip has reserved the first line of

the file (after the

leading I character
which marks the line

as a comment) to be

the name of the file

which appears in the
Soxon window. This

means you should
really stick lo Obey
or Desktop files.
Apart from this one
caveat, you are free
to put any com
mands in the rest of

the file.

Soxon always adds
an option 'Don't I
Boot' to the top of |
the list of options
available. Double-clicking this quits the
program without running any further boot
sequence.

Philip does explain why the program is

•V. '•'W *V^

Sf
Soxon: Please select boot:

Don't boot

Games

Drawing/Graphics

Programming

Sound sampling

Word processing

~v S7-

called Soxon, but it is so corny we can't
bring ourselves to relay the reasoning. If
you are really desperate to find out, it's on
line 75 of the !Help file.

A view with no room Author: Andrew Clover

You know us - Small? BASIC? Game? Old game? Bound to
appear in *info! Here's Andrew Clover's latest
offering into the realm of the small. Lovingly
christened Ikgame, it's Andrew's version of the
8-bit classic Deathcbase - how could we forget.
It also has a feeling of the tower level on Star
Wars - where you had to shoot the tops off. As
you may be able to guess from the name, this
game is only IK long (1,022 bytes to be pre
cise, so all you ZX81 owners will have to make
sure your RAM pack isn't wobbling too much).

The keys are Z, X, / and ' and the idea is to
score as many points as possible without
crashing into a, er, tree. The more diligent will
notice that it is possible to move right through trees when
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the game is running slowly. This is, of course, a deliberate
feature and has nothing whatsoever to do
with the simplistic collision detection.

Andrew has supplied two versions: Ihe
standard Ik game runs in Mode 19, whereas
Ik gamel runs in Mode 1. It has a smaller
depth of field and should run a lot faster on
slower processors.

You may think you can cheat by just
going forwards and backwards, but new
trees do appear and il is quite easy suddenly
to reverse into one without realising and
lose. You should be able to score a couple of
thousand without trying. The *info high-

score is 7,000 and Andrew's personal best in 29,006!
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It's a kind of magic Author: Alex Hayward

"• ^-'-'.Tv"••/S?;jxi;^::^ "r>\
application and filetype editor

X/•, >> .A JS» A \. N

Magic is an extensible file identi
fier and interceptor - it can
examine untyped files and guess
what they are. It can also re-direct
files to applications by double
clicking on them. We have cov
ered this sort of thing before, but
Alex Hayward's program uses a
database of file types derived from
the NetBSD/etc/magic file and as
such is almost standard across

many platforms. Alex has aug
mented the syntax a little and
added a large handful of RISC OS
file types but many of the com
mon formats have been left

untouched.

'Magic uses a similar system and a similar file format to the unix
'file' command, but it has extended the file's format in various
ways - see the 'MagicForm' file for details. This means thai rather
than being limited to a few bard coded file formats, Magic can be
extended to detect files of many types. A default magic file is sup
plied to detect many types encountered in RISC OSand elsewhere.

'Once Magic is loaded you can attempt to identify a file by drag
ging il to its icon bar icon. If this is successful a window will open
which contains a description of the file type enabling you to set its
RISC OS filetype to one of those set in the main editing window
(see below).

"The 'Set to RISC OS filetype' option, if turned on, enables you lo
specifya file type (cither a textual name such as 'Text' or hex value
such as 'fff') to which Magic will set any files of that type when
they are double clicked. Setting the 'Only check files of RISC OS
filetypc' enables you to create a list of filetypes which should be
checked to see if they are of the textual type displayed at the top of
the window. To add an entry use the writable entry in the adjacent
pop-up menu, and to delete one select it in the menu and click on
'Remove'.

File type name

{•" SettoRiseOSfiletype

StrongHelp data

1 Set i8306

Only check files of Rise OS filetype:

Task names:

Commands

SI

SI

SJ

Remove

V^* j^ y^ j S y v /

Remove I

y^-

ADFS::Banana.$ Dx3busa/ex V ,\

File type name

Possible Rise OS filetype

MS-DOS executable (EXE) PKZ1PSFX archive v2 04g

Set !

ill"': '
Discs MagOpM 18:48 Merh ln:ernetBanana Apple ropt41

Poodle doodle

Well, actually there aren't too many of
those stupid looking pooches involved with
this demo. The reasons for the name Poodle

are historic, or silly in other words.
The idea is a watery

one. You know how it

is. You take your
favourite oil painting
out into the yard to
show the neighbours
and accidentally drop it
into the kids' paddling
pool. Before you know
it, it's started raining.
Poodle is a frighteningly
realistic emulation of

this commonplace
scenario.

How does it work?

The program is based on
a PC doodle and involves two main stages.
Each pixel of the 320 x 256 has a 'displace
ment' associated with it. In fact, it has two

- one in each of two buffers. This displace

'In a similar way the names of tasks and commands can be added
to this textual file type. Note that task names must be typed exactly
Ihe same way as they are shown in the Task Manager.

'When a file of this type is double clicked, Magic first checks to
see if any of the named tasks are loaded. If one is found the file is
sent directly to it. If no tasks are found Magic will attempt to run
each command listed in order until one succeeds. If this fails things
carry on as if Magic was not loaded (after setting the file type, if
this option was enabled). Holding down Shift will only set the type
of the file and not attempt to run any commands or send it to any
tasks - this is so you can load the file into a text editor. Holding
down control will prevent Magic from doing anything at all.

'Commands are typically of the form <AppSDir>.!Run %s where
App is the nameof the program, which must have been seen by the
filer for the command to run successfully.

'Changes normally take immediate effect but will not be perma
nent until you click on Save. The Reload button should be used if
you wish to discard any changes and revert to the original saved
file, and should also be used if you edit the magic file directly'.

Author: Axel

ment is a 32-bit number and represents how
disturbed the water is at that point. Pixels
are copied from the original picture to the
screen, taking into account the displace

ments. Although
the effect is only
applied horizon
tally, this isn't
apparent and you
probably wouldn't
have noticed if we

hadn't told you.
(Would you?)

The displace
ments are processed
as follows.

It's basically one
of those look up,
down, left and right
manoeuvres. The

displacements of the four neighbours are
added together and the total is divided by
2. This value is then subtracted from the

displacement of the current pixel and, so

that the waves die down, one 32nd of the
amount is subtracted. If you would like
your waves to die down more quickly,
change the ASR #5 to #4 instead.

So that the process doesn't go too slowly
on non-StrongArm machines, some optimi
sation had been used.

For each pixel, we have to look at the
displacements left and right. In fact, we just
load three displacements in a row, and then
shuffle the registers so that we only have to
do one LDR instead of two.

Poking bytes is less efficient than poking
words, so we build up a word containing
four pixels and plot then with a single SI U.
This will make no difference on a Strong-
Arm of course, and will probably go slightly
slower in fact!

The effect seems to work best with a
familiar picture underneath, but if you
choose not to load the picture at the start, a
simple bar pattern will be used. Note that
the bars are vertical - rippling would have
no effect on horizontal ones!
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[DSL SUPPLIES
SQUIRREL THE

DEFINITIVE

RELATIONAL

Database for

RISCOS

Squirrel Single-User £139.99
Site Licence £425.00

Inc. P&P

LJ DttpleX is the utility for
double sided printing on Hewlett
Packard Duplex Printers. Stan
dard £10; Professional £25.
I>i C Print enables multiple-
copy background printing to any
inldet£10.

is a flexible nicch-

anical/inathematical/analogue/
digital system simulator for
educational or professional use
from £55.

JVHJAS SOFTWARE
Winchester Road. Micliclclevcr. Winchester,

Hants. S021 3I)G. Tel: 01962 771352.

Fax: 01962 774352.

E-mail: mijassw@argonet.co.iik
Web site:

ST MARGARET'S LANE

FAREHAM

HANTS P014 4BQ

TEUFAX 01329 841600 Squirrel

Undelete
At last the program

everyone has been waiting for!
it it cave it allrtuic wnn \r\ rarrwiar nnw filo annlii-*a*i«^n r<r r\\*lUndelete does just what it says, it allows you to recover any file, application or direc

tory you may have deleted on a Floppy Disc or Hard Drive.

Thisprogram is incredibly totally non-technical in use! Once you've installed ilany
files then deleted can be quickly and simply recoveredby selectingthe file from a list
and clicking onit! You d^jilhave toknow anything about Disc Maps, Tracks orSec
tors, etc.

lUndelete works withany of the popular Acorn Filing Systems such as ADFS,
SCSIFS, ATAFS, IDEFS, etc, and runs form RISCOS 3.1 to StrongARM 3.7.

lUndelete is available for only £18.95 + £1 UK P&P (£3 overseas). No VAT from
Quantum Software, 35 Pinewood Park, Livingston, EH54 8NN, Scotland.

Email: Sales@quantumsoft.co.uk
Tel: 01506 411162 or order via the Acorn Cybervillage Shop at
http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/

ICC

1st now seriously upgraded version 2
products give a choice of user interfaces
with even more statistics and graphics.

1st provides UNEQUALLED statistical
facilities. Drawfile graphics. Easy CSV
interface. Spreadsheet type data entry with
extensive manipulation features. Automatic,
context sensitive manual. Mouse driven,
with optional keyboard shortcuts.

Our products cover statistical require
ments at levels from GCSE to advanced
research. Education prices from £50 to
£164 depending on the version.

New, unique features for Value Added
Analysis in School Administration.

FREE loan copies. Further info
available from:

Serious Statistical Software
Lynwood

Benty Heath Lane
Willaston

S.Wirral, L64 1SD
Tel: 0151 327 4268

The established statistical packages.

*^
<

w8'

PC Joysfttkir
PCJoy - $ channel Game Port, transparent
drivers for PC card and RISC OS £39.95

PS/2 Mice!
PS2Mouse - use high quality PS/2 mice.
uP based-no software required! E24.95

Joysticks!
Buy our Solo Joystick interface and get a
FREE Cheetah 125+. All tor only C14.95
Froo (oysticV slocks nrt strictly limited! Fnsl corns (.rst ;.?rvcC!

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183. Oldham 0L2 8FB

Ctang» 0976 255 256 (9am-9j»n)
Wo@STDtw*>ldemon coi* httpj'.Wwwstdovol demon COi*
All prloss inclxto PSP. All tradoraiks actaimtttyxt. ESOE

Horn

i iJ

Report
Asophisticated software
solution which allows the

teacher to compile reports for
groups of pupils.

£59.99 (single user)

a Network +Pupils +Printer=Waste paper!
I Solve this equation with'Quota'
= The paper sa\ing printer management
;; software for AUN networks*

| Only £49.99
ii. ' Require; level 4fikscntr and Spooler

ROO.M20SOFTHARE '
•17 Henry Street, Grassmoor, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S42 5AT

Sums can lie haul work for some

children. What you need is a way lo
gel them done on the screen - and
MathsBook does just that. What they
see looks just like an exercise book.
with squared paper and 'teacher's
comments'. Configurable from tens
and units to thousands and decimals,

it tracks progress, moving learners
up and down difficulty levels and
keeping records so that you find out
what they can really do.

Key Stages 1 to 4. ages 6 to 13.
Needs RISC OS 3. Normally
£35+VAT.Special Offer: £25 + VAT.

IbpologikaSoftware, Waterside House, Falmouth Rd. Pcnryn. CornwallTRIO 8BE Ks5
Id: 01326 377771 fax: 01326 3767S5 email: sales<fftopolgka.demoaco.uk HSU!
Downloada DEMO from our WEB site www.topulgka.dcmonxo.uk SCT"
!"-•-.' -• • :'-:••-•<•• - c. I-.--..- r.'_U!,'..i,-,-'/.v->of$BETT'9! SttVEH SETT'S*



Tunnel time
And so to the moment you've all been waiting for - the results of our
latest challenge. If you remember, the brief, way back in May, was to
write a tunnel-like demo. The votes from the Norwegian jury are
now in, and the winners can be made

known.

First off, some honourable mentions.

Richard Warcham of St Ives sent in a cou

ple of excellent demos, including one Dr
Who-like plasma affair complete with Tardis.

Aside from

copyright
problems,
lack of disc-

space

prevents us
from carry
ing it in all
its 430K of

glory.
Richard's

other entry,
also rather too large to carry I'm
afraid, featured real-time mapping
of text messages onto the tunnel

walls and depth-cueing. As you might imagine, a StrongArm was
somethingof a necessity to get the most out of these demos.

We had a number of BASIC entries which invariably used palette
switching to achieve their effects. *info regular Mark Adcock pro
vided a series of programs, one of which - Funnel4 - we have
included. This is not a tunnel exactly, but is in the same ballpark
and the effect is rather nice. Also from Mark comes Plughole - again,
not a tunnel as we know and love them, but interesting all the same.

A machine-code demo from Ray Taylor also gets an honourable
mention and is one of those "sliding down a heating-duct" demos.
It goes at six frames a second on Ray's A5000, and rather more on
Rise PCs.

Scott Bohani - another name not unheard of in these parts
entered a tunnel viewed from outside (which even we're not sure
counts) and a plasma type number, which you will find on the disc.
Again, this isn't a tunnel exactlyand you don't get too much of an
impression of flying into the maelstrom, but the program is trying to
generate somedecent plasmawhich emanatesfrom the centreof the
screen and is therefore a noble attempt.

Runner-up in the challenge is Rob Jeffs. He cheekily used an All
motif to try and boost his chances, and being the suckers we are for
a good motif, the ploy worked. A64 x 64 sprite (which is designed to
tessellate well) is simply mapped onto a cylin
der. This is done using a table - a time-saver
used by several entrants. No depth-cueing is
used, but you can control movement with the
mouse. Progress down the tunnel is sedate and
none too frightening, but the code is efficient
and the animation smooth. Well done to Rob

for another successful challenge entry.
The winner though is Thomas Madams. He

combines the sort of mapping employed by Rob
with a bit of plasma generation and the result is
fast and, well, very tunnel-like.

Upon running, select the spacing of the grid
used to create the plasma. The grid size works
on an exponential scale as the points are 2An
apart. Thomas suggests 4 or 5 give the best Thewinner byThomas Madams

results, but try all possibilities since
the effects are diverse.

The obligatory lookup table is
then generated. This will
take a few seconds. When

complete, your plasma
square is displayed. Move
the mouse left and right to
alter the palette, or gener
ate a new lump of plasma
altogether by pressing the
left button. When the

ByScott Boham plasma suits, click with
the right button and sit back

and enjoy the ride.
Thomas describes how his entry

works:

'The lookup table itself is a 256 x
256 array of words that contain the
offset from the start of the sprite for each pixel. A piece of ARM code
just reads this value and plots the colour at this point of the sprite
onto the screen.

'Imagine that instead of 360 degrees in a circle, there were only
256 degrees. This means there would be 64 degrees in each quarter of
a circle. Now the program calculates the angle tended to the centre
of the screen by each pixel on the screen in these units. It then works
out a% MOD 64 where a% is the angle. If this is used as the y
co-ordinate of the sprite and stored in the lookup table, the sprite
can be mapped onto a tunnel.

'The x co-ordinate of the sprite is found by working out
cos(a%)/x% where x"A> is the x co-ordinate of the current pixel on the
screen. Due to the symmetrical nature of the tunnel, the program
only needs to calculate the look-up table for a quarter of the screen.

'PROCplasma generates the plasma field in an unusual (and
processor intensive) way. If you plot some random pointson a graph
and join them up by hand, to give a smooth curve then what you
have drawn can probably be represented with a mathematical curve.
Aspline curve does just that job by drawing a separatecubic graph
between every set of two points. The maths behind this is too com
plex to go into here but is explained in The New Turing Omnibus by
AK Dewdney which contains loads of good programming ideas.

'PROCplot takes
the lookup table,
loads each word

in turn from it

and then finds the

colour of the pixel
in the sprite that
corresponds to the
offset from the

start of the sprite

Star info

Runner-up by Rob Jeffs

By RayTaylor

defined by this word. It then plots this colour
onto the screen, building up the image as it
goes.

'hut how does the tunnel move? This is actu

ally done by cheating a little bit. It is not the
tunnel that moves, it is the sprite. By rotating
the sprite upwards by a pixel per frame, the
illusion of spinning around is generated. Rotat
ing the sprite sideways by four pixels per
frame, it gives the appearance that you are
travelling through the tunnel.'

1

X

>
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> Spooky challenge
z

VI

70

And so to your next challenge. Your task is
simply to write the spookiest program you
can. The successful entrants will have their

programs featured in the November issue,
shortly before Halloween. (Well, yes, I know
Halloween is in October, but we magazine
folk are always ahead of ourselves.)

Your brief is once again very open, so
imaginations can run riot. While 'spooky' is
best, 'creepy' programs stand a good chance

of winning, although 'unpleasant' and 'dis
gusting' ones less so, since we have just
about exhausted those avenues anyway.
Spooky sound effects will probably go down
well (and of course, there is no reason why
your program should not be sound only, if
sufficiently ghoulish). The only restriction
on your entry is that any one program (and
associated files) must not he more than

100K. You may of course send as many

entries as you like.

The deadline is Friday 15th August 1997.
Send your entry to *info at the usual
address and please mark your envelope and
disc with Spooky Challenge. Please include
the standard text file with your name,
address, e-mail address etc, as well as details

of your entry. You may e-mail your entry -
see *quit for details. The judges' decision is
final.

Fluff and nonsense Author: Mark Adcock

To fluffy pro
grams, and some
lightning now
from Mark

Adcock. Fluff I is
'a random walk

pattern where
the colour of the

point plotted is
one shade lighter
than the one

below it.' The result looks a little like what you might find under
your bed if you don't hoover enough. Fluff! uses the same algo
rithm as the original, but generates several pieces of fluff, using
POINT to check that they don't overlap.

On a not

entirely
different note,

Blu lit e n i n

selects a ran

dom palette -
generally a
bluey one -
and a wiggly,
random line is

drawn. This

stops after a
while, or when

it hits an existing
that used by Fluff! is applied.

line, and a shading procedure not dissimilar to

How long is a piece of string? Author: Jean Van Mourik

The ghost of StringThing is alive and well
(still!) and living in darkest Dyfed, inside the
Rise PC of Jean Van Mourik. Dangle simu
lates a dangling chain of multi spheres

QUIT

All submissions, large, or small, but preferably small, and
not too large really please, to:

*INFO, Acom User, IDC Media, Media House, Adlington
Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP

or, if your submission is about 100K or less, e-mail us
(including your real address please) at:

austarinfo@idg.co.uk
You needn't include a letter but please put your name,

address and program title on every disc and include a
text file containing your name, address, disc contents and
program details.

If you are responding lo one of our challenges, please
mark your envelope clearly with the name of the challenge.
An SAE will ensure your discs are returned. *info submis
sions only please - if you would like to send something to,
say, Pic of the Month your submission will be dealt with
more quickly if posted separately.
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connected to the mouse (isn't computer speak
wonderful these days!). Waggle the mouse
around and pretend you're, er, dangling a
chain of multi-coloured spheres.

Compatibilitytable

Program RISC OS 3.5+RISC OS 2 RISC OS 3.1

Flyng No No Yes
Flynghi No No Yes
Gouraud No No Yes
Gouraudhi No No Yes
Dangle Yes Yes Yes
Taylor: ITunnel No Yes Yes
Madams: Plasmat n No Yes Yes
Jeffs: Raytun No No Yes
Boham:4 No Yes Yes
Adcock: FuneW No Yes Yes
Adcock: Plug Hole Yes Yes Yes
Poodle No Yes Yes
Soxon Yes Yes Yes
Magic No Yes Yes
.kgame Yes Yes Yes
1kgame1 Yes Yes Yes
Sniggle Yes Yes Yes
TVFuzz Yes Yes Yes
blulitenin Yes Yes Yes
fluff, Yes Yes Yes
fluff2 Yes Yes Yes
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- Arnold Computer Supplies.
Home enquiries welcome.
Repairs & Service. Tel: 0115
9264973

USSM'JX - GeneSys for all your
Acorn needs, serving Education,
Business & Home. Contact

Richard Brown 01702 462385. E-

mail: genesys@argonet.co.uk

HIGMiMwlMtS - Wardlaw

Surveys, Authorised Acorn
Dealer, for all your needs from
supply, service, repair & full after
sales. Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

<?M.*CO»v - Todd

Education Supplies, covers the
central Scotland area. Welcomes

educational & private enquiries.
Tel: 0141 644 4952

To advertise in this space please contact
Ian Antrobus on 01625 859555

SURREY

& CaIancraft Ltd. S
THE COMPLETE ACORN DEALER

• Showroom open 9.00 - 5.30 six days and to 8.00 on Thursday.
• Acorn range on display, and full demonstrations given.
• Lots of programs, games and education software for you to try.
• Full service and repair facilities.
• Network Dealer and Training Centre for Education and Home.
• Printers, Upgrades, Internet, CD ROM, etc. etc.

"Ve'iij helpful people"
with a 13 year long reputation for exceptional service and support.

• Easy parking.

96 High Road, Byfleet,
Surrey KT14 7QT

Tel: (01932) 342137 Fax: (01932) 336435

WEST YORKSHIRE

VISA

THE CHOICE OF EXPERIENCE For the best service inYorkshire
(we think)

CALL US! for A7000,RiscPC & Pocket Book II

Visit our Showroom
Open9.30to5.30

Mon, Tues, Weds, Sat.
9.30to7.30

Thurs&FriDavyn Computer Services
Primers. Ribbons, Ink Cartridges,
Refills
Expert Advice ii After SalesService
Mailorder Master Card, Visa, Snitch

Ringfor Prices
Service &Repair w all Equipment JOTTtiZj ' , Oewsbury. Bailer
FullRange ofAcorn Hardware & Software mi Amnion «t
IWeoperate the Acorn Finance Schemes)
,. ,, ' .... , .. , WE ARE HERE
lull Range oj Educational Software The-workshop'
Tel. 01924 254800 Fax. 01924 258036 °« m**m sued

Twn Cmlre-^C How to find

e-tnailsales@davyn.demon.co.uk

Pocket Book II EaRISC P£ LLfiU PACKARD ^

WEST JMMJPEAJVJOS

MAUDENS
Established 1980
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Mike Cook's hardware series

Break
out your

A twitch to switch -

Mike Cook explains all

This month's project is all clown to Marcus
Foreman. He suggested it would be useful to
have a foot-operated mouse button control. I
don't know about you but when 1 have bad a
bard day at the computer my wrist is quite
aching. This stems from the fact that when
you are using the mouse your whole hand is
tense, especially if there is a lot of dragging to
do. The tendons in the arm exert much more

pressure than is necessary and it is difficult to
relax, especially when you are trying to exert
very fine control. I know you can adjust the
mouse travel/pointer ratio to help this but it
doesn't eliminate the problem.

If it were only the problem of a small ache it
would not be so bad, but if this continues for
any time you are in danger of developing RSI
(repetitive strain injury). Ibis is a very painful
complaint where even the smallest movement
can cause pain and swelling. The way to avoid
this is in the name - reduce the repetitiveness
and reduce the strain. There can also be a prob
lem of mouse control with certain types of
physical handicaps. In this situation, an alter
native to the mouse buttons would also be

handy. With these considerations in mind it
really can be a worthwhile project.

Klectronically it's not very challenging - in
concept at least. All we need to do is to wire a
switch across the original mouse switches to
earth. The difficult part is in actually achiev
ing that end. It's not very practical to wire
across the original mouse switches because
you'll then have two cables coming out of
the mouse.

A lot of the handling characteristics of a
mouse stem from the flexibility of the cable.
When my first rodent broke, way back in 1985,
I replaced the cable and effected an electrical
cure. Hut the new cable made the mouse most

difficult to control, so having two cables
would really mess things up.

What we need is a mouse break out box. The

term 'break out box' is normally used in con
junction with the RS232 standard where a
break out box allows you to alter the wiring
and pin out connections in a cable. My mouse
break out box consists of a plug on the end of
a flying lead connected to a socket. The plug

mouse
fits into the computer and the mouse plugs
into the socket, thus allowing access to all the
electrical connections.

It's not the most complex circuit I've done -
see Figure I. Most of the wires from the mouse
are simply passed through to the computer.
However, the mouse switches are connected
through shorting links to the computer and
also go to the external mouse switches. The
shorting links arc an option -
when you have them and they
are open, the switches on the
mouse are no longer operative.
With them made or not inserted,

the external mouse button will

work as well as the external

ones, in what is known as a
wired OR configuration. This
means simply that the switch
will be seen as pressed if one OR
the other switches is pressed.
Note that there is absolutely no
need to go for three external
mouse buttons, if you are only
interested in the select button

just wire that one up.
As you can see the circuit is

simple. What makes this project
a bit tricky is the construction.
Mini DIN plugs and sockets are
not the easiest thing in the world
lo handle - you will need a fine-tipped solder
ing iron and a steady hand. Thefirst thing is to
make the flying lead with the plug on it.
Figure II shows the connections looking into
the back of the plug: wire up
a 9-vvay cable to this.
Unfortunately it is easier said
than done!

The back of the plug has
short stubby connectors with
no hole to insert the wire. I

found the best technique was
to strip a very small section of
the insulation off the wire,

about half the length of the
stub. Then tin both the stub

and the wire, and finally place
the wire alongside the stub

Tocomputer
Plug

Eanh

Adjust'

•
J l_

•

•
J 1_

From Mouse

Socket

Shorting link

Select

External mouse switch"

FigureI: The mouse break out box
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6 5 4 3

o o
2 1

1 X step - Brown

2 Select switch - Red

3 Menu switch - Orange

4 Earth-Yellow

5 X direction - Green

6 5v supply - Blue

7 Y step - Violet

8 Adjust switch - White

9 Y direction - Black

Figure II: Looking at the front of the
socket or the back of the plug
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m Mike Cook's hardware series

and apply the iron. Tinning is the application
of a small amount of solder and flux to a wire

before you make a joint. You should always
do this as a matter of course, but here it is

a vital or the wire won't stick.

Use the colour code shown in Figure II to
make life easier later on. When you have sol
dered all the wires on the back of the plug, the
metal tube needs fitting over the top. Note the
three indentations in the plug and line them
up with the corresponding bumps in the tube
- you will need to push from the back with a
small rod or round file to get the plug over
these bumps. Re careful not to bend any pins
and check the lead after for the appearance of
any short circuits.

At this point you can fill the back of the
metal tube with silicon rubber to prevent any
stress fractures occurring at the solder/wire
interface. It only remains to fit the rubber
sleeve over the plug. However, this is too fat to
fit into the recess of the computer. Therefore a
small ring must be cut off the sleeve - use a
sharp knife to cut back about 5 mm to the
point of the arrow printed on it.

That's the most difficult part out of the way
but there's still a tricky bit to come. Most elec
tronic prototypes are built on Veroboard
which has holes drilled at a pitch of 0.1inch.
Unfortunately the 9 pin Mini DIN socket does
not use this pitch so a bit of cunning is
needed. You need to cut two slots in the

board, one for the mounting spike and the
other for the connectors. It's not as difficult as

it sounds as Veroboard is very easy to work.
If you have a miniature hand drill and a

l/16incb bit you will be all right. You can use
the drill as a router, pushing it sideways to
make the slots - these are shown in Figure III.
You can then push the socket into the slots
and then bend over the mounting spike and
solder it up.

The connectors can then be bent over the

copper tracks next to them. The back row is a
bit tricky as there are five connectors in only
0.4 inches, so they haven't got a track each.
Figure III shows how I solved that by bending
one pin to the left. It also shows the pin con
nections you will have at the base of the
socket.

The next step is to mount the shorting sock
ets and the flying lead - this is shown in
Figure IV. You can't just solder the wires from
the lead up to the board because any mechani-
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Figure III: The Mini DIN socket mouting
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cal flexing will
cause a stress frac

ture at the point
where the multi-

stranded wire and

the solder meet.

What you have to
do is lo anchor the

cable with two

strips of tinned cop
per wire. Wrap this
tight round the
cable and solder the

back of the board.

As you solder, the
beat will travel up
the wires and melt

the outer insulation, culling a fine groove in
it and holding it firmly in place. This is a
technique I have used many times and it is
always successful. Also, break the track in the
four places indicated on the back of the
board.

You are now ready lo wire up the board -
Figure V shows you where
the wires go. If you've kept
to the colour code in Figure
II you should be able to fol
low Ihe colours in this

figure - assuming they are
printed correctly! Fake the
earth connector and the

external mouse switch leads

and wire them up to the
foot switches. And, as they
say, Robert is your mother's
brother.

All the parts are available
from Maplin, along with a
selection of foot-operated
switches - be sure to choose

the momentary contact
type. The foot switches
should be mounted in a

metal die cast box, suitably
spaced so that you can eas
ily distinguish them. There
is no need for this to be just a fool-operated
switch - you can make the external switches
into micro switches and use a small box oper
ated by the other hand. You could use throw
switches or push-on/push-off type switches to
save having to drag with the button pressed.

If you really want to let your imagination
run riot you can use other
sorts of switches. For exam

ple, bow about using
mercury tilt switches
strapped onto your upper
leg? A small twitch and you
have pressed Select. You
could even use non-contact

switches like infra red

beams or proximity
switches.

Now your mouse has
broken out there's just A-*,
nostopping it. ^T-U
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Figure IV: Ready to wire up
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• Rise PC, 850HD, AKF 60, 9Mb
RAM, 16-bit sound, PC card, CD-
ROM, loads of software. Superb
condition. £900. Pentium p/x
considered. Tel: (01564) 793252
(VVarks).
• The Complete Animator, £30.
Original boxed Elite, £10. Dune
II, £10. Sim City 2000 Rise PC
version, £15. Rise PC 486 SX1. PC
card with DOS, £99. Phone
(01223)363545.
• A5000 with AKF18 monitor,

OS 3.11, 40Mb HD, 4Mb RAM,
Learning Curve complete,
PipeDream etc. Bucks. £300 ono.
Tel: (01494) 765155.
• ARM3 upgrade, 12 months
old. Supplied by CJE Micros.
£100. Tel: Worthing (01903)
506887.

• A3010, 2Mb, 80Mb external
IDE, colour VGA screen, Action
Pack and loads of other soft

ware, excellent working
condition. £300 ono. Tel:
(01582) 715546 evenings.
• 12 speed IDF. CD-ROM drive
With fittings and drivers for a
PC card. New, fully boxed and
sealed. £115. lei: Adam on

(01480)414851.
• Acorn Rise PC 600, 4Mb RAM,
210Mb H/disc for sale with soft
ware. Offers from £800

(including monitor etc). Tel:
(0956) 116912, e-mail
chri0325@sable.ox.ac.uk
• Rise PC, 24 Meg RAM, 2M
VRAM, 2 gig HD, StrongARM,
586 PC card. Yellowstone IDE

interface, 8xCD, Lcbtec speak
ers. 16-bit sound. £1500. Tel:
(01225)891202, 8-6pm.
• Conner 3.5in IDF 80Mb hard

disc, £35 ono. Acorn format,
Wrong size bought or swap for
2.5in IDF 80Mb plus for A3010.
Tel: (01204) 571836 Bolton,
Lanes.

• For sale: A3010, 2Mb of mem
ory with plenty of software
including DIP, spreadsheets,
Other utilities and games. No
monitor VGC. Tel: (01905)
775603 (evenings) £140 ono.
• A5000, 4Mb, AKF18 monitor,
540Mb ltd, Midi/sound sampler
interface. Lots of software.

Boxed c/w manuals. £500 ono.

lei: Trevor (01775) 710640.

• I.aserDirect printer, using a
Canon IBP Plus Laser printer,
driven by a CC LaserDircct
board (with a second spare
board for another computer)
£280 ono. Tel: 0161-707 6019.

• Rise PC, 4Mb RAM, 1Mb
VRAM, 16-bil sound, 14in moni
tor, Impression Publisher,
ArtWorks, Personal Accounts,
Cumana CD-ROM. More soft
ware. £550 ono. Tel: (01705)
588792 (evenings).
• A5000, 200+40Mb hard drives,
4Mb RAM upgrade, PC
Finn la tor, games and Learning
Curve software included. Offers

to (01946) 66983
(evenings/weekends only).

• Rise PC 600, 18Mb, 420HDD,

sound card, 486 card, CD-ROM,
AKF60, LaserDirect LBP8 printer,
A4 motorised scanner,

Impression Publisher, ArtVVorks,
Advance, manuals. £1300. lei:
(01708)251461.
• A3000 + Wang colour monitor
+ video digitizer + loads of mag
azines and cover discs, RISC OS

3.1, German chips, A440 h/w,
v/g + Rise User mags + discs. Will
split, offers, lei: (01745) 584856.
• Acorn 3010, 2Mb RAM,

Philips CM8833-II monitor,
manual, FalkWrite, vv pink jel
printer. £300. Tel: 0181-845
6770, Northolt Middlesex.
• A4000 2Mb RAM 80Mb hard

disc RISC OS 3.1, AKF 18
Monitor, Fasiwriter, Desktop
Database £350. Telephone
01235 760556 evenings or e-
mail: mike.pooIe(."1aeat.co.uk
• WANTED: SCSI-II podule for
RiscPC. Must be SA/RISC OS 3.7

compatible. Disks and CD-ROMs
not required. Email paul_jag-
ger@uk.ibm.com or call 0171
202 3309.

• FOR SAFF: 8 Speed ATAPI
CDROM Drive + cables (RiscOS
3.6/3.7 compatible) offers in the
region of £55 UKP to pauljag-
ger@uk.ibm.com or call 0171
202 3309

• FOR SAI.F : RiscPC POWFR

Supply, 70 watt version, new,
unused, offers in the region of
£25 to paul_jagger@uk.ibm.com
or call 0171 202 3309.

• A5000, 4Mb RAM, 81Mb Hard
disc, Learning Curve software
pack, all manuals and discs. No
monitor. Offers around £400.

Tel: Miles on (01535) 633192
alter 5pm.
• WANTED: Acorn Rise PC for
around £500-600. Software unim

portant, must have AKF60 or better
monitor. Ethernet card also desir

able. Contact Glenn on (01453)
842442, evenings/weekends.
• Apologies for not replying to
previous advert due lo hospitali
sation. I still require educational
software and games for
A3000/5000 series KS2/3/4. Tel:
Mervyn (01482) 376413.
• A5000, RISC OS 3.1, 4Mb
RAM, 250Mb HD, AKF18 moni
tor, boxed, manuals. £650.
AKF 1 1 monitor, £50.

PCFmulator vl.8, £20. Tel:
Martin (01225) 472982 (N Wilts)
before 4pm.
• BBC B, OS 1.20, DFS, Viglen
5.25in 40/80'F twin drive, Acorn

second processor, colour moni
tor, AID ROM, 50 x blank 5.25m
discs, books, software,
boxed/manuals. £100 ono. Tel:
Martin (01225) 472982 (N Wilts)
before 4pm.
• Watford Electronics 5.25in

twin 40/80 drive, £30. 50 x
blank 5.25in discs, Beebug DFS
reader, suitable for A310, £10.
Tel: Martin (01225) 472982 (N
Wilts) before 4pm.

Free Ads
• Farly magazines; Beebug 1.1
to 6.10 in 6 binders and com

plete, Acorn User issues 1-44 in 4
binders and complete. Offers.
Tel: Martin (01225) 472982 (N
Wilts) before 4pm.
• PowerWAVF 50XGS MIDI syn
thesiser/sampler and Mel.IDI
sequencer, £400 ono. OAK SCSI
card with CDFS upgrade, £60.
Call 0161-445 1031. After 6pm if
on week days.
• For sale: Printer - Hewlett

Packard LaserJet Model No
2686A. Produces excellent

clear/Sharp sample page. £50
ono. Tel: Notts 0115-932

5455.

• BBC: Software. Over 200

games, arcade, adventure, board
games, educational games. All
on 80 track discs. £29 the lot.

Tel: (01275) 392803.
• BBC Music 5000 synthesizer,
for Master 128, £45. Also manu
al and software for Music 500,

£12. Tel: (01275) 392803.

• Problems with unknown file
types, mysterious files, and little
white icons? See

http://www.geocities.com/Silico
nValley/Park/4119/typeinfo.hlm
• A3010, 4Mb RAM, RISC OS 3,
£100. Microvitec Autoscan 14in

high quality monitor, £200.
Both excellent condition along
with all user guides and soft
ware. Phone: Birmingham
0121-705 3128 after 7.30pm.
• Nearly new Acorn computer
A3010, 2Mb with Acorn AKF30
colour monitor, Acorn mouse

etc still in original boxes wih
lots of software. Price £200 plus
postage, lei: (01474) 356985.
• Acorn original software for
sale: Startwrite, £5 plus pastage.
10 discs of shareware, £10. Tel:
(01474)356985.
• Acorn Advance £26,

Pipedream4 £13, F.asyFont3
£12.50, HardDiskCompanion
£12, 10/10 Maths £5, Archive
magazine 1995 CD-ROM £1,
328Mb external SCSI drive £55,

RiscPC. internal 2 speed IDF. CD-
ROM drive with Audio Mixer

and SpeedyCD software £30,
untested MidiMax card £5. All
include post/packing. Phone
Jonathan Briggs (01543) 491867
or jonathan@briggs.prestel.co.uk

• A3000, 2Mb (Upgradeable to
4Mb), serial upgrade, 60Mb FID,
RISC OS 3.10, user + analogue
ports, Phillips colour monitor.
Also RISC OS 3.6 ROMs, A3000

l-2Mb, Offers invited, Phone
Steven (01702) 529279 between
9-5, except weekends.
• A3010, 4Mb, colour monitor
plus over £960 computer soft
ware, all manuals and
instructional cassettes. £650. Tel:

(01296) 83948 (Aylesbury).
• Watford A3000 IDE interface.

Suitable for IDF. hard drive.
With utility disc. £30 ono. Tel:
Robert (01299) 270834 week
ends or after 4pm weekdays.
• Cumana Oscar CD-ROM drive

for sale. 2xspeed (Parallel) very
good condition, boxed with
instructions also with the
Hutchinson's Encyclopedia ad
many other CD-ROMs including
Acorn User CD-ROM. £125 ovno.

Call (01438) 718507 (after 5pm).
• WANTED: Syquest Internal IDF
drive, any capacity from 105Mb
upward, e-mail l_Hate_
Microsoft@Cyberjunkie.com or
call Paul on 0171-202 3309.

• Acorn 3010 with many extras.
Games and books, £300 ono or

exchange for PC. Tel: (01482)
782359.

• A3000, 120Mb Hard drive, PC
Emulator, Worstar Advance -
WP, s/sheet, database, lots of
software/journals keyboard,
mouse, colour monitor, £250.
2Mb RAM, Tel: 0181-248 7593.
• RPC610, RISC OS 3.6, 16-bit
sound, 425Mb HD, 8Mb RAM,
x86PC card, Impression Style,
software, games, books. £1050
ono. Non-RPC games from £8.
100s of magazines, lei: Ian
(01744) 602205.
• A5000, 4Mb RAM, 40Mb HD,
Acorn AKF18 monitor. Epson
LX80 printer, Acorn verl.8, PC
Emulator, Acorn utilities discs,
£600. Tel: (01285) 659837
evenings.
• BBC B micro, colour, disc-

drive, printer, manuals, software
ages 3-adult. Buyer collects.
Contact Belfrage, 01817411936
(day) (Hammersmith) £40 ono.
• A3000, colour monitor etc.
Tel: Northampton (01604)
702058.

To use the Acorn User

Free Ads service just
complete the coupon

on page 72.
Free Ads can also be

found on this month's

Cover Disc.
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Book Offer

M

Trl

SAVE
OVER
50%
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FirstT Steps m

«»sc OSfirings you another fantastic reader offer: I **M
Have you ever felt that urge to try programming?
Tried it, but found it fiendishly difficult?

NO PROBLEM,.,
THIS IS THE
BOOK FOR YOU!
"First Steps in Programming Acorn RISC OS Computers"
We have a limited number ofcopies of this
superb book on special offer for the
incredible price ofjust £7 - that's less
than halfthe original price!

Written by a true enthusiast it is designed to take you from
the basics ofprogramming right through to designing your
own games. When you've completed a program you will
experience the deep satisfaction of finishing something
that you have created yourself, especially if you can achieve
the feel of a professional product.

"This book provides an excellent introduction to anyone wanting to
start programming on their Acorn RISC OS computer"

Steve Turnbull.2=-.

EXCLUSIVE
TO THIS ACORN

USER OFFER:
We will include asupplement to

"First Steps in Programming AcornmSCOSPComputers»-«AW«np
Front End"-absolutely FREE!
Take your newly learnt skills a
step iui u"w -•": multi-tasking-one of RISC Ob

and the Acorns most A
powerful features

Yes, Please send me my copyof "First Steps in Programming Acorn Rise OS Computers"
plus my free supplement for the incredibly low price of £7 (inc. P+P)
Name ' would like to pay by:

Address [] Cheque ~\ Postal order (Payable to IDG Media)
Q Credit card (Visa / Access / Barclaycard / Mastercard)

Card Number:

Postcode

Tel
Expiry Date:

1
/

Please tick ifyou do not wish to receive promotional information from other companies | |

Send your completed forms to: Acorn User Reader Offer, IDG Media, FREEPOST (3038), Adling-
ton Park, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 4YE or call fane Comber on: 01625 878 888
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As I mentioned in passing last time round,
a crucial part of the window-redrawing

process involves the translation of internal
coordinates relative to the workspace of a
window into points that fit within the stan
dard boundaries of the screen. For instance,
imagine a window containing a solitary sprite.
Us position is measured from the top left
corner of the window's workspace as a pair of
x and y displacement values (so x tends to be
positive whereas y is negative).

However, because the window may only be
displaying a portion of ils workspace at any
one time, several
more parameters
have to be used

to describe its

appearance on

screen.

We need to

record the offset

between the top
left hand corner

of the workspace
and the first pixel
that's actually
visible through
the window, and
finally we need to
know the coordinates of the top left corner of
the window, as measured from the bottom left
corner of the screen. Take a look at the

diagram; it should help to make things a little
clearer.

In order to convert from workspace coordi
nates to screen coordinates, we can use the
following relationships:

screen_x = work_x - scroll_x + x_min
screen_y = work_y - scroll_y + y_max

In the example on the cover disc I've used
these equations within the redraw_window()
function to calculate the screen coordinates

for five sprites so they can be plotted at the

Mastering manual screen redrawing - Steve Mumford explains
same position relative to the window's work
area no matter where the window may be on
screen. Conversely, to convert a screen coordi
nate into one relative to the work area, Ihe
relationships can be rearranged to give:

work_x = screen_x + scroll_x - x_min
work_y = screen_y + scroll_y - y_max

The blocks returned by the
WimpJtedrawWindow and Wimp_Get
Rectangle system calls share the same format.
On entry, register 1 should hold the address of

the data block, and

(0.0)
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scrolljfc
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the first word of

that block (bytes 0
to 3) contains the
window handle.

Normally
WimpJ'oll has
filled this in so it's

a matter of calling
VV i m p _ Re d r a w
Window7 with the

returned poll
block. When the

system call returns,
register 0 is set to
indicate whether

another redraw is necessary, and if it's set to
zero, no more areas of the window need
attention.

The next four words in the data block (from
bytes 4 to 19) contain the minimum x and y
values between the screen origin and the
window in question, followed by their maxi
mum values.

The two words that follow (bytes 20 to 27)
hold the x and y scroll offsets. Using the
au_bytetoword() function, that converts four
bytes from a raw data block into a C long inte
ger, we can collect the values we need for the
above equations as follows:

x_min = au_bytetoword(pollblock, 4);

Programming

y_max = au_bytetoword(pollblock, 16);
scroll_x = au_bytetoword(pollblock, 20);
scroll_y = au_bytetoword(pollblock, 24);

The last four words in the block (from bytes
28 to 43) store the minimum x and y screen
coordinates, followed by their maxima, of the
current rectangle being redrawn. After calling
Wimp_GetRectangle, the graphics window is
set to enclose this rectangle, so anything plot
ted outside those coordinates won't actually
appear on screen.

If your task is complex and redraw speed is
an issue, take a note of these values and only
redraw those objects in the window that fall
within this range, making the whole process
that much more efficient.

The example application on the cover disc
performs one other useful function - the func
tion wimpmsgO listens out for the
MESSAGE_MODECHANGE WIMP message,
and upon hearing it, the program recalculates
the pixel translation tables being used to plot
the sprites in the window.

All this means in practice is the sprites are
plotted properly no matter what screen mode
is being used, and if a mode with fewer
colours than the source sprite is used, colours
are picked from the reduced palette as appro
priate. A simple function is provided to make
the process of building a translation table
easier - once a block of memory has been set
aside, a call to build_translation_table(), with
the name of the sprite and the location of the
buffer, will do it all:

unsigned char translation_buffer[1024];
build_translation_table("testspr",trans-
lation_buffer);

That's about it for this month, but now
we've broached the subject of manual screen
redraw, there are many more problems we can
tackle. I'll be examining some of the
possibilities next time. Am
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zing free gifts and special offers!!!

r £100 worth of magazines
and software for lust £39,99

,e world's number

Pou already know what a great magazine ACORN
USER is. It is the only Aeorn magazine with up-

to-the-minute Acorn news, in-depth hardware and
software reviews, and without doubt the best cover
discs available.

What you might not know is that by taking out a
subscription today, not only are you guaranteed never
to miss an issue of the biggest and best Acorn maga
zine in the world, but you can also claim an excellent
free gift or special offer, available exclusively to all
new ACORN USER subscribers.

*AII oursoftware offers areStrongARM compatible.

TEXTEASE
WElrV

Softease Limited jW
The most flexible, straightforward and compre

hensive wordprocessor and desktop
publisher ever. Use it to make

letters, invitations, cards,
banners, notices, posters, over
head foils, in fact any kind of
text and graphics. It is
designed to be ideal for chil
dren and is invaluable for

alder children and adults.

CURRENT
SUBSCRIBERS
-you can take advantage

oftheseoffers by
renewing your
subscription
at any time
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New stocks
now available

Your chance to compose your own musi
cal score. Rhapsody allows you to modify
and manipulate music as a wordprocessor
does text. You can enter score by hand,
note by note, or, if a MIDI Interface is
fitted to your computer, you can play a
tune using a MIDI keyboard and capture
the music in Rhapsody. The music can
then be transcribed ready for editing,
replaying, etc.

In the shops £59.99 as an Acorn User
subscriber you can claim it for free!

SUBSCRIBING HAS NEVER BEEN EASlEi
y not make your subscription
n easier and subscribe by direct
ut, spreading the cost ofyour

uuscription over quarterly hassle-
free payments. What's more, you need
never worry about missing an issue again,
as the subscription continues until you
decide to cancel.



CRYSTAL MA Mevi offer
rrp £t6.95

sherston

Pit your wits against TV's most
famous maze! Discover the

secrets of the maze as you take
up the challenges of the Aztec,
Medieval, Futuristic and Ocean

zones. Solve the ingenious
games and fiendish puzzles to
win precious seconds in the
ultimate challenge - the Crystal
Dome.

Just*!©
rp e*995

•^ The most popu-
rar home and

club accounts ;4

"pack
Mill

accounts, standing or
forcasting are just soi
features. We gave it to
in the Jan '95 issue.

demo on the AU «!_
CD-ROM 2. NEW

INTS3

Z<-

lW:i;iW^«fi\»Jl^i

\HICH RISC RACING
,'' iff I Fast,Furious. Fatal

l riticOS?lo StronoA/nt

T^i'RlCOTiiStudioi

' £5 OFF VOUCHER FOR

jFFENCE

,t, furious and fatal, the ultimate
;ing game. You'll need nerves of

d lightning fast reflexes to
.uns on any 32-bit Acorn

sc Machine with 2Mb of memory
i , and RISC OS 2+.

rrP £30

Yes! I will subscribe

There's never been a better time to subscribe so

take advantage of one of these offers TODAY.
See section 2

4234 [_] UK £39.99 4202 |J EU £53.99 4203 Q World £68.99*
To renew subscription please tick:

4235 [J UK £39.99 4224 LJ EU £53.99 4225 O World £68.99*
•Unfortunately World subscribers are not eligible to receive the freegift/special offer

Iwish to pay by: QJ Cheque/postal order made payable to IDG Media
~~| Credit card (Visa/Access/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Eurocard/Connect)

Expirydate

Card No.

/

O
Please enrol me as a subscriber to Acorn User.

1 42io I 1with payments of£9.49 by continuous quarterly direct debit
See section 2.

Your subscription willcontinueuntilyou cancel.Overa year youwillreceive13issues.

Name of Bank/Building Society.

Address

Name of Account

Your Account No Sort Code

Date Signature(s)

Your instructions to the bank/building society: Originator's ID No. 851412

I instruct you to pay direct debits from my account at the request of IDG

Media. The amounts are variable and may be debited on various dates. No

acknowledgement required. I understand that IDG Media may change the

amounts and dates only after giving me prior notice. I will inform the
bank/building society in writing if I wish to cancel this instruction. I under

stand that if any direct debit is paid which breaks the terms of the
instruction, the bank/ building society will make a refund. Bank/building

society may decline to accept instructions to pay direct debit from some

types of accounts.

© Please send me the following FREE Gift/Special Offer (tick one):

c

09

O

z

Aco^
4247 |~ Rhapsody FREE 4705 [~ I Binder &2magazines FREE

4249 r ~| Crystal Maze FREE 4no I j High RISC Racing FREE

!'" 4248 r jTextEase £20 4250 r Personal Accounts 3 £10

elusive to Acorn User this

...der will hold up to 13 issu<
of your lavounte magas
PLUS receive an extra

two magazines
absolutely
FREE! mm

Subscription Hotline numbers
Tel: 0151-357 1275

Fax:0151-357 2813

Email: database@dbdirecf.demon.co.uk

© Name (Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss).

Address

Postcode Tel.

ONow send your completed form and payment to Acorn User,
Database Direct, FREEPOST, South Wirral L65 3EB. Tel: 0151-357

1275. Please state if credit card billing address is different from the
delivery address. Photocopies or handwritten versions of the above informa
tion are acceptable.
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Write to Acorn User, Media House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP. E-mail: auletters@idg.co.uk

ArmSwitcher review

Mike Saxton of ACE felt thai the review of the
ArmSwitcher in last issue, despite thepraise,
gave a generally negative impression. In
response to his commentshere is a letterfrom
the reviewer:

Any product, from a chocolate bar to a Cray
computer has to be assessed on whether it
delivers value for money to the purchaser -
a sometimes complex equation which
demands that the buyer assesses his/her
need, whether the product will meet that
need, the price and, quite frequently, the
longevity of the product.

My final paragraph was intended to
ensure the user ran through those questions
because, as I wrote, with the ArmSwitcher I

cannot make that decision for anyone else
as the device clearly works but simply may
not be appropriate to an individual. Thus
for some that might result in buying the
product when they don't need it. for others
it will mean it definitely is worth buying.
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With this product, more so than with most
others I can think of, that decision must rest

on personal circumstance and needs.
If people decide it fulfills their immediate

needs, then I can happily recommend the
ArmSwitcher. As for its long-term viability,
that should that be an important considera
tion for potential buyers, I for one look
forward to the plans you have for the extra
expansion slot.

I can assure you that it was not my inten
tion to damage the product or its chances
by being negative about it. Formany people
the product will fulfill a need and I did not
intend to put them off.

Mike Buckingham
Acorn User PC Page Editor

A zip in every port?
In the April Acorn User(Issue 180) there was
a write up on the Argo Iomega Zip Drive hut
it is not clear whether the Drive will work

from the parallel printer port on my 420/1

(Watford IDE interface).
I understand that the printer port is uni

directional. If this is correct is there perhaps
a body building project by Mike Cook for a
bidirectional parallel port? I have all the
Acorn User and Micro User magazines from
issue 1.

In the May Acorn User magazine (Issue
181) there was a special reader offer which
also implies that the drive will work on all
machines.

Reg Hems
rcglicms@argonet.co.uk

Will Acorn become a world
beater?
I have recently become interested in the
NetStation, which I believe is an excellent

budget device, but I am having difficulty
acquiring information about compatibility
and other issues. It seems to me that Acorn

have found the ideal device with which

they have the opportunity to make them
selves a household name.

It could also do wonders for the sale of

Acorn Desktops, as once people have used
the NC for browsing, or even ported RISC

OS applications at home, they may well want
to upgrade to a more powerful desktop
machine, such as the forthcoming Rise PC II. I
know that the NC is still in its infancy, and
that commercial applications will not be
available in their tweaked form for NCOS for

some time, but it would he helpful if the
developers could, via their Web site and e-
mail, or even through this magazine, give us
users some insight into whether their applica
tions will be ported to the NetStation.

As the NC becomes more widespread, as
both a corporate, and home system, surely we
cannot afford to miss the bandwagon. By
making as much RISC OS compliant software
as possible available for the NetStation, Acorn
and the major software developers have a
chance to get millions of people using an
Acorn device, even if it is a budget system. It
will increase awareness of what can only be
described as a remarkable platform.

It's high time Acorn's became an industry
standard, instead of the ageing PC, and it is



my opinion that the affordability of the NC
as a home machine, combined with the soft
ware base of RISC OS could truly transform
Acorn into a world beater.

Garcth Woolridge
Garcth@ragga.forcc9.net
I'm not being very sarcastic when I say I'm
glad you realise that — I really wish most
Acorn third-party software developers
would. Some haven't made it widely known
that they are working on the problem. This
is the opportunity of a (business) lifetime
and we must take advantage of it.

However you are not entirely correct to
say it will make Acorn a household name.
That's fairly unlikely since the machines
being built are, for the most part, being
built by companies who put their own
name on the outside, whether it's Samsung,
Green Technologies, Daewoo or maybe even
BT. Acorn may have their "at heart" logo,
which is good, but it won't make them a
household name.

Cynics anonymous
I have become more cynical over the last
year or so as to the benefits of sticking with

the Acorn platform. Originally, when I
bought an A3000 in 1991 as a student.
Acorns and Arc software seemed infinitely
superior to PCs - faster, more refined,
upgradable and affordable. I have since pro
gressed to a two slice StrongARM Rise PC,
which I still prefer to PC or Mac. However,
recent events and observations have caused

me to wonder whether it's worth continuing
this devotion.

For the last year at work I have been using
MS Windoze NT 4 and Office on a Pentium,

The setup was much more stable, fast and
powerful than some Acorn fanatics might
think, admittedly due to ridiculous amounts
of (now very affordable) drive space and
RAM. The interface of Win 95 (and NT 4)
now look so close to RISC OS, and the price
of PCs, hard drives, memory and PC soft
ware has come down so much, that the

benefits of owning an Acorn now seem less
obvious.

There were a number of things at the

Wakefield show that made me wonder how

Acorn and its third party software develop
ers will progress. Firstly, the talks by Chris
Cox and Peter Bondar implied that Acorn's
priority is now (understandably) designing
products to meet the requirements of their
new clients, and that the products that we,
the loyal customer base, will get depends on
these other developments.

My second observation at the show was at
the Computer Concepts stand, where I was
told that development on Impression and
ArtWorks has finished, and that ArtWorks

has only recently paid for itself relative to
the number of copies sold. This is worrying.
It makes decent Acorn software seem all the

more impressive, but asks the question how
many new complex software products we
will see in the future, Finally, it seems that
various Acorn developments, such as frames
in Web pages, depend on what the PC world
decides and that we have to wait a few

months to get these features, if we ever do!
So I need my enthusiasm for all things

Acorn re-kindling, like never before!
Daniel Salter

Southwell, Notts

Well, I use Windows '95 myself occasionally,
and I can't disagree more about the
similarity. There is a superficial resemblance
but all the fuss, for example, about the W95
iconbar — it's not a bit like the RISC OS icon-

bar, it's function is not the same.

Yes PC hardware prices continue to fall,
prices usually do, but the really low cost
hardware is generally not worth buying.
Cheap hard discs, cheap CD-ROM drives and
so forth are not good investments, and cheap
machines mean no backup when things go
wrong. I know of two specific cases where
families bought PCs and they would not
work when they were put together.

If you want reliable PCs and the kind of
support you get (free) from Acorn dealers,
you'll be paying the same, if not more than
an equivalent Acorn machine. And you'll be
paying for the software support.

You must also consider this; you are a per
son who understands computers and if
something goes wrong you'll have a pretty

good idea what it is and be able to fix it.
This is not the case for the majority of PC
buyers; PCs go wrong more often than
Acorn machines and when they do the
trouble tends to be much worse.

But I realise I won't enthuse you by
"doing down" the opposition — it's just
too easy anyway. What does Acorn's
future hold?

As I have said before (lots of times,

doesn't anyone listen?) it is not in Acorn's
interests to stop supporting their retail
market, it is an important part of their
sales pitch "...and look, here are millions
of people using the hardware and soft
ware on a daily basis."

We have the portable coming, we have
the Rise PC II coming and we have the
amazing new operating system.

Acorn's retail sales are on the up. There
are more Acorn users every day, individ
ual companies like Sibelius and Eidos are
pushing Acorn into niches where people
want power and reliability — internation
ally. The Acorn music scene, apart from
Sibelius, is set to replace the Atari which
is finally dying out.

There is a huge potential sitting there in
the future and we're all a part of it.

Alexander info
In response to the query in the Letters col
umn (June 1997) from Gary Hughs regarding
a package named "Alexander" I looked in a
copy of the 1992 Acorn Product Directory
and found the following contact information
for the company in question:

International Institute for Aerospace
Survey and Earth Sciences, Image Processing
Lab, PO Box 6, 7500 AA, Enschcde, The

Netherlands, Tel +053 874444, Fax +053
874400

The package in 1992 had an RRP of £650
exc VAT. All I can suggest is that you contact
the company for further information. While I
realise this information might be outdated I
hope it helps Mr Hughs.
Sam Cave

sam.cave@argonet.co.uk
Thanks very much for that, Sam.
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Just outside Dortmund city centre is a
tower, and at the top of the tower is a
revolving restaurant. Some say that
the tower is a paradigm of German

engineering and efficiency.
Therefore it comes as no surprise that

when the computer 'teenies' in Germany
come out to play, it is increasingly with an
Acorn.

At least, that's according to Mike Saxton,
who is one of the MDs of Acorn Computer
Enterprises (ACE), a company based in
Dortmund. ACE is both a dealer and a

developer - if you were at Wakefield you
may have seen their customised Rise PC
cases.

'ACE is split into two,' reveals Mike. 'I do
the hardware and my partner Dr Ulrich
Wittig does the software. We have designed
our own 32-bit SCSI card, we produce MIDI
interfaces and we have just brought out the
ArmSwitcher, so people can switch to and
from their StrongARMs.'

i am an Acorn convert. I started my
original company back in 1985, and I was
an Atari freak then. Atari went down and

so I had to look for a viable system, not just
for me, but for my livelihood. The Acorn
was the only machine I found that could
provide me with everything I wanted.'

Mike's first aim was to make sure there

was such a thing as a German market and
that it would be viable. Acorn Computers
Ltd pulled out of Germany a couple of
years ago, closing its German office and
leaving the dealers to fend for themselves.
Mike has been building up the German
market and has ensured that the name

Acorn is used all over the place. Other
names have helped him achieve this - one
is Sibelius.

ACE is Sibelius Software's main

distributor in Germany, Switzerland and
Austria. When I spoke to Mike, he was fresh
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from Hie Frankfurt music show. Frankfurt is

the world's biggest music show - a seven
day affair which is spread over 10 halls with
everything musical you can think of. The
response to Sibelius and hence Acorn was
amazing, and this interest ranged from
major composition houses to the home user.

'One of the fun sales I made was lo a man

from the Royal lank Regiment's military
band. He had heard about Sibelius and

came to see us. He left with a very nice Rise
PC system complete with Sibelius'.

So computer music technology has even
reached the slaid echelons of the brass band

world - Brighouse and Rastrick next per
haps?

Mike's connections with the army go fur-

i The problem
with the

computer market
in Germany is
that the PC

market has killed

itself by offering
people cheap

deals. 9
ther than a brass band wanting to
computerise its music.

He was in the British army for seven years,
based in Germany, but the only information
he'll vouchsafe about this period of his work
is that he learned to box. Boxing lead to
having a well-toned body, and Mike at one
point modelled swimwear (not on the cat
walk though, only magazine and catalogue

work). He cites Acorn's reliability as a key
selling point in Germany. 'When I sell an
Acorn I know that the customer is going to
get it home and it is going to work. My pri
ority is keeping the customer happy - if the
customer is not happy, then they are not
going to do any free verbal advertising to
their mates for me. Plus I like to think I am

selling them a service, not just a computer.
'The problem with the computer market

in Germany is that the PC market has killed
itself by offering people cheap deals. Macs
are very expensive. The Acorn is cheap in
comparison and there are German versions
of many of the software titles.'

Germans (understandably) prefer to buy
software in German. While a lot of the

major software on the Acorn is in German,
there could be more.

'These are the points that people should
wake up to. All the major recording studios
in Germany use Ataris. These are potential
customers who are hanging on to the last
minute because they do not want to buy
PCs. With a bit more energy put into doing
hard disc recording, studio work and MIDI,
we could have this market sewn up.'

The thing that would really make Mike's
day would be a single European currency.
This is something he has to deal with on a
day-to-day basis.

Even things as simple as a price list are a
constant headache, because they alter every
time the pound/mark exchange rate alters.
With a single European currency Acorns
would be the same price all over Europe,
making them much more competitive with
respect to US imports.

All of which would be good news for the
British computer firm, doing well in
Germany thanks to Mike Saxton's engi
neering and efficiency.

Jill Regan JSJ



Big Summer Price Reductions RED prices = al least 107c
RED '*' = at least 25% .'

Picture by Walter Briggs
using Studio24Pro

The cheapest way to buy the RiscPC ofyour choice. Let Pineapple install
the upgrades you require into a basic StrongARM RiscPC and save money!

StrongARM RiscPC Base Price - £ 1099.00 inc vat

General Upgrades
CDRoms

x8 speed CDRom £ 50.00
x12 speed CDRom £75.00
Harddrives - exchange prices
1.7Gb Harddrive £ 99.00
2.5Gb Harddrive £129.00
3.8Gb Harddrive £ 199.00
5.1Gb Harddrive £299.00

Other sizes available - please ask

Backplanes
2 slot backplane £ 34.00
2nd Slice (inc 4 slot backplane) £ 89.00

Memory Upgrades
IMbVRam £80.00
2MbVRam £115.00

8Mb SIMM (12Mb Total) £39.00
16Mb SIMM (20Mb Total) £ 59.00
32Mb SIMM (36Mb Total) £ 125.00

Other sizes available - please ask

PC Cards & Software

DX2-66 PC Card £169.00
DX4-I()()PCCard £229.00
586-100 (or 133Mhz) PC Card £ 351.33
PC Pro & PC Exchange £ 49.95
Windows 95 (Installed for you) £ 79.00

Monitors
Acorn 14" AKF60 £264.00

Acorn 17" AKF91 £639.00

Acorn 17" AKF93 (See offer) £423.00
Iiyama 17" 8617E £515.00
Iiyama 17" 9017E Pro £ 549.00
CTX 14" £ 189.00
CTX 15" £279.00

CTX 17" £449.00

Internet

33,600 Ext Voice Modem BABT £89.00
33,600 US Robotics Voice £ 169.00
Ant Internet Suite software £116.33

Acorn

FREE

Gifts!

Option I - IIon.es/ware. DK Ultimate Human Body, Multimedia Tcxtcasc,
Artworks. OR Business s/warc. Easiwriter, Eureka 3. Datapower.

Option 2 - Acorn 17" AKF93 monitor for the price of the Acorn 14" AKF60
Option 3 - Canon BJC4I00 colour printer
Option 4 - Casio Digital Camera QV 10a complete with software and cables.

Pineapple FREE gifts
With every new RiscPC you receive -
1 year subscription to the Virus Scheme.
Studio24 Art & photo-retouch software.

20:20 Finance available on all RiscPCs (subject to status). 20% deposit and 20 monthly payments at 0%

Flatbed
Colour
Scanners

There arc now a growing number of
scanners which will work on RiscOS.
Most of these need a SCSI interface
though, so the Epson GT5000 parallel
is still our most popular model.
A new inexpensive parallel port
scanner which works just on the
PCcard is now available at £169.00 !!
All our scanner prices include Twain
and Imagemaster software. SCSI
scanner prices do not include the SCSI
connecting cable.
Epson GT5000 parallel
Epson GT5000 SCSI
Epson GT8500 par&SCSI
Epson GT9500 par&SCSI
Umax Vista S6E - SCSI

Umax Astra - SCSI
Agfa Snapscan - SCSI
NEW - Trust (parallel) • •• £169.00

SCSI Cards & Cables
Powertech SCSI II Card £ 189.00
50 mini 'D' to 50 Centronics £ 19.00
50 mini 'D' to 25 'D' plug
25 'D' plug to 50 Centronics
50 Centronics plug to plug
50 Centronics plug to skt

Switch Boxes
These arc ideal for parallel port
switching between a printer & scanner

• £299.00
• £349.00

£459.00
£599.00
£269.00
£269.00

£259.00

£19.00

£16.99

£15.99
£16.99

Parallel 2 way £16.99
Parallel 3 way £19.99
Parallel 4 way £19.99
25 'D' plug to 25 'D' plug £4.99
25 'D' plug to 36 Centronics £4.99

Hard
Drives

Pineapples removable drive system is
available for both DDE and SCSI
systems. Provides total dala protection!
IDE mounting kit (inc cable) £15.00
IDE removable case £ 10.00
SCSI mounting kit (inc cable) £19.00
SCS1 removable case £ 10.00

Bare IDE harddrives

1.2Gb IDE £145.00
1.7Gb IDE E158.00
2.0Gb IDE * £169.00
2.5Gb IDE • £179.00

3.2Gb IDE * £209.00
3.8Gb IDE •£249.00

4.3Gb IDE (Fireball ST) • £319.00
4.3Gb IDE (Cyclone 5.25") £239.00
5.1Gb IDE £349.00
6.4Gb IDE (Fireball ST) * £399.00

IDE Expansion
x4 IDE Expansion card £69.00

Bare SCSI harddrives

1.0Gb SCSI £169.00
2.0Gb SCSI * £329.00
3.2Gb SCSI (Quantum ST) • £289.00
4.2Gb SCSI • £459.00

id from

alone, concrete proof ol'the power of
this creative tool'- Acorn User Mar96~

PAL

TV Coders

We have a range of PAL TV coders
available which allow the output of any
Acorn Computer lo be displayed on a
normal TV or recorded onto a video
recorder. All models have S-VHS as

well as standard video outputs. Please
ask for more details.

PLC/3 PAL Coder •£79.00
AVK/3 PAL Coder £289.00

AVK/5 PAL Coder £379.00
Monitor adapter 9-15pin £4.11
Monitor adapter 15-9 pin £4.11

Pineapples Virus Protection
Scheme has been running
for over five years and is
still being updated with new
viruses on a regular basis.
New software versions are

sent out to members every
three months and the total
number of viruses which
can be removed is over 100.

Joining fee just £28.20
Inexpensive multi-user licences

'Ifyou 're interested in virus protection,
join the Pineapple virus protection
scheme and buy Killer. Accept no
alternative - 'Acorn User Feb 96

As an Acorn Centre of Technology
Pineapple Software can help you with

ALL your Acorn computer related
problems.

Colour

Printers

Canon BJ30 - portable mono £ 159.1)()
Canon BJC70 - portable col 11199.00
Canon BJC240 - promo pack £ 169.00
Canon BJC620 - colour C289.00
Canon BJC4200 - promo pack £209.00
Canon BJC4550 (A3) ' £364.00
Canon BJC5500 (A2) £698.00
Epson Stylus 200 mono £ 139.00
Epson Stylus 200 colour £179.00
Epson Stylus Colour 400 £219.00
Epson Stylus Colour 600 £279.00
Epson Stylus Colour 800 £399.00
Epson Stylus Colour 1520 (A3)£729.00
HP Deskjet 690C £259.00
IIP Deskjet 870C £369.00
IIP Laserjet 6L £399.00

Other Items
Artworks video tutorial • £14.99
Casio QVlOa Di»ital Camera £376.00

Casit QV100 Digital Camera £528.00

Sibel us 6 software £180.95

Sibel us 7 Student £493.50

Sibel us 7 software £940.00

Studi >24 version 1 £35.00
Acor ] NetStation (Ethernet) £467.00

Acorn Nelstation (Modem) £467.00

We have many items in stock which
are not shown in this advert. Please
ask for anything you require which

may not be shown. Wealso undertake
repairs and upgrades to all Acorn

computer models. Collection can be
arranged ifnecessary.

Pineapple So\ »:- All prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage £15 on
computer systems. £5 on all
other hardware. Other items
free. Phone for quote outside
UK.Official orders, cheques
and all major credit cards

accepted at no extra charge.

'Pineapple offer some of the
finest and friendliest after

sales support you will find' -
Acorn User Mar 96

Why not come and visit us (easy
parking) where you can see most
of the Acorn range of computers

and other hardware in action.
Monday - Saturday 0900 - 1730

352 Green Lane, ILFORD
Essex IG3 9JS

Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:- sales@pineapIe.demon.co.uk
www:- http://www.pineapIe.demon.co.uk
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uzzled by the complexities
of networking?

Atomwide 0P^$u out- From a two
workstation peer to peer network, to a
very,larg^ site comprising hundreds of

/ network points.

Atomwide have been desigr
building networks for many y€

to ensure that your network is assembled
orrectly right up to. the last'piece in the

2,3 specifications giving y,
chqice(of using both Acorn and other

indusVy standardiequipment. All
fining, ancf

afterso$| : support are carried
by our fully qualified team of experts.

ConTact us now for a network

quotation designed to meet your specifi
( requirements.
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